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10. Refer to the above data -. \Vhen two workers are employed: 
A) total product cannot be determined ( .i~) from the information given. 
B) average product is 10. 
C) total product is 20. / @ total product is 18. ~ 

Use the following to answer question 11: 
p 

34 
3 

4 
5 
6 

.9-. . 
,,; 

Total Marginal 
product product 

o"' -- 
1 g>) 8 .. , > .6 2·-. ··-- 1'1:> ... ··-.~,--.£:. l-0-:-:::: .. _ --~-:-::: .. ." .. _.,.. 

c~C3•••• ·-- .. .. 25 

30 

Number of 
workers 

0 

Answer the next question(s) on the basis of the following information: 

Use the following to answer question 10: 

8. What do the income effect, the substitution effect, and diminishing marginal utility have in ~ ----~~'-....~ . •· common? . · 
A) They all help explain the upsloping supply curve. 

{Bl They all help explain the downsloping demand curve. 
~ They are all empirically measurable(~ <Yli,i.) 
D) All are required to explain the utility-maximizing position of a consumer. 

,. -, -» • / i:.;1,~,)l£'S. 
9· 
£c~;:t~;~~y~:t:::~s~han in th~hort:. ~~?· 

'"13') greater in the short run than in the long run. . 
C) independent (CP ~)of time. 
D) positive in the short run but negative in the .long run. 

:~'=".''"' 

- . 
~·-~~h.·- 
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7. If.NfUiPa = 100/$35 = MUzJPb = 300/? = MUiJPc = 400/?, the prices ofproducts_t and c 
in consumer equilibrium: - 
A) cannot be determined from the information given. 
B) are $100 and $200 respectively. 
C) are $105 and $175 respectively. 

~ are $105 and $140 respectively. 

5. To the ec;.Q.np.m,i_st total cost includes: 
A) implicit, but not explicit, costs. 
~ explicit, but not implicit, costs. , 
pi explicit and implicit costs,.including a normal profit./ 
D) neither implicit nor explicit costs. 

6. Marginal utility: ~~ ··'' 
A) is equal to total utility divided by the number of units consumed. 

i is equal to total utility if the demand curve is linear. 
diminishes as more of a product is consumed. 
increases as more of a product is consumed. 

L.---------0-··-····-····· 
·L ... ------~------ 

' .j , 

Demand is thus: 4. A firm can sell more or less output at a constant price. 
A) relatively inelastic 
],L relatively elas~ic .... 

. g.>perfectly elastic t/ 
D) perfectly inelastic . 

-•"---...,.__ -- 

2. "A fall in the price of a good increases the real income or purchasing power of consumers 
so that they are able to buy more of the product." This statement best describes: 
A) the substitution effect.. · 
B) a complementary good. 

~ an inferior good. , 
~ the income effect./ 

'.3. Normal profit is: 
determined by subtracting explicit costs from total revenue. »-:: 
the return to the entrepreneur when economic profits are zero. o-: 
the average profitability of an industry over, the preceding 10 years. 

,~J)).-.deiermined Q)' suhtracting implicit costs from total revenue . 
. .. _. c: ~ -,:,..-:· . ..~~ --~ ~ _,.__ 

~ .vJ·t~ .. 
1. If a firm increases all of its inputs by 10 percent and its output increases by 15 percent, 
~: .. ~ 
A) the firm's long-run ATC curve will be rising.)( 1U.. f ( -;:::. J. .. s: '\ · :·1 -rx: 
B the law of diminishing returns is taking hg.Ld. j\ .» ~, ,·'" 

it is encountering economies of scale./ ):" v .~, /k r- \ 

it is encountering (.i...;..I _;:)diseconomies of scale.x , ;:; ~yr 

50% Part I: 

- - 
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15. A purely competitive seller is: 
A) both a "price maker" and a "price taker." 

neither a "price maker" nor a "price taker." 
a "price taker." . · . 

) a "price maker." 

14. Refer to the above diagram. A government-set maximum permissible(<::_,.;,,.......) interest rate 
is best illustrated by: 

price A. 
price B. 

C) quantity E. 
D) price C. 

.~·~ ·~.;::;.·-!#!' 
•· . -- -~--~· .. ~- 

E 
Quantity 

0 

·.::: 
c, A 

B 

c 

Use the following to answer question li: 

13. Firms seek to maximize: 
A) per unit profit. 
B) market share. 

~ total rev. enue_.. / .· 
(I.:} total profit. V 

12. Which of the following industries most closely approximates pure competition? 
A) clothing 
B) steel g Automobiles 

~agriculture V 

11. Refer to the above diagram for a .£_urely cqm_gir,Jitj_y~~!· If product price is !:J..: 
A) new firms will enter this industry. . -- - 
B) the firm will earn an economic profit. 
~ ... p1e firm will maximize profit at point d. 
eJl!economic profits will be zero. t/" 
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20. Fixed cost is: 
A) the cost of producing one more unit of capital, say, machinery. 
B) usually zero in the short run 

~ average cost multiplied by the firm's output. ,.. 0lJ1 any cost which does not change when the firm changes its output. / 

21. If the price of A is $12 and the price of B is $3, the budget line tells us that a consumer in 
effect can trade: ~ , - , \ . 

(', .. '-;· t I i"",, A) 12unitsofAfor3ofB. ~·1:.--:: ·•:.~ v \'2-\ 
~ i :~ ~~ ~ i~;: ~i ~: y ~~) 

3 .. --'~ \ - 
D) 1 unit of A for 3 of B. ·~ ·1:/ c. ~ '· 

,/ 

-\(l,~~ 

~~- : .• _. - 

19. ~Mo::i~~pward on a do:n_~~d,ping straigh~ line dem~~ c=, we find that price 

increases continuously. t/ · · · - ' - - --- - _:;;--· 
may either increase or decrease. 

C) decreases continuously. 
D) is constant. 

18. At each point on an indifference curve(i<\_,..JI ~): 
A) marginal utility is the same. 
B the prices of the two products are the same. 

_ · total utility is the same. c-: 
) money income is the same. 

I 6. The diamond-water paradox occurs because: 
A) the price of a product is related to its. total utility; not its marginal utility. 
B) water is, in fact, very scarce in certain regions of the world. · 
C) diamonds are more useful than water. 

~the price of a product is related to its ~arginal uti.~ity, not its ~gta~,!l~~: 

17. If the money income of a consumer decreases and, as a result, his or her demand for 
product X increases, productX is: 
A) a complementary good. 

/(®} 'an inferior good. v/ \:>t5 a normal good. 
D) a substitute good. 

..,.,..__ i ,~.;t.l 
.. ,("" 

~; ..... 

- , 
~-----b-·- 
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24. -The formula for cross elasticity of demand is percentage change in: 
A) quantity demanded ofX/percentage change in incorne.X 
B) price of X/percentage change in quantity demanded ofY. ». 

quantity demanded.ofX/percentag_ e change __ in price ofX. 
- quantity demanded ofXzpercentagechange.in price.of Y. 

' 
7 

i/ 

. --·- •,•• ~ ·-=·~· 

23. The long run is characterized by(~ ~): 
~the ability.ofthe firm to change.its.plant size. 
'B)" at least one fixed input. - _-__,__-: - .. 
C) the relevance(~ I~ )of the law of diminishing returns. 
D) insufficient (~US t"~) time for firms to enter or leave the industry. 

22. Refer to the above diagram. If price f~!s_ from $10 to $~, total reve?ue: ~ ~- · 
A) rises from C + D to B + A and demand is elastic. 

~ falls from A +_ B to B + C and demand is inelasticz, 
C) rises from A + B to A+ B + D + C and demand is elastic. 
D) falls-from A+ D to B + C and demand is inelastic.f 

7 -_ 5 
Quantity 

0 
Demand B 

2 
r 

A 

$10 

Use the following to answer question 22: 
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25. Refer to the~ab~ve short-run production and cost.data, The curves of Figures A and B 
suggest that: 
A) A VC cuts MC at the latter's maximum point. 

(fm)A VC reaches a minimum where A~ is at its maximum. c-: .. - 
~ AFC declines so long .as output increases. 

· D) average product arid average· variable cost reach their maximum points at the same 
output. 

---_·----- --~·,.~ .. -~-· 

Output 

Figure B 
;;. 

AVc. ~· 
r~ L 

0 

Input 

Figure A 

(1) 

0 

c- 

-·~--~;.:. 
-~:·. 

Use the following to answer question 25: 

{f:f · 
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)D 

c) Based on. your ans~n (b ), the fall in pric~ causes total ~~_p5pditure on the good to 
} A ( r=eo.~ become demand lS e !air, f.·c. / - ·v·/ . c.-: 

---- ") --- 

/O (0 
____ ,_, ... 

6- L-1 _ 
__L 

~ 
3,s:, 

-- ....... ~-=--·· 
~- ·:.1;.-~· 

a) Draw the demand inthe space below 

Product Price v Quantity Demanded (9 ) 
5 I 2 

~ 4 4 
I 3 6 

2 x 
1 10 

Given the demand schedule inthe table below 

Essay 50% Answer Question 2 and any other 2 questions 
Question Onez- 

~··..-~.:... 
~~- 
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c) From the data above plot the AP & MP curves 

\ . 

' > i. 
·i ; ( 

-~-f' l / )" .--· 

\ ,.,... 
i< 1'' '.;\.. 

; \~, ~· ·' «' r- ·. . .,. 
-,r!"" - \ ... 

) .r· v : .. -~_..I'),, - 
-~ ' \. ,.\/ ~-~ ~ 

-~. ,~--' - ..r..-·· 

y a) Complete the table above 
b) Marginal product begins to diminish with which worker, briefly explain. ·?:> 

8 246 

240 
7 249 
6 

222 5 
195 4 
153 3 
102 2 
45 
0 0 

Mar inal Product Total Product Avera e Product In uts of labor 

-~- 

Question Three: - 
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I a . er some eve o outpu as een reacne JS ie aw o mums mg re urns. I 
14 If a firm has constant returns to scale in the long run, the total cost of I I I i -.- 

I ~ 
I producing its product does not change when it expands or contracts (Jll,:)its I \ I 

1 
I 

output I 
15 When average product is falling, marginal product is greater than average I I r-· I i I product. I I 
16 I The income and substitution effects will _in_0.l.ude the consumer to buy more of I ! =-1 

. I 13 

11 
12 

r-' _9_-+l_T_h_e_. J_a~r ~e_r_th_.e_o_u_,__ut_o_f_a_fi_rm~, t_h_e_s_m_a_ll_e_r _th_e_fi_1x_e_.d_c_o_s_t _of'_, t_h_e_fi_ir_m_. --r_ ...... _-.:tf)_-+-_F __ v 
J 0 J The J~,i;; ofd~minishing.re:urns expl~ins why increases in variable costs -\ i 

.,, associated with eaeh l-unit mcrease in output become greater and greater jl>(, . 
after a certain oint. 1 // 

Marzinal cost is the change in fixed cost divided by the change in out ut. E I' V 

l Marginal cost is equal to average variable cost of the output at which average -\ J%' 
1 
// 

variable cost is at a minimum. _j c/ 
One explanation why the long-nm average-total-cost curve of a firm rises 1 J/ 

I ft l l f th b 1 d i tl I f di .. bi t I 

rJ 
/ 

I I d Z h I . "'Z. i,.,J-.ce -) .... I j C' i,.' ./ f--~-+-n_o_r_n_1a__,,~b_o __ ._~_1_e_n_t_1_e_,_r_1c_e_o_i __ 1n_c_re_a_s_e_s.~-~/_:,_-~~~~~--~--1--- . 1- 
1 The diamond-water paradox is explained by the fact that the total utility j / F. '/ 
I 

d~rived from water is low while the total utility derived from diamonds is !,' I ! 
hizh. ! ; l 1--~~-:..;c__~-~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;..-~~----: 

J 8 j Economic or pure profit is an explicit cost, while normal profit is an implicit J F 
1;. 

/ 
cost. '--~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-~- 

v 

? 
J 
/ 

\'-,. 

Part I: Write Tif the statement is true F if it is false. (15 points) 
No. Question True I False v 
1 An increase in the real income of a consumer will result from an increase in . ..J. 1'-. I 

the price of a product the consumer is buying. ..,...._....('1' F I 
2 A consumer's demand curve for a product is downsloping because to~! utility 

I Fe./ 
decreases as more of the product is consumed. ") ~ 

3 j The theory of consumer behavior assumes that consumers act rationally to get I T' \ .0 
I r:,, 

the most from their money. I . ~i ; ·-·· 
4 When consumers are maximizing total utility, the marginal utilitiesof the last ' I F unit of every product they buy are identical (~~L:i..o) 
5 The marginal utility of product X is 15 and its price is $5, while the marginal I d( utility of product Y is 10 and its price is $2. The utility- maximizing rule ·-, I suggests that there should be less consumption of product Y. I l 6' I In the short run the size (or capacity} of a firm's plant is fixed. : .: 7 The resources employed by a firm are all variable in the Jong run and all fixed I I F in the short run. 
8 I When total product is increasing at a decreasing rate, marginal product is I I F" -. I positive and increasinz. , 

First Semester 200412005 Instructor Name: Dr. Said Haifa 

c:Ili_Ade!Zaghii) &; h:i_,:d f-; :Jr' Ayhab Sa'ad · ~ 
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5) Marginal cos: and ave:age v.a~iable cost are equal at tl'ie\output at which: 
J a. Marginal cost is a mimmum. / 

Cl- \Q) Marginal product is a maximum . 
./c. Average product is a maximum. \ 

d. Average variable cost is a maximum. 

4) Because the marginal product of a resource at first increases and then decreases as 
the output of the firm increases: · 

a. Average fixed cost declines as the output of the firm increases. ·· 
. Average variable cost at first increases and then decreases. 

. . Variable cost at first increases by increasing amounts and then increases by 
decreasing amounts. 

@ !otal c?st at first increases by decreasing amounts and then increases by 
mcreasmg amounts. 

3) When the firm hires(u.1:._,:;) four units of labor the average product oflabor is: 

/~

n .., ~ts ?f ouftput. . /\.')(<\ -: 
. 1 ~ .units o output. . ,, : ~ 

c. 4.25 units of output. V'\ 
. d. 15 units of output. 

2) The marginal product of the fourth unit of labor is: . . . 
~· 2 units of output. 

/

/@)3 units of output~,.,, 
c. 4 units of output. 
d. 15 units of output. 

Amount of labor: Amount of output 
1 ., 

,j 

2 8 ., 12 ,j 

4 15 ! 5 17 
6 I 18 

Use the following table to answer Questions 2 and 3. Assume that the only variable 
resource used to produce output is.labor. 

med by economists? 1) Which would best describe the short run for a firm 
a. The plant for a firm js variable. __ 

A The plant capacity for a firm is fixed.,~,,..,,,.~· 
There are diseconomies of scale. 
There are 'economies of scale. 

(45 points) Part JI: Circle the best Answer: - 

f\W' . Y~ ; .:---- 



9) At an output of 10,000 units per year, a firm's total variable costs are $50,000 and 
its average fixed costs are $2. The total costs per year for the firm are: 

a, $50,000 --~-~ :: z; 
V. $60,000 ,.,, ~i;_o ;.:oc·•'' ~1-c'''.o 

AI) $70.000 
/ -d. sso.ooo 

J 
10) If you know that total fixed cost is $100, total variable cost is $3 00, and total 

product is 4 units, then: 
a. Marginal cost is $ 50 

/ b. Average fixed cost is $45 
/ c Average total cost is $125 (/ @ Average variable cost is $75 

8) as output increases beyond the level represented by Q: 
//a. marg~nal product i.s risi~g . 

. / cf) Margmal product is fallmg . 
._,, c. Total fixed costs are rising. 

d. Total costs are falling. 

7) In the figure, curves 1;3; and 4, respectively-represent: 

A. Aver. age variable cost, margin~ cost, and average t?tal cost. 
. Average total cost, average van able cost, and margmal. 

~ Average fixed cost, average total cost, and marginal cost. 
V d. .Marginal cost, average total cost, and average variable cost. 

Output •. Q 

-·--------· .. ------ Figure 

6) Average variable cost may be either increasing or decreasing when: 
a. Marginal cost is decreasing. 

'Th) Marginal product is increasing. 
rX.~. Average fixed cost is decreas~ 
"" \<l'. Average total cost is increasi,U 

Question 7 and 8 are base on the following figure: 

£;'.if' •, 

~-----·--' 



15) The price of water is substantially less then the price of diamonds because: 
a. The marginal utility of a diamond is significantly less than the marginal 
/ utility of a gallon of water. 

/ 

The marginal utility of a diamond is significantly greater than the marginal 
utility of a ~all on of.water. . . . . /7.I' 
The total utility of diamonds is greater than the total utility of water. a '((1 (,l'f..1\~ 

d. Diamonds have a low marginal utility. Jv .J 
Yi"M3' 

J~~·~ 

13) After eating eight chocolate . chip cookies, you are offered a ninth cookie. You turn 
down c~ J) the cooki e. your refusal indicates that the: 

~ Marginal utility for chocolate chip cookies is negative. 

/

b. Total utility for chocolate chip cookies is negative. 
@ Marginal utility is positive for the eighth and negative- for the ninth cookie. 
d. Total utility was zero because you ate one cookie and refused the other. 

'P M 
14) Suppose that the prices of A and B .are $3 and $2, respective] y, that the consumer is 

spending her entire income and. buying 4 units of A and 6 units of B, and 'that the 
marginal utility of both the fourth of A and the sixth unit of B is 6. It can be 
concluded that the consumer should buy: 

a. More of both A and B 
b. More of A and less of B 

~ Less of A and more of B 
d, Less of both A and B 

12) The reason the substitution effect works to encourage (~)a consumer to buy more 
of a product when its price decreases is: 

, The real income of the consumer has been increased. 
. The real income of the consumer has been decreased. 

(D The product is now relatively less expensivethen.it was. . 
· d. Other products.are now relatively less expensive than they were. 

11) Which factor contributed (rA~) to economies of scale? 
a. Less efficient use of capital goods. 
b. · Less division oflabor and specialization · 

fY Greater specialization in management of a firm 
d. Greater difficulty controlling the operations of a firm. 

_yf/ 
:;a~· 
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Suppose that the price ofX (Pj is $(5, the price of\ (Py) $4 and con~'s income 
$36. "( X, -j-- ; '~} '.}.·"'''·" + ~-+ S--'j 

a) Fill in the blanks in the above table. \ --{-_'.;~'-~ >~.f-'" S · . - .· 
· b) Find all combinations that satisfy the utility -- Maximizing condition. X "t b 'J 
'l ~ <§f} Which is the equilibrium (utility- Maximizing) combination for this consumer? 
t. <\. ~ What conditions are satisfied in C for utility Maximization. 

Question Two:- ® (] 0 .J!_Qipt§J 
The following table shows the totalmoduction of a firm as the quantity oflabor increased 

L 
Qbuantity1of d Total output Marginal Product / 1v~rage.!~~-~~~1 

a or emp oye 

1, 

__j' 

1 - - :s--r-= ) :;- --- I tt 11 -I 0 '.i·') I 
! J Tis 1 -=t- 6 _J 
I 4 I 24 I 6 6 __J 
W- ti9 i - ~ 5". 3· i 

1
6 I' n 33 1 tt 5"" . s- / 
7 '36 ,- 5_ ~ V ,,--. I : ll8 --~-~__J-~ __ 2 ------··'-~~~--if_. _1.,_·-_ 

Calculate the Marginal products and Average products of the various quantities of labor 
and enter them in the table. 

8 148.5 ~.L}" / (if/ 8 208 i l 3/ 
7 14] C\ Cb/ 17 196 1~ 't 
6 132 \o I z . fo':f 6 180 ?-..o c,,--.2) 

3 , s , 3 I 3 108 

Muv Mu/Pv -~---- 
'-{0 (:--J_c;) 

~~~ JI:, C\ 
3 2. <-P ·JJ 

«s I 9- ~1 -- ) Q_;i( 

"l ~t c: o ,________.,. 

1 :70 1 40 
2 1..0 2 76 

Tux Mux 
I 45 ~ <fc; 
' 75 ~ 30 
95 12)( i.o 
110 i,;- 
122 \ ?-- 

Part Ill: Answer the following questions. 

Question One:- (20 points) 
The following table represents the utility derived by a consumer from consuming two 
goods X and Y. 

Ox I Mu/Px Ov t»; 
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(01,,..1e;c:;/: r0t1110·,;.\- o~ 

Good Luck 

i='"L-e-~711 \"='~J.--'<f""'i°-h'-b' ~ 

( 
t 

d) z c: o u ·'"\ d- -:i ( A TC 3 ) p;r:··\..\e.. th.\'('J or-.e. · 

._.,,-// 

80 150 240 Q 

What plant size will the firm choose in produ~ -: 
a) 50 ~ A TC l (.T 1-.e.. ~\,.-~~- o-...E.) · / 

b) 130 ; AT(_ l. l T \,., e, s C<PI'\ d OY.€) / 

~ 160 ~ f\ IC:.( I \-.e_ <;,e..CP"'-cJ.. O\-\'<...) · 

@Y 250 units of output? Draw the firm's long-run average cost curve on the diagram 
· q I{ , and describe this curve. 

" 

Figure --- -----·------ 

Question Three:- (10 poin.ts) 
Supj}ose a firm' h~s:'6nly.:thr.ee possible plant-size options, represented. by the ATC curves 
shown in the accompanying figure. · · · 
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5. lf a purely competitive firm in the short run can sell its output at $2.50 'per unit, and it has an average variable cost 
of $1.75 per unit and a marginal cost of$1.50 per unit, it should:·'. 
a. ~hut dow~,,'\ . p .,, $.· .. 'Ls 
b. increase its pnce. A ·. _ I -:;- (-:. 

d 'ts . v c. ~· , ,::. c. .· ecrease 1 pnce. · 
SL,/ decrease its output. 10 c.. -:. ! , r 

. 
{i;J). increase its output. ,~· 

J P ,Ave 

- Dr. Mohamed Nasr (Section 1) 
Dr. Said Haifa (Section 2) 
Mr. Ayhab Sa'ad (Section 3) 

.Mrs .. Shireen Basha-Section 4) 

' ~ Section No.: __ ..... t_..>P.......,,.,.,.,,__c--~-.P....:.'-'- 

. c: j StudentNo.: /Q_,t.)30 . 

4. As the marginal product of a variable input increases, the marginal .cost 
a. also' increases, 
b r~~ains constant. 

decreases. 
equals average product. 

e. none of the above. 

,,.· 

I U Y>'\PJ,' ~ Ml-f =O'\ 
.! 

3. When total utility is maximum, we know that 
a. average utility is also maximum. 
b. marginal utility is also maximum. 

~ /;-v~rage utility is zero. 
l§;P marginal utility is zero . 
e. marginal utility equals average utility. 

2. A firm will break-even if P,,,flR.:: ATc. · 
!... yrfoe· is equal to total revenue. r.:; v average total cost equals price. f\\.'L ~<.- \ 
c. average variable costs equals price. 
d. total variable cost equals total revenue. 
e. both (c) and (d). 

@ 1. In microeconomics theory, it is assumed that the goal of a business firm is to 
1 a. maximize utility. · . 

.b, maximize output. -/ 
/ ~} maximize profits. v 

"Y maximize sales. 
e. minimize costs. 

PART[; Multiple-choice questions (54 points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 
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11. If two points are on the same indifference curve, 
~ they are also on the same budget line. x / 

~tiiey represent combinations which give the consumer the same level of satisfaction. t,/ 
jt: they represent combinations which cost the consumer the same amount of money. 
d. they represent combinations which maximize the consumer's utility 
e. they represent combinations where the marginal utility per dollar is equal. 

~u1 . l 
12. Diamonds (i))!JI) are more expensive (~)than water because 

a. more diamonds are demanded. 
b, households are irrational. 
c. diamonds· are more useful. 
d. diamonds give higher total utility. 

~1. diamonds give higher marginal utility. 
~ . 

10 ~ the long run, 
(t1} /a11 inputs are variable 
)1! all inputs are fixed 

c. only the scale of plant (plant capacity).is fixed 
d. average variable cost is less than average total cost. 
e. firms cannot enter or exit the market. 

1 ~ 
'/ 

i 'b "( 
\. 

vf ~ -r· 

9. A pure competitive firm faces ('4-ly) a demand curve that is 
~\~rtlcal. 
~ ~orizontal. 

c. downward-sloping. 
d. upward-sloping . 

. e. equal to the total costs of production for each level of output. 

A1r-J if, 
The law of diminishing marginal returns says that 
a. If.all inputs are increased, output will decrease 
b. If all inputs are increased, marginal product will decrease 
c., Ifall inI?;ut are increased, both output and marginal product will decrease. 

~ A one input is increased while other inputs are fixed, marginal product will decrease. 
e.rt' If one input is increased while other inputs are fixed, output will decrease 

8. 

1 :: 30 --'9 T-:: C\D 
- =- 3 e. None of the above. 

4 10 
I r-. -= 'i''2i f'(J 

8: -- "'.j_Q 
10 

s>x::. 1. e, 
·to- '10 ·. ··rx 

If the price of Y is $3 per unit, then the price of X is 
a. $3. p ,, 
~ $L b=~ 

@/$9. 
t( $6. 

7. 

18 

6. The equilibrium combination for this consumer is 
~...-····4 units ofX and 18 units ofY. 

~ 4 units ofX and 30 units ofY. 
c. 10 units of X and 18 units ofY. 
d. 1 0 units of X and 3 0 units of Y. 
e. either 10 units ofX m: 30 units ofY. 

30 
C1fr_,o) 

x 

The following two questions are based on the following 
budget line and indifference curve for a consumer who 
spends all his income on two goods: X and Y. 

y 
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18. When marginal product is higher than average product, then 
a. marginal product must be negative. 
b. total product is decreasing. 
c. average product is at its maximum. 

. 4..,_, average product is decreasing. 
~:v€rage product is increasing. 

. ,,.. 
/'1P:: ~ - 

I 

/J.(J= t-i.S l-:.Y 

~ AP:: T'P IA p\1 ) 
. L Tf-'-:; V" ..A. L 

. -=M~rX11)~I~ 
17. Generally speaking, as more of a good is consumed by an individual consumer, 

a. marginal utility would increase and total utility would decrease. "' /vi VI ..!. J /i-t 1' 
@ ,;rtarginal utility would d,ecrease and total utility would increase. 

c/ marginal utility would increase but total utility would remain unchanged.x 
d. both marginal utility and total utility would decrease." . 
e. both marginal utility and total utility would increase . ..: 

L-=- s L. I /1 '() /vi)'.} TP 
3 < Ir- 
y ~ r 3 116 l 

16. Suppose the average product of labor is 5 when thefirm hires 3 workers. If the average product falls from 5 to 4.5 
when the firm hires the fourth worker, then the marginal product of this fourth worker is: 
a. 27.0 
b. 9.5 ,· ~r ,. 0.5 

14. A competitive firm's supply curve in the short run is: 
a. the entire {JS c~) marginal cost curve. 
b. the entire average variable cost curve. 
c. theentire average total cost curve. . 
d. th€ average variable cost curve above the marginal cost curve. )(:' . 

~e marginal cost curve above the averagevariable cost curve.s/ 

15. Economics of scale implies(~) that: 
a. short run total cost increase as output increase. 

' 

shortrun average cost decrease as output increase. 
~)~g run marginal cost decreases as output increases. 

a) ,,Jong run average cost decreases as output increases. 
e/ none of the above. 

13. Suppose than a consumer spends her income on books and movies. The marginal utility of books is 50, and the 
marginal utility of movies is 100. The price of books is $10 and the price of movies is $5. In order to maximize total 
utility, she should: M Vi (bj -e 5 o P ('I?) :o 1 o 

cyconsume more movies and less bo~ks. /v\ Vi &11) e Io o (-l ( M) s ) 

45. consume more books and less movies. }Ii i; f (k:, ),(s ) 
c. consume more books and more movies as long as their marginal utilities are positive. ( _f -::- -'1% ~ ou 
d. consume less books and less movies until their marginal utilities are equal. ~ ~ - (Q~ WW v i' e 
e. Keep consuming the same quantities of books and movies since this is the equilibrium combin'1.tio;. _:.... 



a) Fill in the blanks in the above table 

1T-= Q( p_ A TC) 
-=.i(Ro-l+) 

1T ~ Q( t:<o- 10) 

Quantity Total Cost ATC AVC MC profit 
~ 

0 
Ve f$1;2 x x x (._~ 0 ·- ~. '· 

I ~ 1,7 .v··\-:J- c > ,- 3 ...,/. ~ / 

2 'b 20 -10 -~ /" '3 / QO ._..,. 

3 :;zy 36 .-"\-~ CZ>./ l.b / Q~ __,,.. 

4 4S 60 /\( !~ / ~!_,\/ 2.o/ 

\C.-::::. \:" c + v c 
/:;i.- ..., I .2 + v c 

\JC-:.:, 

~\ 

Avc-VC 
(-1 --- ___ _,.(2,,__~ 

a) Fill in the blanks in the above table. 

b) Suppose now that the consumer can get as much falafel sandwiches as he wants free (ll~ .\..!.,~~ 4), 
how m~y sandwiches sho~~ r: . · siillieto n;aximize tot~l ~ti~ity? '!!1}JJ_, ~ ~ lA :;>%) j o: _ , ) 
6*·b~Ca«Se ~~VI.~>: l_~(ow. 1«~10~~:].(:_1:) ~\rjj~l/lli1~-~~~- 

biJ, l. ~ cqvi.~~ k({.L.J. 1~ ( v ... 01 v-:_,-0 w' (J.lQ..... \ !JJ).::::) ~ l-{l!<.o ~ ;.:),_ vt 
< .. - . L._;=;f'C{ ii 

_____[21 . · I o~ cJ _.- 1/- _,_; 0 \ l,;..o J 
~n~ ~~~ . ~ ~ 

1· \ C\ ), · P::: !Vi R -= ao 
vconsider the following short-run cost schedules for a purely competitive firm. Suppose the market price is $_20 per unit. 

l='L-:o \ .Q p -:. .20 

Ro = TV\ _ l1D 

"Tll ~ :Lo +l1o -= 60 

fat w ~ -::f.o _ 6 o ~ r o 

M l1 - Mv. t-fif do ftarr_. = : 
.&-:: y 

~ I 
(ri V\ ::- :2-o j 

Q TU MU MD per 
dollar 

1 15 is/ 3 /' 

/yo .. 

t., / 2 •25 
3 /60 :2.D / 

4 

4 70 1o/" a / 

w ./.;:;.o 0 o/ 
6 65 -S-/ -1/ 

.2( +1(-:: /{A 

00 ::. TU 

OJ (10 points) 

Consider the following table which represents the utility that a consumer derives from consuming various quantities of 
~- falafel sandwiches (J!:il! ...:iL.'ii:i_,.ll...). Assume that the price of falafel sandwich is $5~ 

/I D ) /Vt Vi z: .6 TL1 ,,,_,_ (o 6q 
r- 

.2~~ TL1 - I~ 

PART II: Essay Questions (46 Points) 
Answer the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR WORK WHEN NECESSARY! 
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/,;.)~ '5W. J.__a.,wJll. := 60 o 
~- 

l'o<, f [\ ~ P, ·, ·.J ... "."/ r ')1· L v' ~~ ' •J • "/' 

p u,.JJl/..i'f. < ~ ·------- 

P~F1R 
c) Suppose that these cost curves are for pure-competitive firm, and the market price is $40, should the firm 

produce or shut down at this market price? 'Why? P-:: /ii' r;> .: A ,{J z: 
1 
.. "\... p :: (), 0 ,.. ·1 'I\ ' ...) 

Avc>P ~ sW-~YI . . r 
--- ···- ,o Ave L)\/eedo ~4 Pe-} cJJ pd!,..:J!,.J \. /Ive c.uvvc 0JJ;>1.1c 
'bu aM se i"V\1..- ~ · 

r-,~.J 
r . ., '~·t 

/_, 

20 15 5 0 30 35 
Quantity (tons) 

25 10 

a) Suppose the firm is producing 30 units 
of output, what is the average total cost 
(A TC) at this level of output? 
A TC= TC =-lf 

Q 30 

G;Jv-4 A vc - 60 · J 
t5o z: ~ ~Jvc...,_ lfbo~ J 

3D 
r.:,;: J~--;} A f- C-::. ao 

~-=: .2.0 --"> (;)_o)( ?U )-o ;::-{ 

q . f I= C:: 6 o oj 
b) Suppose the firm is producing 30 units 

of output, what is the total variable cost 
(TVC) at this level of output? 

\VC =- ?} 

./-\Ve:~ 

(60 ){30) ::: 
--oc. 

Consider the following graph which 
represents the average variable cost and 

@average fixed cost curves: 

Answer the next questions based on this 
graph:· . 

(16 points) 



"'··--·····-·· - ------· .. --·-·····- .. ···---.---·--·· --~·--·-·--·-· ·--··--·-···--··---- -···-··- .. ····-··---~.,___-~-·----- ·--··-·-··--··--·---··---- ... - ... ·-····-·····~·--· - - -- . ------ ----- ----- --~-----·---- ···--- -- - ---·---· 
(ej (d)' (c) (b) 18. 

-••• ••••••••,.••·•·•,.•---.,~-••••-•••-••·••"'-··----.,--- •••~---·--------~~---------------•~••••mm-•••,.•••• ••·-•·•--••.,••-•••••• ••·••--••••~••----~•••-• •·•-,.••••-·"••-'"•••--'"'""--'"---.,•-••-••-•••-••--••••-••••----·•"•••---·---·------ 

(e) (c) {b) (a) ]7. 

- .. -··-····--··· ---·--· -··--·----- -~-~---·--- .. ····--··--·-·---·- ·-···- .. -------·-·---··-- .. ·--· .. -- -··-·-···-·--·- -·------------····-···········--···· .... ---·----···-·--·--·--··-~,-----~ ----·-···-····--·-- ·-·--~--~~------, .. ,_,_ 

(d) (c) (b) (a) 1)\ 16. 
------·-·-··-------------------··--·-·-····-·--·--·--......-..·~----·--·-·-·-···-·----- .. ----·----·--- .. --~---·--·---··-·----------------------··--------- 

(d) (c) (e) (a) 15. 
--·-----·--------··--- ---·-----~--------·---·------~--·~---··----···--·········- -~- 

(e) 
---·-----·-··----·------------ .. -------···-----------------------------~--------- 

(e) 13. 1J (b) (c) (d) 
------·-···---·--..-- ............ __________ 

14. (a) (b) oef (d)- 

•,-----·----------~·--·-··------·----·-----------·····-·~--.~~··-·---·-------------~---·-·-···--·----·--------.....-·--·-·------·----- 
(e) (c) (b) (a) 12. 

.... - ... ······--··--·--·----·-----------·-··-·-···-··-- .. -·-·-----·--····----------·····-··--------------·----·-----~-----~------------- .. -~.---·-·--··--·----··-~------- ........... ~----··------- 
{-d) .(c) {e) (a) ll . 

-··-···-·-·-···--·-····-···--··--------'-----~--~------·-----------·-·------·--~-~~-·-·--··-·----···--··--·--·~--~----·-··-------···------ .. ··-··-··-·--·-···· .. --------------··--·----·---------~-+--~----- 
(d) (c) (b) (a) -~ 10. 

••-••••--•••---·--·-----••.,••••••••----·--••••-••---·--·••••-••••-•-••----•••• .-,.--••-•••-•••·-•.,-•~--~~-•m•-•-•-•'""-••••------•••-·- 

(d) (b) (e) (a) 9. 
... . - "·--·--------·--- - __ --·-··~·---··~----------~--- .. ·-·----· .. - .. - -···-- ··---- ---~··-·-- .. ···· -----··~--·····-·-·--·---·-·-·--·--·-~--·----~---·-···-··· .. ··· - __ --------····-·----··-· -------·-----·~- 

(c) (b) (a) (e) "Oii 8 . 
-··-·- .. -·---·----·-----------··--·-·-·······--·----·~·--~·--·--·------··-·--····---~~-·--·--·---------·-----·-~---·---------------~--~--·----··---------~-- 

(c) (b) (d) (a) 7. 
_ , .. , __ , , -- ------+-~----~- .. - .. --·-------··-··-- ~-- .. ---·---·-·--···-----------..-...- ~--..---·-·-·---··--··~-·~--·-·-·-----------·--- 

(e) (d) (c) (a) 6. 
-----~--~ .. --,·-·---~-~·--~---··-·--·-·-·-----:--·---·-....__.____, , .. _. ~-------------·-···-------~···---·------·--~~---- .. -·-----------·~ .. ~~--------· 

(e) (d) (b) (a) 5. 
.................. , - .. -----·-------·-·-·----·--~ ---------------~~----·-·- .. ··-~--··-- .. --·--·-·~ -·--·-----~ -~·-··---------·~ ...... 

(e) (d) (c) (b) 
........... ·-·--···-··--·----··-------------------·-·-·~----~~------·------~------ .. -----------·-·~---~-----·-· .. ------------~--------·-·-~--- 

(d) (c) (b) (a) 
_, 
.J, 

----······---------·--------·------------'"------·------~----~------·--···-···---·-·-··-·-·--·-···~---~-~--···-------·--··--·~~·---·--·--··~·-....--·-·-----·--·-· 
(a) (c) (e) '.'M ~~ (a) 2. 

-·--··--·--··-·-·---------·-·-·-·--·-·---- ....... - ... ....__ ....__._~----- .. ·-·-·--·-----------.--····-·--···---·-----·----·-·------..-~--··---··-·~.___,~·--··--- 

Q. (a) {b) ~·~ (e) ...,.__..., ______ 
~--.- -------........ ... ~~~-· 

1. (a) (b) ~ ~ (e) 

:jl=JI j\..:.l.1 .J l..$' ,......,i.ll -.,\,,.'?1 -~ ;_,>.iJI ._; )-1 ~ (X) :; }-~) C~ 
Put mark (X) on the letter that corresponds t the best answer as in the following example: 

Miit----------------------------~-~~----~-- Ii WIUl>KW: . 

~d_~ 
Dr. Said Haifa 
Mr. Mohammad Amriya 

Economics 131 
First Semester 200612007 

-Seeond Midterm ,..,........---~---- 
(Cf V 

Ans~er Part I (the multiple-choice qu'i-~e. 

Student No.: (OS 0 {,; h_ 
Section No.: -~----- 



d. diamonds give highertotal utility .. ./\ 
Ce) diaJ!londs give_big~1er.m~!:~~r:i~l.'4ti.!jb~ 

6. Which of the following curves cannot he .U.-shapcd (i.e, go down first, then g.o up) 
a. AVC,curve. 

@ AFC curve-> 
c. A TC curve. 
d. MC curve. 
e. -none of the above, since all above curves must be Uvshaped . 

• _,S ') ~:f Diamonds (;..J'.::lll) are 'more expensive (.;it. l) than water because: 
} , a. diamonds are more useful. . . 

b. water is an inferior good. 
c. households are not rational. 

5. When marginal product is higher than average product, then 
a. total product is decreasing. 
b. marginal product must be negative. 

CS) average product is increasing, 
d. average product is decreasing. 
e. average product is at its maximum. 

.\)'.<:~·-"' 'n•-- ~r:;@ c., 
~ ~r~~ -dj-- 

a. zero 
b. average variable costs. 
c. marginal costs. 
d. · total variable cost. 

@ total fixed cost 

. ~ 'f \ \.:<-~'.· As a consumer consumes less of.a commodity, t{i~ ~· 
r',, v (~ marginal utility \~iii rise · 

b. marginal utility will fall 
c. total utility will rise 
d. both total utility and marginal utility will fall 
(::. both total utility and marginal utility will rise 

L 3. If a firm is currently (\.;lb) producing zero output, total cp$! eqµah 

When marginal utility is zero, 
a. total utility will also be zero. . ;i\ V\ ::~ 

0 

@) total utility will be maximum. 
c. total utility will be minimum. 
d. total utility will be equal to marginal utility. 
e. none of the above is true. 

l. In economics, the short run refers to a time period • 
a. of one year or less. . 

. .2., ~n wh~ch aH~nputs are variabl~. _ . . . ::>\VZ- 1 n.·ol-4 \"> "; f't.tl 
~~ m which all inputs are fixed. L c-'1- J 1;-MS t 1 

~. in which there is at least one fixed inpu~ and at least om~ variable input 
e. · in which output is fixed. · · 

:l\.nswer the follo'!ing multiple-choice questions on the-attached answer sheet: M9 }' '-:~·)'! :1! JJ L~ $. ;.-1 1.U ll!....i .~ l..;-':"i 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (54 points) 
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;\c. ~'...;\~ tJ 
15. In the long run, if average cost increases as output increases, this i~dicates (.)! ~) that there are ---- . . ·:. . 

a. economies of scale · 
@ diseconomies of scale 

c. diminishing marginal returns 
d. diminishing marginal returns 
e. diminishing marginal utility 

c. Consumption effect 
d. Law of demand 
e. Law of supply .. ~, 

14. If a firm has total revenue bf~O~QQro implicit costs of $20;000j and explicit costs of~~~,OOQ, then 
a. economic profit is $10,000:- · ----;~~'";~, \1 =t=r: 
b. normal profit is $10,000. 

(§;) economic loss is _$10,000'. 
d. accounting c~stis $20,000. 
e. none of the above 

('~I~\ >_,ill) due to changes in priceis called 
. . ,· ,.· ' .. 

S~i. Ch:~i{g~-~ i~ c~~~u~p~l"On--!f.!3t_ results.from changes in pu~_~hasing. ppwer -·--·w ·· rncome··effecF·· ·-· · · ·· · · 
b. Substitution effectc> 

12. Which of the following statements is NOT correr..t about indifference curves? 
a. Indifference curves do no intersect (l_,,..b~). · · 
b. Indifference curves are convex (~.i.-.....) co the origin. 
c. Higher indifference curves represent (Jl..:i) higher level of satisfaction 

@ Indifference curves assume that. utility can be measu;-ed;(~L,i ~) in.utils. ··· 
e. Indifference curves are downward-sloping. . . 

'"" C. ·~ b \s;., . 
1::::.Q 

11. As the marginal prod1;1ct of a variable factor increases, the marginal c~st 
a. also increases AV . . . · 

(];) decreases . · L: 
c. remains constant ', • ,... 
d. equals the marginal product .. _\ __ 
e. none of the above is true \ 

The consumer maximizes his utility: 
a. when his budget line is horizontal (.)i.i). 
b. When his indifference curves are apward sloping. 
© where the indifference curve is tangent (W"L. ... ) to his budget-line. // 
d. where his indifference curves intersects (~bu.1;1) his budget line. 
e. when his marginal utility equals the price of the 3ood. 

~~The production function of a firm shows the 
V a. amount of goods produced per year. 

b. type of resources required to produce goods. 
c. relationship between labor and capital. 
d. relationship between explicit costs and implicit.costs, 

(!;>° relationship between inputs and output. 

marginal product will f?..1.l, , 
marginal reveuue'will fall. a. 

~ . 

~?~e law of diminishing marginal returns means that, as you increase the variable .input, 
. (.?.>. total output will f.;111. · · 

/ ,_ ..,/.'// ' 
b. marginal cost will fall. 
c. demand will fall. 
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! c:· . .,., 

;\Ac T~C Mc 
(.( Tc .. 

. ','6 t tA l) 

.: v[~ x 

~ 
·7 .f.· IS 

'{ )' 

the total' variable cost decreases. e. 

ff• 0,. In theshort run, as the level of output increases, then 
G) the total variable cost increases. 

b. the average fixed cost increases. 
c. the total fixed cost decreases. 
d. the total fixed cost increases. 

•···· C. :C: Fe '{Sf A curve which represents all combinations that give the consumer same level· of satisfaction is cal!e~· ; ···;{C 
a. The demand curve '·\ 
b. The satisfaction curve 
c. The budget line 

La) The indifference curve 
e. The utility curve 

··re 
Lfg- 
£~ 

c. the average fixed cost of 7 units is $9 
d. the total fixed cost is $48 

@ the average total cost of7 units is $9 

_ '\~'";) gJ / u}_(. ..... \,., , 15.j; 

1lrfthe total cost of producing 6 units i~ $4~ and the marginal cost of producing the seventh unit is $15. then 
v a. the average variable cost of 7 units is $15 , 

b. the total variable cost is $15 f\\C . ~ 
b 
7 



'b. S(.i.ppose Salwa consumes 3 units of(_P)zza and 2(~ Juice, how much is the --~~~f~tiUN-5}iat Salwa gets from 
consuming these quantities? Show_yOJIO¥G-r /'v\ V\ :;· -. - - --- I> 

;, .,..- t . · ·1· .. ,_.,, ~ . ...- .... { i~r··, · ~s (f' · 7"',..,_4 w-:. zif -i.cJ ' <S.\ . 
·\/ ok"{ i-t.t" 1 1 C) - I o IV . ' ---····. ,,,, -, jA''?,-~& .,,,1 w.v~~~ 

't.-:: 'l,°Z ~ c. Suppose Salwa has an income of$22 per week. How much pizza and juice will she-consume? Show your wor~ . 

.fa\V\f,'zer .... ~:. /v\..,\ -~~· ~) -r, ~(¥ .L {) Q ( P, ~ s '2_ l d? ~ tt 3 --:;., , ~ _ , · ~.,. ,. F, P ' 'le... c, !: c: 
, .... -/'- ,;i P:1 "' Q ------- ·~ y 

( 5. 14 + '4iJ :: 1 ~") .\s(2) + 1.-tc3) = ~~ \, .. ~s- I l- 
r -..... (._ --L . ·---,,, ···--··---·- 

~ 

• ~ ~'tl> -., )? 1' l:'- <~~ \}.: . sh...:- ~.,'.; ~ ~\ c f")I.,,~ \,"'"~"'°'- ?. "~YI.' ~ -- :· • ' . 
;<. .. ,_ ... -u~J ~ I 5. a.'( -~'-'-' l_"-.. <; rf' d. Suppose that Salwa's income has increased to $27 per week, while the prices of pizza and juice remain unchanged. 

How much pizza and juice will she consume at this new income? Show your work. 

r 
c ' _7 

Compute and fill in the above table the marginal utility per dollar spent on both pizza and juice for each level of 
consumption. 

<t~- .>: . 
; ,, °'.) •• ) . ........-,...~ . a 

""!- .•... '. • 

0 8 ID~· 
~~-'-~·'-~~~--'-~~~·--'-~--~-'-~~~--'-~~~_j_--~~---·~~~ 

tq') 7 0 ([) 2 7 

~ {20 points) 

Answer the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR WORK WHEN NECESSARY! 

PART 11: Essay Questions (46 Points) 
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6 

± 

/'\/\ /] ·::... (\ \ '";) I Q , · f.j 

. ~ GAL- 
~9/ 

/1i ( ::: 

(.___~.-----·· 

[4 

Units of Total Product Average Prnduci Ma;ginal Prod 
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c 

c. What is total fixed cost for this film? -------- - ,. 

b. What is the total cos~. of producing 200 tons of output? 
,,L\."Tc· ...::_ _::::--, .. <_~ ':/' Tc ,.. _A::\:~( (:-:.-. ') . -:»: ~-~ ">' =s> '~~"' ~ ~ ~~ 

/-----.. 
/ / "2.-: ):onsider the following graph which represents average and 

( t / marginal ~osts of~ business firm. Use this graph to answer 
<--"" the following questions: 

(SHOW YOUR WORK) 

2] (12 points) 
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Place an X on the correct choice 
I) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

2) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
3) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

4) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
5) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
6) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
7) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
8) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

9) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
10) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

11) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

12) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
13) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

14) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
15) (A) . (B) (C) (D) 

16) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

17) (A) (B) ' (C) (D) 
18) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

19) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

20) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

21) (A) (B) (C) . (D) 

22) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

23) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

24) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

25) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

26) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

27) (A) (B) (C) (D) 
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A·-/jv-- ·. Refer to the above diagram. The total utility yielded b~ 4 units ofX is: 
,}1 A) 15. , -. . ·- 

u . B) 18. . 
~17. 
'u) 4. 

-2 

...... ,..5 

Use the fellowing to answer question 3: 

r - I i- - j 
I l I 
I l I I 

! I I 
.l < 

i.\ J 

< 
u ' s.> 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 Ox 
I - I 

5 

2. The budget line shows: 
A) ~11 possible combinations of two goods that yield the same level of utility to the consumer. 
B) the amount of product A that a consumer is willing to give up to obtain one more unit of 
(). product B. _ · 
\CJ all possible combinations of two goods that car. be purchased, given money income and the 

- prices of the goods. 
D) all equilibrium points on an indifference map. 

The shift of the budget line-from cd to ab 'irr the a:b"ove-figure is corisistent with: 
A) decreases in the prices of both M and N. 
B) an increase in the price of A{ and a decrease in the price of N. © a decrease in money incorpe, · 
D) an increase in money income. 

Quantity of N 
0 

d 

I. 
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~ . Refer to the above data. The marginal cost curve would intersect (c-6-¥.) the average variable cost 
l?' . curve at about: 

A) 6 units ofoutput. 
B) 7 units of output. 
SJ. 2 units of output. 

~ 4 units of output. 

/· To the economist total cost includes: - · 
~ · ,.-A) neither implicit nor explicit costs. ' 

c: @D explicit and implicit costs, including a normal profit. 
C) explicit, but not implicit, costs. 
D) implicit, but not explicit, costs. 

5·c;\e,,f 2 
···-~'£. 
I t·c ?. 
ii q ,qa 
\ ~1 t .c 'L 

Mt TC 
Ii; o 

'2 \ "' 
·z t.; o ,_ c ; 
310 
$ ,::76 

"lif t;.'•-l 
tJ(,ri .Q{j 

><'So 

8.37 - 73.33 
.: ~'"Li!L~:.:.::=-..2.Q . .fW-:> 

6.25 87.50 

6) 
3 

© 
5 

,c&.· .} . . ... 
8 

i00 
q (1 

.cost 
$100.00 

80.00 
66.67 

. ,<?~..Q.O 
68.00 

f.\VC /vl c :;TC:_ 
. (;' 

Average 
variable .A~tQ\c 

t),t 
1 z- 7 ' 
h, 1.!i 
io ~\ 

Ave:-age 
fixed 
.cost 

$50.00 
25.00 
16.67 
12.50 
10.00 

Answer the next question on the basis of the following cost data: 

Use the following to answer question 5: 

~e law of diminishing marginal utility states that: · 
A) total utility is maximized when consumers obtain the same amount of utility per unit of each 

product consumed. . 
@beyond some point additional units of a produ,ct will yield less and l~~s extra satisfaction to a 

consumer. 
C) it will take larger and larger amounts of resources beyond some point to produce successive 

units of a product. 
D) price must be lowered to induce firms to supply more of a product. 
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The marginal utility of the last unit ofA consumed is 12 and the marginal utility of the last unit of 
B consumed is 8. What set of prices for A and B respectively would be consistent with consumer 
equilibrium? · · · 
A) $4 and $6. IV\ \A 5 (l,, . . f'< B2 $16 and $9 © $6 and $4 
D) S8 and $12 

8. Which of the following is not correct? · 
(A; Marginal product becomes negative before average product becomes negativt 

B) Where total product is at a maximum, average product is also at a maximum. 
C) Where marginal product is zero, total product is at a maximum. , __ _.,, . 
D) Where marginal product is greater than averageproduct, average product is rising.>' 1 

i'sc 9. Average fixed cost: 1' I _ 
@ declines continually as output increases. L. •• 

B) graphs as a Uvshaped curve. · i\, rr 
C) may be found for any output by adding average variable cost and average total cost. 
D) equals marginal cost when average total cost is at its minimum. 

. /.\C 

Quantity 

~ '\:\ f Refer to the above diagram. The firm will realize(~) an ec~nori:1i~:_Profit if price is: 
(6 - v· A) P4. , ~< ? ,c 
\ B) P1. 

C) P3. 
D) P2. 

"" 
~~ MR4 

F3 MR3 

Pi "MR·2 

~1 MR1 

0 
Q1 QZQ3Q4 Q5 

MC 

Use the following to answer question 7: 
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On a per unit basis economic profit can be determined as the difference between: 
A) average fixed cost and product price. 
B) product price and average total cost. 
C) marginal revenue and product price. ® marginal revenue and marginal cost 

~)/5 .. If at ~e MC,=~ output, P:- VC exceeds (J_,~) price: 
i;):}.~. c .,X) the firm should expand itsplant.c.- 

""'~ V B) the firm should shut down in the short run. . 
\ C) the firm should produce the MC == M{t output and realize· an economic profit." 

D) new firms will enter this industry. 

i4. The basic difference between the short run and foe long run is that: 
A) economies of scale may be present in the short run, but not in the long run. 
~ the law of diminishing returns applies in the long run, but not in the short run. , 

@ at least one resource is fixed in the short run, while all resources are variable in the long bm. 
D). all costs are fixed in the short run, but all costs are variable in the long run. 

13. Refer to the above data. When two workers are employed: 
A) total product cannotbe determined from the information given. /\JI ·f ~ ·'?Tl~ 

® total product is 18. ·. · · ' . · n ct 
C) total product is 20. · 
D) average product is 10. 

Number of Total Marginal 
EOrkers vroduct product 

0 0 
8 & 

2 i~f Lo .. 
3 25 . 
4 30 
) 3 
6 34 

Answer the next question on the basis of the following information: · 

Use the following to answer question 13: 

12. A purely competitive firm should produce in the short nm if its total revenue is sufficient (ulS) to 
cover its: · 
A) marginal costs. 
B) total fixed costs. 
0 total costs. 
D) total variable costs. 

Economies of scale are indicated by: 
A) the rising segment of the average variable cost curve. 
B) the declining segment of the long-run average total cost curve. 
C) a rising marginal cost curve. 
D) the difference between total revenue and total cost. 

) 
... _/ 
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')/.J. A consumer's demand curve for a product is downsloping because: 
;§ A) the income and substitution effects precisely offset eachother, 

B) total utility falls below marginal utility as more of a product is consumed. 
~~marginal utility diminishes as more of a product i_s consumed. 
t D) time becomes less valuable as more of a product is consumed. 

21. An indifference curve: 
@is downsloping and convex to the origin. 
B) is downsloping and concave to the origin. 
C) may be either upsloping or downsloping, depending on whether the two products are 

complements or substitutes. 
D) is ups loping and has a constant slope. 

N\C.· 19 .. Marginal cost is the: 
A) change in average total cost that results from producing one more unit of output. 
B) change in average variable cost that results from producing one. more unit ofoutput. 
C) .rate of change in total fixed cost that results from producing one more. unit of output, ® change in total cost that res_ults from producing one more unit of output. 

l S. Refer to the above data. The average variable cost of producing 3 units of output is: 
A) $i 4. ~v c. :r\"}'5:::--::. zy. __ r 3 
B) $12. Cl J 
C) $16. 

@ s,s. 

'l"i 
'l '4 

2 t,.j '2. :.J .. ..:::....-~----·--~. --1.. 

~ . __ 3 ,rn 
4 54 
5 61 
6 69 

1 re -t·v c, 
';;'-i 0 

Total 
Output .<;Q'lt 

0 $24 
33 

2 41 

Answer the next question on the basis of the following cost data: 

The marginal revenue curve of a purely competitive firm: 
A) is downsloping because price must be reduced,(~) to sell more output. 
B) lies below the' firm's demand curve. - 
C) increases at an increasing rate as output expands. 
D). is horizontal at the market price. · 

_ _;? 

Use the following to answer question 18: 
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The Jaw of diminishing returns indicates(~.'..";!) that: 
A) beyond some point the extra utility derived from additional units of a product will yield 

(~) the consumer smaller and smaller extra amounts of satisfaction. 
B~ the demand for goods produced by purely competitive industries is downsloping. 
C) because of economies and diseconomies of scale a competitive firm's long-run average total 

· e-, cost curve will be U-shaped. 
r'D)) as extra units of a variable resource are added to a fixed resource, marginal product will 
···.J decline(~) beyond some point. . . 

27. 

If a purely competitive firm shuts down in the short run: 
A) it will realize a Joss equal to its total costs. 
B) it will realize a loss equal to its total variable costs. 
C) its loss will be zero. 
D) it will realize a loss equal to its total fixed costs. 

Lr· 
·/ 

r 

.. 

r . The J\.1R =MC rule can be restated for a purely competitive seller as P =MC because: __ / 
IJ A) the firm's average revenue curve is downsloping, 

B) the market demand curve is downsloping. 
..-C~ the fimi'~ '.nargina~ revenue and total reven~e c~es will coincide (J.:i\.b:l;). 

@ach additional umt of output adds exactly its price to total revenue. 

)4. A purely competitive firm's short-run supply curve is: 
J ·· · ~>\:)\ the upward sloping portion(;. j"') of its average variable cost curve. 

By' its marginal cost curve above average variable cost. 
- C) its average total cost curve. 
D) the upward sloping portion of its marginal cost curve, 

Answer the next question on the basis of the accompanying table which shows average total costs (A TC) 
for .a manufacturing f1!!,Il whose to~-fiXed costs are $10: 
Output .ATC T\.·1.;- Tc. / ,\Vl c 

1 $40 ii> /) Lt' et{-· ~lv 
2 27 16 ~'j.fj) 2 ~ti / 
., --9--· '-:' .q.·,,1 J '3) ./ <(~7 ; 1'. __ ) I~ \·~~j ./3 ... 7.· . \ ~_,-~s ··--;s~-.-- .. -" ·-~'---___... 6 6 

'/ ~ \C.' 1~ 
23. · Refer to the above data. The marginal cost of the fourth unit of output is: 

A) $37. o;/'' c Mc >;1-S .- ·-;::_ 

~ ! ,,,< 

'0gljch of the following statements is correct? . 
\.. A} fr an ind!vidual_'s marginal utility fr.om a product diminishes rapidly.her demand for this 

-· . product 1s elastic with respect to pnce. 

1/J3))There is no relationship between how rapidly marginal utility declines and the price elasticity 
~,. of demand. · 

C) If an individual's marginal utility from a product diminishes rapidly, her demand for this 
product is inelastic with respect to price. 

D). If marginal utility is diminishing, total utility must also be diminishing. ~-\/ 
1 r·: 1 

Use the following to r~swer question 23: L 
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C·· Derive a demand schedule and draw a demand curv~ for product I. (5 pts) 

___ _c;; __ ~:~:;--,--£-··----- 
'--i i ~ 
1 ! vi 

?...i· .. 

.. J 

""~- 0 + L1 __ • Vl I.. 8 
vi , vj .-r .. S<\~i; -:.: 3 6' 

• r 1 < ···~ 
?l'lfi ;)VI 'i' :.;.:;. 4 ... ; t;' ·i 

b-Assume that the price of J falls to $4, how many units of J and K'should now be purchased. (5 
pts) ~j. ""i -1- ~? . v, - \ (, 

a- if the consumer has a money income oC$5i · and the prices of J and K are $8 and $4 r. S 
respectively, how many units of J and K should bF_purchased to maximize utility? (12 pts) ~~U 1 

~-- 

·:Zx )I I· ;•' \, ;j --;.'l• j -:; \l. <-;. H 
, ·"1<'c:) \ .· '2. io 'iJ "1·· 3 ~ i.1 ': ~ (;._4'·: ,!, ... ,_.,, ,, -, :, 

J>i 8 vi • 21 -~ 'S • ·1 ::: ~ ?.~ c~. J 
,, ~ Q" 

~/ E 

.s: 
~-fl- 
~ 

Units Units 
OfJ MU\ OfK IMUk 
l· 56 I 32 
2 48 2 28 
3 32 3 24 

'---· 
4 2,4 -4-- -20 ._. 

20 5 5 12 
6 16' c 6 10 
7 10 7 8 

Q.1. Answer the next question on the basis of the following two schedules which show the 
amounts of additional satisfaction (marginal utility) which a consumer would get from 
successive quantities of products J and K. 

Part Two: 
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Quantity: Price: <: £ O 
-----:,7 ---- 

c- What are the equilibrium price and quantity? (5 pts) 

\. 

~ ! Quant~ I Quantity Price 
demanded i 

I supplied · 
500 $580 I 

·I 
600 460 I 
700 360 
800 280 - -- 
90 220 -~-- 

1000 I 160 
I 1000 I 120 

b- If there aref 10) firms in the industry and all have the same cost schedule, complete the . 
market sup~edule in the table below. (5 pts) "----.... . . c_, '/-.. \ 0 '-,..---' 

J 

'-- __ 1_20 -·~' -- 

r-.AQ .r ~... Price j Quantity" 1· Q ~ 
~ " - ~ $58-o . -T....s'!"~d z..Cci) -- ' ( s ~~4-60~__,_l~~~-:e'~.--_~_:~::~::,__-'>"il 

i----:- 360 ! ------------ 
280 L-------~----~ f---~-~-~-~-+-1-. -~l~---+---- 

a- In the table below, complete the supply schedule for the competitive firm and state what 
the economic profit will be at each price. (12 pts) 

( 

Output AFC AVC ATC IMC 
0 
1 '$600 $200 $800 I $200 
2 I 300 150 450 100 
3 200 l'W 340 I 120 i 
4 I 150 I . ) I 295 I 160 
5 120 I 160 280 ~ K- 100 180 2&0 • I 280 _ 

86 205 291 360 ... 
Jp+----~r- 4~0' ·j / 8 ...... -·-·- --·75·"·"" -··2·32 .. 

~--66---~·-· ···-276··· ........ ,_, __ , ---:34:1----- -G_8.0~ I 
60 320 380 l 720 I 

Q.2. Assume that a purely competitive firm has the schedule of average and marginal costs given 
in the table below. 
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6. If the price of a d~ink is $2, the price ~fa hamburger Is $6, Jamal's utility maximizing combination of drinks and 
hamburgers per day is "l. ( 
a. one drink and two hamburgers. 
b, one drinkand three hamburgers. 
c, three drinks and one hamburgers. 
d, six drinks and two hamburger. 
() indeterminate (l.A~.b.l ~ 'i) from this information. 

5. "lfthe price ofa pr~duct falls, that product becomes cheaper and people will want to purchase more of it in place of 
other goods." This statementbest describes · · 
a. the income effect 

@ the substitution effect 
c. the budget line. 
d. . the water-diamond paradox. 
e. the law of diminishing marginal utility. 

4. The law of diminishing marginal returns means that as you increase the number of units of a variable input, after - - some point: 
a. total output will fall. 
b, costs of production will fall 
c. demand will fall. 

dJ4 marginalproduct will fall. 
e. marginal cost will fall. 

3. An example of an implicit cost for a business firm is 
a. the cost of raw materials. 
b. wages oflabor. 

@ labor services provided by the firm's owner. 
d. electric utility expense. 
e. marketing costs. 

e. 

marginal utility will rise. 
marginal utility will fall. 
total utility will rise. 
both total utility and marginal utility will fall. 
both. total utility and marginal utility will rise. 

c. 
d. 

/The production function of a firm shows the 
/ - . a. relationship between explicit costs and implicit costs. 

b. relationship between labor and capital. 
@) relationship between inputs and output. 
d. amount of goods produced per year. 
e. type of resources required to produce goods. 11 

2. Generally. as consumption of a good decreases (2d...ll tll::lp.1 ~ WS ,:;,..t,:. ~), ~ 

./~ 

PART I: MuJfipJe-clwice questions {60 points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

Dr. Mohamed Nasr 
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Dr. Awad Mataria 
Ms. Shireen Basha 
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Section No.: 
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Output 
0 

$ 
I 3. In the following figure, curves l, 2, 3, and 4 represent the: 

a. A TC, MC, AFC, and A VC curves respectively. 
b. ATC, A VC, AFC, and MC curves respectively. 
c. AFC, MC, AVC, and ATC curves respectively. 

@ MC, ATC, AYC, and AfC curves respectively. 
e. MC, AFC, A VC, and A TC curves respectively. 

12. If someone complains(~) that he/she doesn't feelvery well because he/she ate too much pizza, we would 
. conclude (r::;n .. ry that the m~~fthe last piece of pizza eaten was; 

a. equal to average utility. (9 
b. positive. 
c, zero. 
d. very large. 
@ negative. 

l 
j 
l 
'l 
~ 

.I 
I 
i 

l 
l 
I 

J 
·l 
1 ; 

:~ 
~ 
i 

~ 
·I 

'! 
~ 
' l .. : 

h iL 11. A fixed input is . 
/ ];::' a. an input whose quantity can be changed in both the short run and the long run. 

b. an input whose quantity can be changed in the short run but not in the long run. 
~ input whose quantity can be changed in the long run "but not in the short run. 

d. an input whose quantity CANNOT be changed in the short run nor in the long run. 
e. an input whose price is fixed.A 

· 9. Which oftbe following statements is correct? 
a. Combinations C, D and E give the consumer same utility. "- 
§ Combinations A, D and B give the consumer same level of'satisfactto». 
c. For this consumer, combination B is preferred to combination A.).. 
d. Combinations B and D cost the same amount of money .x. 
e. none of the above is true. ,.,,_ 

()(o: Economies of scale is a situation where: 
i/ (a' Long-run average cost falls as output increases. 4 v- 

)5. Long-run average cost rises as output increase~ 
c. Long-run marginal cost falls as output increases. ·x 
d. Long-run marginal cost rises as output increases. X 
e. Long-run total cost falls as output increases. 

30 
Sweets 

~~ 

15 
8. In equilibrium, the consumer will 

a. purchase 30 units of sweets fil: 60 units of cheese. 
b. purchase 30 units of sweets and 60 units of cheese. 
c. purchase 15 units of sweets Q! 30 units of cheese. 

~ purchase 15 units of sweets and 30 units of cheese. 
e. none of the above is true. 

30 - 
CJ 60 
~ 

(q 

7. If consumer income is $240, then 
G:} the price of sweets must be $8. 

b. the price of sweets must be $16. 
c. the price of sweets must be $4.5. 
d. the price of sweets must be $2.25. 
e. the price of sweets must be $4. 

Cheese **Answer the next three questions on the basis of the following 
indifference curve and budget line for a given consumer 
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20. If the total cost of producing 6 units is $48 and the marginal cost of producing the seventh unit is $15, then 
©-the average total cost of7 units is $9 · 

b. the average variable cost of 7 units is $15 _;t:::g:;;;;::;;~~:;;;:~~~~'/ 
c. the total variable cost is $15 
d. the average fixed cost of7 units is $9 
e. the total fixed cost is $48 

19. When total utility is a maximum, marginal utility is: 
a. a minimum. 
b. a maximum. 
c. positive. 
d. negative. 

@zero. 

18. In the short run: ~ 
a. a firm carue.- increase its output » 
b. a firm can <-iumge all of its inputs Y 
c. total fixed cost is always higher than total variable cost x: 

@ average total cost is always higher than average variable cost 
e. all of the firm's inputs are fixed )\_ 

? (f a· .. Suppo.se the firm produce 60 units ofoutpuOwhat is the average variable cost at this level of output? 
~ +-: a. 20 -1 p k 7 w.or '....((j, 

c?-?/ ~~ ~o 6· 0 ;; 1 . p,'.-~ 
d. 2 !>- v c ~ ~~6} ~~-~-~sg;~==~""';.,~§i~~q,~"'~r:'{j·~:; -q·-,,'. VC:.os-f' ~ IS'o 

AV- \IC ~@ 3 "f>.i' z; vc iz.e: 
f 1 (_ -:;; ~ 17. ff the marginal product is greater than the average product, then vr: - 6 0 

I · r= f f:lf '1' At> .--- \i ?· a. average product must be decreasing. 
,,..- ~ d5) average product must be increasing. 

bo c. marginal product must be decreasing. 
d. marginal product must be increasing. 
e. both (b) and (c) are correct. 

5 6 7 8 9 

Labor (workers) 

4 3 2 1 

15 
0 

0 

15. What is the marginal product of the 5th worker? 
a. 120 ~ 
b. 165 l"-1 P:: Jv .-{ 11 V/ 

0 45 . !:f;( \ 
d. 35 
e. 30 q 

s ·go 
0 75 
!--~60 

45 
30 

14. Assume the firm employs 3 workers, what is the average 
product at this level of employment? 
a. 15 

!7 I'---.. 
J TF 

,__....._ I 
II 

j 

I 
I ·r I 

) 
I/ 

/ 
./ 

(§?. 20 
c. 30 
d. 60 
e. None of the above 

210 
195 
180 

nos 
'"'' 150 

***Consider the following graph which repre~ents total 
oroduct curve for a business firm. Assume that labor is 
the only variable input and the wage rate i£$60Jj:,er. 
worker per week. Use this graph and information to 
answer the next three questions. 
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ff the firm is producing 5 machines, what is the marginal product (MP) oflabor at this level of output? 

I 

c. If the firm produces 4 machines, calculate the marginal cost (MC) oflast machine? 

11 c ::;; ~ .::: /Yo ,../la z: f9 -:::; ) O 

c- e. f) 

All c = 
b .. If the firm oroduces 5 machines, calcu!a(e the average variable cost {AVC) at this level of output? 

a. If the firm produces 3 machines, calculate the average fixed cost (AFC) at this level of output? 
r L - /.· "'- "1 .!. r;,1-'- b )'b t ~ f . ~i)I Cof r ....- oO 

lo 

(¥Oto 

fO 

I f,1J l{ o 
t15 

tat t> 5~ 
'l 'l 

Quantity Total Costs 

0 60 
I 80 
2 90 
3 110 

4 140 

5 180 

6 225 

7 280 

Assume that Rarnallah Industrial Co. produces special machines. Assume that labor is the only variable input and the 
firm pays its workers $20 per worker per day. The following table represents its cost schedule: 

vi: 
,_-.--'/~ 

-~~..., 

~ (2.0 points) 
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curve for good Y in the f be! vour graph. 
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d. Use your answers to (b) and (c) above to derive 
and draw the demand 
space provided here. La 
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c. If the price of Y decreased to $2, how many units ofX and Y should the consumer buy to rnaxirnize his utility? 
Why? [It x. -z: I I 

c,;:; 111 I 

b. ff the consumer wants to maximize utility, how many units ofX and Y should he buy? Explain? 
'X ; l I I 1 f . 

a. Fill in the blanks for marginal utility per dollar for both X and Yin the above table. 

~ "t ~ ,..., 
.Good X 'Goody 

Q MU ri{U per Q MU MU per 
dollar dollar 

I 24 i i 1 30 lo I 

2 22 l 1 2 24 (P~ .._,.. 
3 20 lo 3 21 r I 
4 1& CJ 4 18 c 
5 16 fq) 5 12 L1 - t}__ 6 12 6 / 6 6 

/ 

/ / 

Consider a consumer whose incom~r day and he spends all his income on two goods: X and Y. The price ofX 
is $2 and the price of Y is $3. The marginal uti'ity derived from each good is as follows e 2 ~ 

GJ (20 points) 

Part II: (40 points) Answer each of the following questions in the space provided. SHO\V YOUR WORK! 



6. If the price of a drink is $2, the price of a hamburger is S6, Jamal's utility maximizing combination of drinks and 
hamburgers per day is <i. ( 
a. one drink and two hamburgers. 
b. one drinkand three hamburgers. 
c. three drinks and one hamburgers. 
d .. six drinks and two hamburger. 
f) indeterminate (i.A~;,.,,.:i ~; 'i) from this information. 

5. "If the price ofa product falls, that product becomes cheaper and people will want to purchase more ofit in place of 
other goods." This statementbest describes . 
a.: the income effect. 

(§}' the substitution effect. 
c. the budget line. 
d. the water-diamond paradox. 
e. the Jaw of diminishing marginal utility. 

4. The law of diminishing marginal returns means that as you increase the number of units of a variable input, after 
some point: 
a. total output will fall. 
b. costs of production will fal I. 
c. demand will fall. 

Gt) marginalproduct will fall. 
e .. marginal cost will fall. 

3. An example of an implicit cost for a business firm is 
a. the cost of raw materials. 
b. wages of labor. 

@ labor services provided by the firm's owner. 
d. electric utility expense. 
e. marketing costs .. 

(!) marginal utility will rise. 
b. marginal utility will fall. 
c. total utility will rise. 
d. both total utility and marginal utility will fall. 
e. both total utility and marginal utility will rise. 

1. The production function of a firm shows the 
a. relationship between explicit costs and implicit costs. 
b. relationship between labor and capital. 

@ relationship between inputs and output. 
d. amount of goods produced per year. 
e. type of resources required to produce goods. ~ 

2. Generally, as consumption of a good decreases (~WI ~y~,..1 ua'U W$ ,:\...b ~), t7. 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions {6(} points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the foliowing questions: 

Dr .. Mohamed Nasr 
Dr. Said Haifa 
Dr. Reyad Musa 
Dr. Awad Mataria 
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output 
0 

-..,..----~--·-·----~ 

$ 
13. In the following figure, curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the: 

a. ATC, MC, AFC, and A VC curves respectively. 
b. ATC, A VC, AFC, and MC curves respectively. 
c, AFC, MC, AVC, and ATC curves respectively. 

@ MC, ATC, Aye, and AfC curves respectively. 
e. MC, AFC, A VC, and ATC curves respectively. 

12. If someone complains (.J-:i~) that he/she doesn't feel very well because he/she ate too much pizza, we would 
conclude (cz!i"i00') that the ~ty~fthe last piece of pizza eaten was: 
a. equal to average utility. CS) 
b. positive. 
c. zero. 
d. very large. 

(SJ negative. 

11. A fixed input is 
a. an input whose quantity can be changed in both the short run and the long run. 
b. an input whose quantity can be changed in the short run but not in the long run. 

:.::S-~_Jifi input whose quantity can be changed in the Jong run but not in the short run. 
d. an input whose quantity CANNOT be changed in the short run nor in the long run. 
e. an input whose price is fixed .. 

e. 

Long-run average cost falls as output increases. 41 ~ 
Long-run average cost rises as output increase~ 
Long-run marginal cost falls as output increases, :x 
Long-run marginal cost rises as output increases.x 
Long-run total cost falls as output increases. 

c. 
d. 

l 0. Economies of scale is a situation where: 

~ 

9. Which of the following statements is correct? 
a. Combinations C, D and E give the consumer same utility. ·"'- 
~' Combinations A, D and B give the consumer same level of satisfactio». 
c. For this consumer, combination Bis preferred to combination A.\ 
d. Combinations Band D cost the same amount of rnoney.x 
e. none of the above is true. »c: 

') (.1 

]Q; 
. .. Sweets 

l~ ~ 

8. In equilibrium, the consumer will 
a. purchase 3 0 units of sweets QL 60 units of cheese. 
b. purchase 30 units of sweets and 60 units of cheese. 
c. purchase 15 units of sweets or 30 units of cheese. 

@· purchase 15 units of sweets and 30 units of cheese. 
e. none of the above is true. 

7 If consumer income is $240, then 
(i} the price of sweets must be $8. 

b. the price of sweets must be $16. 
c. the price of sweets must be $4.5. 
d. the price of sweets must be $2.25. 
e. the price of sweets must be $4. 

Cheese I 
I 

60 ~ ls 
iz~r i ~ 

:;. { ~ 30'll ..... ·~-- 

"'.,..E ,...,_ 
<, -~ 

**Answer the next three flll~Stions on the basis of the following 
indifference curve and budget line for a given consumer 
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20. If the total cost of producing 6 units is $48 and the marginal cost of producing the seventh unit is $15, then 
~)...the average tot~l bco1 st of 7 illlf its i~ .$~ s l _ _ ~-k.'i'~~ 

b. the average vana e cost o 7 units is 5 ~· · ~ · 
c. the total variable cost is $15 
d. the average fixed cost of7 units is S9 
e. the total fixed cost is $48 

19. When total utility is a maximum, marginal utility is: 
a. a minimum. 
b. a maximum. 
c. positive. 
d. negative. 

@zero. 

18. In the short run: 
a. a firm can1:·.:· increase its output ;x. 
b. a firm can ..,;"mge all of its inputs Y 
c, total fixed cost is always nigher than total variable cost »« 

@ average total cost is always higher than average variable cost 
c. all of the firm's inputs are fixed x; 

17. If the marginal product is greeter than the average product, then 
a. average product must be decreasing. 
&) average product must be increasing. 

c. marginal product must be decreasing. 
d. marginal product must be increasing. 
e. both (b) and (c) are correct. 

Labor (workers} 

4 3 2 6 5 9 8 7 
.... 

0 
0 

-- I I ··- 
I/ <, 

LJ___ I TP 
. I I 
+-j I I ·J__T i=-r I 

I 
1T I r--t- I 
~:--7; 

~ 
!/ 

/ _J___ 
./ 

~~ 

"W). 
105 

J 5. What is the marginal product of the ?th worker? 

~· !~~ N,\'.' p ;- Jv~ I' 61> . l'::· ~\ 
(6) 45 \ ltJ .~ --· I> 
d. 35 "'~ 
e. 30 

:§ 90 
0 75 
!-~ . .;..>60 

45 
30 
15 

a. 15 
(12 20 

c. 30 
d. 60 
e. None of the above 

- g 'i3S 
u 
0 
'- a. 

14. Assume the firm employs 3 workers, what is the average 
product at this level of employment? 

210 
195 
180 

;;~· \.,\ s 150 

*"''io Cons!der the following graph which repre~ents total 
product curve for a business firm. Assume that labor is 
the only variable input and !J1e wage rate £$60/~er. 
worker per week. Use this graph and infor~on to 
answer the next three questions. 
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d. Use your answers to (b) and (c) above to derive 
and draw the demand curv 
space provided here. Label v 
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c. If the price of Y decreased to $2, how many units of X and Y should the consumer buy to maximize his utility? 
Why? I Ii x -z: I 

~J,. 111 I 

J ; 
/ 1-ic c ol"l5 j,...""1.,ec-' 

b. ff the consumer wants to maximize utility, how many units ofX and Y should he buy? Explain? 
f f I f 

a. Fill in the blanks for marginal utility per dollar for both X and Yin the above table. 
7 

r5 
li 
lb/~ 
lf"·. 
\. .. ·· 

6' 

~i_ 'T ."? -· ·Good Y Good X 
. Q I MU MU per Q Mll MU per -,~r,~ dollar dofl,ar 

r·:-· 
,, 

' l 30. lo LIJ ... , u_; .. 
2 22 l I ... 24. L, 

'--' 
3 20 lo 3 21 r 

/~' c ( 
4 18 "\ - ; 4 18 

\ .. · -- 
5 16 {(;) 5 12 t-i ~- ~i 6 12 \6> / 6 6 / ,,.._. 

../ 

Consider a consumer whose incom~r day and he spends all his income on two goods: X and Y. The price ofX 
is $'2 and the price ofY is $3. The marginal uti'ity derived from each good is as follows 

t:. - 0 Q._. 

GJ (20 points) 

Part II: (40 points) Answer each of the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR WORK! 
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e. If the firm is producing 5 machines, what is the marginal product (MP) of labor at this level of output? 
'··'. • ·,A--";•. 

VL l ------- ,,..-.· vJ 

\,,, \j c. '• 
-)..~~· 

' d. How many workers does the firm need to J2!:Qduce5 units of output per day? 

f M 'l ,· t- I\ v c .: ~ ) ;_; 

·l'~,4;.· ....... L 
rJ 

\,- 

"r,.. .. ) ; , \ ..... 

.. i'; ( 
c. If the firm oroduces 4 machines, calculate the marginal cost (MC) of last machine? 

(7 c k = /'to,./io z: f£1 -=:: )o 

/ p"'- f) I 

""V( e; 

~\· \j (. ~- 
I 

/ 
b, If the firm or9duces 5 machines, calculate the average variable cost (A VC) at this level of output? . / 

A l/ {_ ~ TV(. ~ JZ£> .: t.« 
----/--~ / 

J 

a. ff the firm produces 3 machL-1es, calculate the average fixed cost (AFC) at this level of output? 

~i Y Cof r;:;:: ef o .l ~t~ b rot :;/'.:? 

; - {.;(.. 

« 
I f.JJ l{ o 

t-15 
(&1 b> 5~ 
21 

Quantity Total Costs 

···r-- . 0 60 
... 1 80 

/ 2 90 
.... ; 3 110 (~· ... 

' 4 140 
~ ......... 5 180 -~·- 

6 225 

7 280 

Assume that Ramallah Industrial Co. produces special machines. Assume that labor is the only variable inout and the 
firm pays its workers $20 per worker per day. The fol lowing table represents its cost schedule: 

VL --=' ,.-.----:::::?~ ·~~- 

~ (2.0 points) 



(e) ~) (c) (b) (a) 18. 

(e) . (d) (c) (b) 17. 

(e) (c) (b) (a) 16. 

(e) (d) (c) (a) 15. 
·------------------------·--·---------------------···----------··--·····-------------------- 

~~~-·----~·------~;--··-- ( c)----··-·(i·-···(~)--·-------------·-----------·---------··--·-·-·--·· 

(d) (b) 12. ~ 
~;·_-----~) --(b)-----~-----(~)-----(~)·-----------------------·------·-----·------ 

(e) (c) (a) l l. 

(d) (c) (b) (a) 10. 

(e) (b) (a) 9. 

·---·-·---·-----·------------------------- --- 
~ (e) 

()'j_ (e) {./ l. (a) (b) (c) 
,1 \..) -----~-----·---.:..-·----·--·-·-----------·------------------------------------ !]_ 2. (a) v4- (c) 

Put mark (X) on the letter that corresponds to the best answer as in the following example: 
:J.81 Jl.11 <J w' ,a.,.....l:.11 ~t,.,. )'I j:!. <,>lll ,_> )-1 ()s- (X) o}.;,I e 

Answer Part I (the multiple-choice questions) here. 
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5. The consumer maximizes his utility 
a. when his marginal utility equals the price of the good. 
b. when his budget line is horizontal (~i) . 
c. where his indifference curves intersects(~) his budget line. 
d. When his indifference curves are upward sloping. 

@ where the indifference curve is tangent (uJ.....} to his budget line. 

6. The law of diminishing marginal returns says that . H p ~ r _ 

V as extra units ofa variable resource are added to a fixed resource, marginal product will decline beyond some point. 
b. if all inputs are increased, output will decrease. 
c. because of economies and diseconomies of scale, a firm's long-run average total cost curve will be Ll-shaped. 
J. beyond some point, the extra utility derived (~) from additional units cf a product will yield(~) the consumer 

smaller and smaller extra amounts of satisfaction. 
G) If all input are increased, both output and marginal product will decrease. 

4. Negative marginal utility implies that 
a. total utility is negative. 
b. total utility is diminishing. 
c, marginal utility is diminishing. 
d. Both (a) and (b) above 
e, all of the above 

3. If a firm is not producing any output, total cost equals 
a. zero 
b. marginal cost 
c. variable cost 
© fixed cost 
e. none of the above 

2. Marginal cost is the 
a. rate of change in total fixed cost that results from producing one more unit of output. 
b. change in total cost that results from producing one more unit of output/ 
c. change in average variable cost that results from producing one more unit of output. 

(!!) change in average total cost that results from producing one more unit of output. 
e. change in total cost resulting from employing extra worker. 

c. 
© 

the satisfaction. curve 
the budget line 
the indifference curve 
the utility curve 

b. 

I. A curve which represents all combinations that give the consumer same level of satisfaction is called 
a. the demand curve 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (54 points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

[Dr. Moharw:.,d Ng,£l:j 
Dr. Said Haifa 
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Dr. Mohamed Abu Zaineh 
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F4. If the sixth unit of a good gives a consumer 14.l:lnits of utility, then the third unit would give him 
. / a. more than 12 units of utility · \v 
-· · b. less than 12 units of utility) ./ / ~ 

c. 6 units of utility 
d. 24 units of utility 
e. none of the above is correct. 

. 6 

- .. ~ 
\ 

13. When average product equals marginal produce, 
@:) average product is maximum. 

~~- marginal product is maximum 
' · c. total product is maximum. 

d. marginal cost is maximum 
e. marginal cost is minimum: 

(£) 
e. 

12. An increase in the price of product A will /~ 
a. increase the marginal utility of product A. 
b. increase the marginal utility per dollar spent on A. 
@ decrease the marginal utility per dollar spent on A .. 
d. not affect the marginal utility per dollar spent on A. 
e. cause utility-maximizing consumers to buy more of A. 

average fixed cost 
tota,! fixed cost 
both (cfarid-(d) 

c. 

,..(9. Which of the following costs remain unchanged as the quantity of output increases 
'9 ~ a. average variable cost 

b. total variable cost 

10. Suppose that the marginal utility of the last apple purchased was lOutils, and the marginal utility of the last orange 
purchased was 15 utils. The consumer should ~ IJ \ 0 15 

. a. purchase more apples and fewer oranges. y. purchase more orangesand fewer apples. 
c. purchase more apples~nd more oranges since both goods have positive marginal utilities. 
d. purchase less apples and less oranges since both goods have positive marginal utilities. 

@ there is insufficient information (~IS.;;<:- ..:.L.)...) to determine how the consumer should adjust(~ ,J:.,.~) his or her 
purchases. 

9. If total product is increasing as the quantity of input used rises, marginal product 
a. must be zero · 
b. must be negative T p 1' )-'.\5{> . l 
c. may be positive 
@ must be rising 
e. must be falling 

8. Changes in consumption that results from changes in purchasing power (~ly'.J\ •_i'll) due to changes in price is ca!led 
a. law of demand 
b. law of supply 
c. consumption effect 
d. substitution effect 

@ income effect 

c. remains constant. 
d, equals average product 
e. none of the above 

7. When the average product of a variable factor increases, the average variable CO$t 

'" a. also increases 
(]) decreases 



-\\..\ Arr'= -- 
~ 

b. 9.5 
c. 4.5 
@ 2 
e. 0.5 

18. If the average product of labor falls from 5 to 4.5 when a sixth unit oflabor is added (L-...uLJ\ J.W! Ut....<o) .ll::. ), the marginal 
product of this sixth worker is 
a. 27 

(- 

·t- 

17. To the economist, total cost includes(~) .y explicit and implicit costs, including a normal profit. 
b. neither implicit nor explicit costs. 
c. implicit, but not explicit, costs. 
d. explicit, but not implicit, costs. 
e. accounting costs plus economic profits. 

To increase his satisfaction, this consumer should: 
a. buy more of both good A and good B. 
b. buy Jess of both good A and good B. 
c. buy more of good A and less of good B. 

(a? buy less of good A and more of good B .. 
e. do nothing, since this combination gives him maximum satisfaction 

·. \;\ 

Good Price Units Total utility Marginal 
Bought utility 

A $2 20 2,500 rs 
B $ l IO 1,000 '10 

15. To economists, the main difference between the short run and the long run is that 
a. the law of diminishing returns applies in the long run, but not in the short run. 

@ in the Jong run all resources are variable, while in the short run at least one resource is fixed. 
c. in the short run all resources are fixed, while in the long run all resources are variable. 
d. fixed costs are more important to decision making in the long run than they are in the short run. 
e. firms can increase their output in the long nm, but not in the short run. 

,,....) 

16. A consumer has $50 per week to spend on goods A and B. The price of these goods, the quantities he now buys, and his 
utility are 
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~ 

a. Assume that the price of the product i:myer unit, complete the above table . 

48 7 

6 o. 
-'2. 

- fl.1 r',l. ,,._' l .. \ 

4 ~ ~ .)u 

5 0 / - 4 

46 3. /_,· 6 I 
J 

4 

40 3 

8 2 

!4 .. "~I/ 
;\6,·};' .. 

I 

Q 
~ 

MU per dollar 

PART JI: Essay questions (4G points) 

. Answer the following que§t~ the space provided. SHOW YOUR WORK! 

[!] (15 points) ~ 

Consider the following table which represents the utility of a consumer 
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b. Total fixed cost (TFC) 

( f (~>({ 
\ 
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1 
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:\'• .. 
Second, suppose that the firm is currently iiroduciug 20 uni of output, calculate the following at this level of output: . - .' <..~ 

\) 
lo 

10 

~~ ~'-J. Cr- ./.--' ~;~Y:;. o/ . 
1...- 

\) 
First, suppose that the firm is currently rrrod,pcing 6Q_unit~ of output, calculate the following at this level of output: 

Answer the following questions on the basis of the above graph. 

Quantity (tons) 
60 50 40 30 20 70 10 0 

10 

AVC. 15 

20 

25 

__ J __ ~ __ J L __ J L __ J L __ J L __ J L-- 
l I I I I I I I I I 

I 
I I --~---~-- ~---~--~---•--1---•--1---~·-1---~--~--- 

I 

' I 1 I r I J I r I I I --,---r--1 --r--1--·r--1---r--1--·r--1--- 
' I I 

I 

30 

--,---r--,---r--1---r--,---r--,---r--1---r--1- 
1 I 

A-re. 

35 

40. 
MC. 

.~ 
r2J (16 points)/ i V 
Consider the followi~ggraph"which represents the cost curves for a business firm: 
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d) Assuming, again, that wage rate is $120 per month. What is the marginal cost of production when the firm increase 
output from 130 to 145 units ofoutput? · 

.....-.. ~ .. \µ :;}-·-~~ .. ) / N\ \.. .· ~~..!\. \) 

9c:1 / 
~ 

,_.,,/ 

(_ __ :-;- .. ~~- 

b) If the firm is currently emploving 4 workers, what is the average product of labor? - // 
,ft.,.\ ? '!:'. _JC'.. A:,., II 2..- 

(~ ·----·-- ""~, L\ 

a) What is the marginal product of the fourth worker? 

90 3 

60 2 

~ (16 points) @ 
Consider the following table: 



.... '-·-------- 

Place an X on the correct choice sif 
1) (A) 00 (C) (D) 

2) (~ (B) ~ (D) 

3) (A) (B) ~ (D) 

4) (A) (B) (~ (D) 

5) 'tA). (B) W> (D) 

6) (A) 00 . (C) (D) 

7') (A) (B) (C) ~ 

8) (A) ~ (C) (D) 

9) (A) (B) (C) CJ<) 

10) ~ (B) (C) (D) 

·11) (A) (B) (C) ~ 

12) (A) )() (C) (D) 

13) (A) (B) (C) (tl) 

14) (A) (B) 00 (D) 

15) (A) (B) (j:} (D) 

16) ~ (B) (C) (D) 

17) (A) (B) (C) ~) 

18) (A) (B) (C) (D) 

19) (A) 00 (C) (D) 

20) (A) 00 (C) (D) 
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5. In pure competition, the demand for the product of a single firm is perfectly: 
')\. Elastic because the firm produces a unique ~.) product 
B. Inelastic because the firm produces a unique.product 
C. Elastic because many other firms produce the same product 
D. Inelastic because many other firms produce the same product 

6~ Whic~ Of the following statements is true ; 
A. Economic profit is larger than accounting profit 
~Economic profit is smaller than accounting profit 
C. Economic profit equals accounting profit 
D. Economic profit cannot be compared to accounting profit 

7. If a firm is a price taker, the total revenue curve is : 
A. Flat (horizontal line) 
B. has an inverted (Y fo) U shape 
C. Downward sloping straight line 
~.Upward sloping straight line starting at the origin 

1..-f oo "> 3 ,5o 

~ ..,.. \ ~~lo 
' ~~ 

*
. 4 A firm sells a product in~ purely competitive market. The marginal cost of the product at the current.output 

800 units is $3.50. The minimum possible average variable cost is $3.00. The market price of the product is 
.00. To maximize profit or minimize losses, the firm should: 
Continue producing 800 units . m. c_ ::::- ~ 3 5.., - 

B. Produce less than 800 units 
~Produce more than 800 units f"lC- 1 tvt:'A.. 
D. Shutdown 

3. A consumer makes purchases of a product X such that the marginal utility is 1.0 and the price is $5. The 
consumer also tries a new product Y and at the current (Jh) level of consumption it has a marginal utility of 8 
and a price of $1. The utility-maximizing rule suggests that this consumer should: mu 'I.. -=- lo 
A. Increase consumption of product X and decrease consumption of product Y p -= S 
B. Increase consumption of product X and increase consumption of product Y 
~ Increase consumption of product Y and decrease consumption of product X 
D. Decrease consumption of product Y and decrease consumption of product X 

2. The reason the marginal cost curve eventually (1.J¥.I) increases as output increases for the typical firm is 
because: Mc, 1- Gl.. + . · 

"A· Of diseconomies of scale 
B. Of minimum efficient scale 

~Of the law of diminishing returns 
... D. Normal profit exceeds (J.J~) economic profit 

I. Wh_en a firm is experiencing(..!·;-;) economies of scale: 
A. Minimum efficient scale has been achieved 
~Long-run average total c9st is decreasing 
C. An increase in long-run total cost is accompanied (~\.....o,i) by a less-than-proportionate As-e Jsi) increase in 
output 
D. A given percentage increase in all resource inputs results in a less-than-proportionate increase in output 



0 

11. When average variable cost is at a minimum: 
A. Marginal cost is at a maximum 
B. The average product of labor is at a minimum 
C. The marginal product oflabor is at a minimum 

~ The ave\age pro.duct of labor is _at a maximum 

IO. In the figure above, a consumer who spends her entire income on two goods X and Y, if the price ofY is $2, 
then the consumers income is 3o and price ofX is 3 x. '1 
IA) $30 and $3 0 lf!i ~-:. '5 x Z 
B.$3 ruid$30 to 0 3o 
C. $15 and $10 
D. $10 and $15 

10 rs I 
x I 

---···--·----·--·-----·-J 

5 

I 
I 

y 17 -------- 
16 
15 -;.---------- -~~~~ 
14 ..;-.>1,,-------~~---------- 
13 -·-~-------------- 12 _._! _ _,,,___ 

11 -+!---------------- 
10 +-----·--,.-- 

~ :t=====-=-::-.::..-.::..:..~-=--- 
7 -r1------- 
6 ....... ~---- 
5 -+:-------'!,,---- 
~ ~·~-----~ . .,,._ -_-_-_-_-_ 
1 ...,.! _ 

'---o ~ 

9. A firm increases the quantity of all resources it employs by S percent. As a result, output increases by 7 
percent. This is an example of: · 
A. Minimum efficient scale 
B. Diminishing marginal returns 
C. Increasing Jong-run average costs 

· (DJ Economies of scale 

8. \Vhi ch statement is correct? -z::!:::-e.~ 
A. Marginal cost isthe change in aveeage cost when there is a change in output of l unit 

{!)The marginal cost curve cuts the average variable cost curve at its lowest point 
~In the long run view of the firm, all costs are fixed 
D. If average variable cost is increasing, then ave_rage total cost must be increasing too 



15. Refer to the above graph. It shows the marginalproduct oflabor (MPL) and the average product of'Iabor 
(APL). At which point are marginal and avera&e pro~uct the same as labor is added? 
A. Point A . . . 
B. PointB 
If}Point C 
D. PointD 

A _a 

1s = 1yo 
~ -- '6oj' 

\6<) } 2. The profn-maximizing behavior for -~ price-taking firn .. i requires i: t<) operate 21 Jc2.s1 wnere: 
A. Pf TR = TC X f? /ulu.'J.. ~ J_ _.....,...,..,..,. 
B,_l! = MC = AV C V-- _ 2. J..l<4 'i.. . -::. #-A.tA, 
C.P=MC=AFCpb"'~~~j)q~ ,_...,/. - -~ 

D.P=MR=MC=AFC 7~ . 
13. Laila is maximizing her satisfaction consuming two goods, A and B. If the marginal utility of A is twice 

that of B, what is the price of A if the price ofB is $.80? ' · 0 11.1.. M=p 
A. $.40 {'I\, tJ- /+ -;; ]... IV\V I~ J.{.w~/<-a.. 7-::. D Q. /tAL.t• _ -::: M ~ 

~: ~i~go ,,,,/R< s: ~ 2& A -: -r 
\OJ.$1.60 ~ e .r " ~~~- _ MuB 

'- ~ o f!o 
14. The price of diamonds is substantially (fo.) greater than the price of water because: 
A. The total utility of water is greater than the total utility of diamonds 
B. The total utility of diamonds is greater than the total utility of water 

[QJThe marginal utility of the last unit of a diamond is significantly (_».:i,i) greater than the marginal utility of the 
last unit of a gallon of water . 
D. The marginal utility of the last unit of a diamond is significantly less than the marginal utility of the last unit 
of a gallon of water 



0 Q 

MC 
$ 

17. Refer to the above graph. It shows the cost curves for a competitive firm. At output level 20, the marginal 
cost is: 
A. $0.60 
B. $0.90 
c. $1.05 

lI2J $1.25 

15 20 35 
Output Rate 

0 

16. Refer to the above table. When the firm produces 3 units of output, it makes an economic: 
@Profit of$3 
B. Loss of$3 
C. Profit of $9 
D. Loss of$9 

Output Tota! Revenue Total Cost 
0 $0 $50 
1 40 74 
2 80 94 
.3.. ~- 117· 
4 160 142 
5 200 172 T1t ':)Tc 



20. Refer to the above table. What is the marginal utility of the fourth unit? 
~36 
!V44 
c. 80 
D. 116 

36 ~c:> .- ~~ - '-\. ...... 

80 '-t- 3 - 
·- -15() 

252 
350 
440 

Total Utility 
Number of Units 
of Commodity 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

19. Refer to the above graph. It shows a profit-maximizing purely competitive firm operating in the short run. 
Which area in the graph represents the amount of economic Joss for the firm? . 
A.·Obeg p) (rf.G- 
(5 bcde 
C. acdf 
D. abef 

Q g 

MC 

~ 8. Refer Jt.O the above graph. PJ..:: which point is marginal product (J\-~P; s: .. "iTS maximum. 
(1]PointA · 
B. PointB 
C. Point C 
D. PointD 



your answer above. 
p c, ~ ~ 

y ~- 
2 y 

d) [3 points] Now suppose the price of X decreases to 2, complete the last column in the table above, find 
the new combination(s} of X and Y that will maximize utility. 

2.JL + :1 4 '-f ,. ~ -: b 1 eqvt.;L/hlr1vm- v· 7 
3)(. -T" 3 'j ~ 6 ..- 6 " '~- c:.t Jl. +S!:J ~ -y._ -j-¥_' .JQ? -tQ ~ 

(91'. + :> 1 ~ 5" -t <o ~ I -jj ~ r}J..__ J.).,u_ "'- "- 1 I 
S x ~ 6 J 4 {o -t J'2 ~ ') '2.. (....;>V--~-\ v-.= -:;p p~ '/.... -:: ~., J 

e) [3 points] Show graphically the effect of the decrease in the price of X on the demand for Y based on 

a) [3 points} Calculate the MU per dollar for each good in the in the table above, show the formulas for 
your calculations below 

lfJ .I CIC) lb /'2_ e I .2... ( 1 
f/"'" U x; ~) f:;._ I -r;- r --.:;--- t '"4° y -, 
f"llr .., 

~ ts: 12. '" "'Cf' ~ ~~ 1 ·/~-I -i_ -,_...~ z:- t 2:" I 2... 

b) [3 po~tsJ W~e (St~~ isquilibFttITti c~nditions that n:iu.st be satisfied to get maximum utility 

_..,.,--_ ~.. (. y.,_ + Y.j -) Y .+ 17 ~ 12 { e_&[.. <.d{j hr'"t''( ~ . . -r r» . #:,?&- i.X. T s0 8-\" lo -= ~1 CJ..")... -t· ':::> 'J .. \r--Lry"'- A~··-"r' < 
·\ a • i1 . ..y ... Lr 

--;:: :./ _,' "' "}... ~ (; '-I -; )"2.. + \'l. ::::: 2..<1 i\,.'(\,--..;< (JV....-t._ ,.:;v-' v ~ - ,,. 3- ;J J . (...t>.-V'" 

c) [3 points] How many units of X and Y will she purchase to maximize utility . 

. 2,.~1·} af ~ an.d/S'~n-if J j 

Q (X, V) Mux Mux/Px MUy MUy/Py Mux/Px' 
0 
1 20 ta> s 16 "ii lo 
2 16 fl; 4 14 '1 11 
3 12 #13 12 b b 
4 8 Ii 10 5/ 4// .. ,.s /t 7 
5 6 8 ./3 
6 .4 ' 6 3 '1 

r>art u 4aC,'} . 
I I ti/ 

1) [15 p~umer who buys two goods X and Y with prices Px=4 and Py=2, the consumers income is 
$18/month. Her consumption schedule is given below: 



UC. 

ar«. 'i 

[5 points) Calculate the Average and marginal product of labor in the table above, write down the 
formulas you use in the space provided below. 

b CQ /.·...\...._ t..f S° -0 (o'l_ -45° ) ~ '" L J \Cf.5 - )5"3, J '2!2 '1. -l'°J~ I ~°__~"J.:2..7:_ 
M p :::' lYt" --,7 ~ J "2. - I } 3 ~ ?.. 4- :3 s - '-1 

v ::: Y5, s~ 5'1, <-tcz ,~1-, 16, C/., -3 

- GJ(/ , •2- (q_5' "l~'Z... '2.'-fo. '2.l.-lC1 L'1b 
~~~~~ ~ 11;L4·~'6'T'~ 

-;: 4:> J ~\ / ~I f '1 &'.J-5 I '1'1·'-f 1 '-'la I '35·51 "Jo· 7~ 
b) [5 points] If labor is the only variable input and Fixed costs are 100, the wage is 50, what is the vadable 

cost ~cing 2~s. What is the average total cost at that point?. 

i'c...... "'::.. lo::> ' w -e; 5 0 / p.;-od (A e.. 2 L{ cJ vJi;I.• J- 
L -=-6 

a} 

~~)~·F 
L => i rt puf 

/ 

L Q MPL APL 
0 0 
1 45 t..f 5 4~ 
2 ' 102 s7: 51 
3 153 "'5""1 / 5t 
4 195 y~ '1f·.i/. 
5 222 ci.. f.. trt<1A 
6 240 I e i:/o 
7 249 q 3SS 
8 246 -s 'Si),·15 

' 

I~) 
2) [10 points] ~he following production relation 



)0 - 1- 
~~/ 

~\- µ.. ~-~--~ 'Ns a lie c1 eccu,.L ;l::»ri ;11. • 

lvC. oin ,pro._\ c.c, a· 
d) [3 points] calculate profit per unit at the profit maximization point. 

r . ~ J- 1'~ t x j m I ZCt. lrc-v"J ('~ rh.+ 
f) lo ft 'f€r UJU x: ~ Q_- a. (YLC1 

c) [3 points] How any units should the firm produce to maximize profit? Show your answer 

; J.. M*-~t. .. .f d po-~ d vc-¬ ..: 't>->l'.J.-'+ Be(s:.M> tR- >I c, 

~~.Jf~.~-x ~~ 
/.~ '---:" ··-. 

aYl-cJ ( JlL/l :> as:> '- .. -·· 

uJJr 1- ;iio~--~:x pro \:\t. 

~3 points] What are)!l-Edirms total fixed costs 

)+.c...-=- .~ 
1<:- -- --\\JC... -\-_-\ c 

\S°' ~ o ~ T~c.... -=. ,;;- 

a) [6pointsJ Complete the table 

·" c, - Id... le. / /VI- - IJQ 

-rR...~a*~ 
\( ='~ -\c 

j 

q TC MC TR Profit 
.Q 15 IZ 0 -15 

1 30 ~15 Is ""1/5 

2 40 .f.lo 3o -lo 
3 47 -;;. '/:5 _G)_ 

4 55 t5 6o 1/ 5, 
5 65 to/ ""/-5 ' 10/ 
6 77 JW "Joi 1¥ 
7 92 1.5- l~ 13 
8 111 I 't ,,0 q 
9 136 '25 '"'5 -\ 

10 168 32 JSa -18' 

3) [15 points] A competitive firm has the following cost schedule, the price of output is $15 



Place an X on the correct choice 

(A) (B) ~·· (D) 

(A) (B) _f_Rf (D) 

.~JAj· (B) (C) (D) 

(A) (13) (C) M 
(Kj (B) (C) (D) 
I .. 

(A) ·~f (C) (D) 
I -, I 

(A) _kB} (C) (D) 

~ (D) 

,fl?J (D) 

.WJ· (D) 

¢)' (D) 

(ti'' (D) 

(C) (D) 

(C) (D) 

(C) ~· 

(C) ~· 

(C) (D) 

(C) ~ 

(C) (D) 

(C) ~· 

(A) (B) 

(A) (B) 

(A) (B) 

(A) (B) 

(A) ~) 

(A) ryef. 
(A) (J-0.' 

0) (B) 

(A) (13) 

fl() (13) 

(A) (B) 

(A) ~J 
(A) (B) 

20) 

J9) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

9) 

")) 

. 2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

T) 

8) 
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7. lf a firm is a price taker, the total revenue curve is : 
A. Flat (horizontal line) 

(lfJrns an inverted (Yfo) U shape 
'c:. Downward sloping straight line 
D. Upward sloping straight line starting at the origin 

6. Which Of the following statements is true : 
A. Economic profit is larger than accounting profit 

(Ef .. Econornic profit is smaller than accounting profit 
C~ Economic profit equals accounting profit 
D. Economic profit cannot be compared to accounting profit 

5. In pure competition, the demand for the product of a single firm is perfectly: 
A. Elastic because the firm produces a unique ~_) product 
B. Inelastic because the firm produces a unique product 

(.¢f EJastic because many other firms produce the same product 
D. Inelastic because many other firms produce the same product 

3. A consumer makes purchases of a product X such that the marginal utility is I 0 and the price is $5. The 
consumer also tries a new product Y and at the current (Jl:.) level of consumption it has a marginal utility of 8 ·£ 
and a price of $1. The utility-maximizing rule suggests that this consumer should: 
A. Increase consumption of product X and decrease consumption of product Y 
]3..Jncrease consumption of product X and increase consumption of product Y c~:. .. .fncrease consumption of product y and decrease consumption of product x 
D. Decrease consumption of product Y and decrease consumption of product X 

1\.J...( .:~__::.:!.: 
4. A firm sells a product in a purely competitive market The marginal cost of the product at the current output 
of 800 units is $3.50. The minimum possible average variable cost is $3.00. The market price of the product is 
$4.00. To maximize profit or minimize losses, the firm should: 
A. Continue producing 800 units 
B. Produce less than 800 units 

(_QJProduce more than 800 units 
D. Shut down 

2. The reason the marginal cost curve eventually (l~l) increases as output increases for the typical firm is 
because: 
A. Of diseconomies of scale 
:!).""Of minimum efficient scale 
(C)Of the law of diminishing returns 
D. Normal profit exceeds (j}~) economic profit 

1. When a firm is experiencing (~) economies of scale: 
A. Minimum efficient scale has been achieved 

~ Long-run average total cost is decreasing 
~~)An increase in long-run total cost is accompanied (~~)by a less-than-proportionate (~ ~l) increase in 
output 
D. A given percentage increase in all resource inputs results in a less-than-proportionate increase in output 



11. When average variable cost is at a minimum: 
A Marginal cost is at a maximum 
B. The average product of labor is at a minimum 
~C., The marginal product of labor is at a minimum 

(·D:,rhe average product of labor is at a maximum 

l 0. In the figure above, a consumer who spends her entire income on two goods X and Y, if the price of Y is $2, 
then the consumers income is and price of X is ~-..,., --- 

.... ::\.$30 and $3 
B. $3 and $30 
C. $15 and $10 
D. $10 and $15 

x 
15 10 5 

17 y 16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 

0 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

0 

9. A firm increases the quantity of all resources it employs by 5 percent. As a result, output increases by 7 
percent. This is an example of: 

, A. Minimum efficient scale 
'B. Diminishing marginal returns 

. G,;, Increasing long-run average costs 
(~,.)Economies of scale 

8. Which statement is correct? 
A. Marginal cost is the change in average cost when there is a change in output of 1 unit 
B. The marginal cost curve cuts the average variable cost curve at its lowest point 
C. In the long nm view of the firm, all costs are fixed 

~ If average variable cost is increasing, then average total cost must be increasing too 



- , ~> -cL -- \- '-'"'"v· 15. Refer to the above graph. It shows the marginal product of labor (Mh) and the average product of labor 
(APL). At which point are marginal and average product the same as labor is added? 
A. PointA 
B. Point B 

(c)Point C 
'-6. PointD 

14. The price of diamonds is substantially (fo) greater than the price of water because: 
A. The total utility of water is greater than the total utility of diamonds 
B .. The total utility of diamonds is greater than the total utility of water · 

cC..Yhe marginal utility of the last unit of a diamond is significantly (~) greater than the marginal utility of the 
fast unit of a gallon of water 
D. The marginal utility of the last unit of a diamond is significantly less than the marginal utility of the last unit 
of a gallon of water 

13. Laila is maximizing her satisfaction consuming two goods, A and B. If the marginal utility of A is twice ~1{' what is the price of A if the price ofD is $.80? \ ·;1?. ~ .. '· A c Z g ;'f · ·J;,~ 
C $1 20 -ll/5? e» . . ~ ,·. 

®$1.60 

12. The profit-maximizing behavior for a price-taking firm requires it to operate at least where: 
A.P=TR=TC 

/B)P=MC=AVC 
\L(. P = MC = AFC 

D. P=MR=MC=AFC 



0 Q 

~D 

----- ATC 

Ac 
MC 

$ 

17. Refer to the above graph. It shows the cost curves for a competitive firm. At output level 20, the marginal 
cost is: 
A. $0.60 
B. $0.90 
C. $1.05 

@)$1.25 

15 20 35 
Ot1tput Ritte 

0 

ATC 
AVG 

16. Refer to the above table. When the firm produces 3 units of output, it makes an economic: 
@Profit of$3 

B. Loss of$3 
C. Profit of $9 
D. Loss of$9 

·1n 
142 
172 

120 
160 
200 

3 
4 
5 

_Q_l.!!£U!. .. ! O!al R §!_'{_~ ~~~-- _I.9.!?_!__Co_~!_ 
0 $0 $50 
1 40 74 
2 80 94 



20. Refer to the above table. What is the marginal utility of the fourth unit? 
A. 36 

'[A4 --c:. 80 
D. 116 

440 8 
350 7 

Tota I Utility 
36 
80 
150 
252 

Number of Units 
of Commodity 

3 
4 
5 
6 

19. Refer to the above graph. It shows a profit-maximizing purely competitive firm operating in the short run. 
Which area in the graph represents the amount of economic loss for the firm? 
A. Obeg 

r B.\,bcde 
. C.0acdf 

D. abef 

! 
I ! 
'---··-----------------; ---·---·------- .. -- 

0 g Q 

MR 

ATC 
AVC 

MC 
$1 

I \ a 
c·--·--c•."'"'•''\._,,~ b. ••·''''''''•'''''''" · ···,·wc:.·•·•·•··O 

a .. 

18. Refer to the above graph. At which point is marginal product (MP) at its maximum? 
tA?PointA 
B. Point B 
C. Point C 
D. Point D 



'.1 ., I 

d) [3 points] Now suppose the price of X decreases to 2, complete the last column in the table above, find 
the new combination(s) of X and Y that will maximize utility. / / 

~ ~ I ! 
1S (~: u. {., l ._,_ s ()l x ( 'lJ / . .. .. / ,.; , 1.-ct; // 

1) \,< 1. L· sCi~-- 1-;-') \ •. J/>" 
•.~ 

Q (X, Y) Mux Mux/Px MUy MUy/Py Mux/Px' 
0 
1 20 h 16 'Z i o 
2 16 vi 14 f.- s 
3 12 ·~ 12 L~ t: 
4 8 L 10 s VJ 
5 6 LG 8 q J 
6 4 I 6 ·3 2. 

I 

// 
j 

/ 0 f. io z;: 

:~ -~ 
1} [15 points] A consumer who buys two goods X and Y with prices Px=4 and Py=2, the consumers income is 

$18/month. Her consumption schedule is given below: 

Part tt 40% 

a) [3 points) Calculate the MU per dollar for each good in the in the table above, show the formulas for 
your calculations below 

1 
t{ f J {.'.)"'· J t'!' . I{ U .1 { 1 

j i' f> fl {' ' l 1·· ,·?_C'· 6u'L6, f) { ./ ·'ri lw-clo cu· 'z: JV '-1J ,... 6 - c: 
'\ t/ · C\/ c' e !C((.., /'v [} X . ~ <:: S v ~; :: Fo v ~! · e ' - -;z - a 

L,,., ,.- ,,'?- _,__.!) ·~ ·-q- . \j 
~ I' ' ~ 

. "" to rr},s *'4,~ 
. L0tfw:..A. lt'~ l .. 

b} [3 points] \.Yhat are (State) the equilibrium conditions that must be satisfied to get maxirnum utility ~ /l f, 1-;...K {,l (~ ~ (:, d dk ,- u~ t~•' :i: '-). ,,_ t::• l c i (~ (J :et; It,. lee s fU·-g_.Z )J. u J- 0 f e: (\ c l, cyc.. e:-d ' 
l // ~~~~- /~~~-~t ~--? J~ -·~ ~ . , ... x / ·9., . \. 2. 

' 
1 11~ 

( .~v 1 ~l·.iV- .;,Lkr i "· fo":-•· ti ( C o j ·-z ~\ v· 
ho' j f (, ~ 1..-\. ,:!.. i [<,,,. k ;.1,•, ll {;· t I ·b.:J (' ~ ~ '·f _5 ~.c1 :. •. td IO '-<l/ _) c) t l.~ Cq,.-,_( """" O ll 

c) [3 points] How many units of X and Y will she purchase to maximize utility. -=~ 

5 Ccl·•,' \, <; >O il nl/X' . 9, \ /-'// / 
'] 1,_A V .. ·, \;: ·:, c' \: -. ': /, . {~ \t 
L-. I 

J 



I 

I 
I 

/ 
\ ,,/ 
'-...,~,.,··~ 

i 
I 
I 

J 

,-) /, 
I / 

!~J··) ~ I l 
I 
i 
I 
' 

--- [( ('·.· r»; 
,. • ....-..- ...... ." l..._ j 

a) [5 points] Calculate the Average and marginal product of labor in the table above, write down the 
formulas you use in the space provided below. 

)\ f~ :::: 'Prccf 1"'ct ~oc:.~pkb ---~--- 
t/"· g· t (l iJC• v \'(,, ptLb 

/. / \) (., / ' . . 
/ \. I L s: ~ 0 

.!_ JQ V.\! -~--l~-~-?.- 6 \,\:b pn be 

-~ "[~_;,~~;-- i. v\ { o, l1 C' .: 1'v·f-i0b 

b) [5 points] If labor is the only variable input and Fixed costs ary-100, the wage is 50, what is the variable 
cost of producing 240 units. What is the average total cos7it that point? 

c - .. / 
_} 0 )( e;· -:: 5 () (') / 

L Q APL 
0 0 c 
1 45 
2 102 
3 153 
4 195 
5 222 
6 240 
7 249 
8 246 

/ 

2) [10 points] A firm has the following production relation 
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6. If Jack bought 21 CDs last year when his income was $18,000 and he buys 23 CDs this year when his 
income is $20,000, then his income elasticity of demand is making CDs a(n) 
_______ good for Jack. ·· 
a. +1.16; normal 
b. -1.16; inferior 

© +0.86; normal 
d. +0.86; inferior 
e. -0.44; inferior 

5. If the price of good A decreases by 10 percent and the quantity demanded of good B increases by 10 

. 
ercent, t?is is evidence that A and B are A ~ \ O 1. J 

substitute goods. 
n .E'I. l O'/. b. complement goods. · ~ "\ ~ 

c. . inferior goods. 
d. normal goods. 
e. not related. 

4. The short-run industry supply (:UTVe is the 1 W S 
a. horizontal summation of the short-run supply curves for aJl firms ioi the industry.X \x·· 
b. vertical summation of the short-run supply curves for all firms in the industry.K . 
(.) average of the short-run supply curves for all firms in the industry. .· . \) 
d. same as that of the typical firm in the industry. 

'( 

c. $400, $J40: There is net enough information provided tn 0et~rrnine the average fixed cost. 

TC . TVL . 
3. At 100 units of output, total cost is $40,000 and total variable cost is $34,000. At 100 units of output, 
what is the value of average total cost, average variable cost, and ~x.e.d-cast, respectively( ._.-b 
~l_;.11)? A vc. AV c t<:.;: c_ 
~- $40; $34; $6 -::: '--loo 5Ll..O -:= O 
® $400; $340; $60-' 
c. $740; $340; $400 
d. $340; $740; $60 

2. "As additional units of a variable input arc added to a fixed input, eventually(;;~~) the marginal 
physical product of the variable input will decline." This is a statement of the 
a. law of supply.K 
b .. average-marginal rule.~\. 
DJ law of diminishing marginal utility. 
d. law of diminishing marginal returns. 

1. If goods A and B have a cross elasticity of demand that is positive, this is evidence(J.!l~) that goods A 
and B are--~~ goods. 

a. complementary ® substitute 
c. normal 
d. inferior 

io 
PART TWO 



l 2 . Suppose a given marginal cost curve starts out downward sloping and at some point turns upward. 
The point at which it turns upward is the point at which 
a. marginal physical product increasesx 
b. total cost rises.~ 

average fixed cost declines. i.. ~ 
average variable cost is below marginal COSt.l{ 

diminishing marginal returns set in.s ® e. 

11. If the average variable cost curve is falling, 
~the MC curve must be below it c/ 

b. marginal cost is greater than average variable cost. }'(. 
c. the MC curve is necessarily falling. y.. 
d. the MC cun1e is necessarily horizontal (neither rising nor fallingjj, 
e. the MC curve is necessarily rising. 

follows that he or she is 
a. maximizing disutilitysz 
b: nut 1liax..imiL.ing utility. 

© ma, x imizing utility, 
d. There is not enough information to answer the question. 

9. We would expect the total utility of diamonds to be {\ than the total utility of water and the 
marginal utility of diamonds to be than the marginal utility of water. 
a. higher; higher o- l/'_ 

~ lower; lower >e . ,:,s; higher; Jower I/ 

~ .1;0~::,_:·~h·e·:,. '•;;:cc:':··"'"'"'""'"'"'"· ne•· rle.l!oc f,om "°""'"';"" one eood then~. 

8. Suppose you just finished your third free pizza slice dinner and it yielded zero units of additional 
satisfaction. Should you go back for more? 
a. Why not? Since the third plateful gave you zero units, the fourth can't give you any less 

than zero/<. 
cf'.7No way. You could get negative utility from the fourth plateful. 

c. Yes or no. It won't make any difference because your total utility is at its peak. X. 
d. Yes. If you received zero units of satisfaction from the third, then obviously the law of 

diminishing marginal utility is not working in this case. 

7. Price elasticity of supply regi::ters(~) perfect inelasticity at the value cf 

~l"?''Y \. v 
d. -1.-f.. 0-- 
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~!he demand curv~ for a perfectly competitive firm 
· ~1s downward slopmg. · -k= 

b. is upward sloping. · 
C) is perfectly horizontal. 
d. is perfectly vertical. 
e. may be downward or upward sloping, depending upon the type of product offered for sale. 

l 7 . The price at which a perfectly competitive firm sells its product is determined by 
a. the individual seller based on his costs of production and his profit margin. X 
b. all sellers and buyers of the product, collectively. x' 
c. the buyers of the product, because there are so many sellers that they cannot agree on a 

~~- ~ . @ the government, because th~re are so many buyers and sellers of the product that together 
they cannot agree on the prtce. 

~ 
1 fi Economies of scale are said to exist when inputs are increased by some percentage and output 

~reases by a(n) percentage, causing unit costs to 
( p. ,/$ greater; fall ~ 
'-_../ b. smaller; fail 

c. greater; rise 
d. smaller; rise 
e, equal; fall 

15. If the LRA TC curve is falling, then 
~ the law of diminishing marginal returns is operatingtcl=s). 
(JY -economies of scale are present(".Jy,..y). 

c. constant returns to scale are present 
d. diseconomies of scale are present. 

'Z > e:O-;:. \ ~ - l{ c::x:x? LJ 

TR -:£ s OD:) 

There is not enough information given to answer this question. e. 

-tR~ \ix:() 
A?:::--W...-f-C 

~...--......__ 
14. If explicit costs equal\£40,0'0q, implicit costs equal $9~,000, and accounting profit equals $23,000, it 
follows that total revenue equar.( and economic profit equals . . 
a. $75,000; $17,000 

CQ) $63,000; -$72,000 
C. $68,000; $25,000 
d. $22,000; -$68,000 

t).\ 
• ••••• -<: ......... - •• _,,._. 

0-\~ 
1--:soo-\.DCO 

- toook-1$.oou 
ti - C\ 

13. Suppose 'It producer decides.thet if the price of her product is $9, the quantity supplied will he 1,000 
units, and if the price is $11, the quantity supplied will be 1,300. The price elasticity of supply for the 
good is approximately 
a +l-91. 
b. -1.30. 
C. +0.77. 
d. -0.77. 

@+1.30. 



.:·-..::._•- ·--·~ - 
r: 

none of the above e. 

lt-1CJ2 -:;: \0 
21. Consider the following data: equilibrium price= $10, quantity of output produced= 1,000 units, 
average total cost= $8, and average variable cost $5. Given this, total revenue is , total cost is 

, and fixed cost is 
a. $6,000; $8,000; $1,000 
b. $9,000; $7,000; $8,000 
~. $10,000; $8,000; $3,000v 
"-c( $9,000; $8,000; $6,000 

20. Marginal revenue is 
a. total revenue divided by the quantify of output. 
b. total profit minus total costs. 
c the change in total output brought about by using an additional unit of a variable input. 

~ the change in total revenue brought about by selling an additional unit of the good. 
e. the change in total revenue minus the change in total costs. 

a, b, and c e. 

l 9. The marginal cost curve cuts the-~--~---- curve at its lowest point 
a. average variable cost 
b. average total cost 
c. . average fixed cost 

@ a and b 
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c- What is the consumer total utility from consuming the equilibrium utility maximizing 
combination. . . 
\;~ (OY'-$~ S ~ bf:- k ::: b + + + 'l + q -t l 0 ;::: \..\0 t.;h'l "S 

r . ·I C. D _ I k- ~ .lr \ D + \2-t 14 +l 6 :: bb J\\s 
\-{-CW"\ Cc>nsu.J.iW' -s b l.J..W<'s c 0 - c · .· 

b::k-d. t.J;\A~ -=- L\ o + bb -:::-- ~ls 

b- 

2 2 14 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
o s s ,-::,. 0 

I ~ I 7 © ® 7 

a- 

QUESTION ONE (15 POINTS) 
The table below shows the marginal utili_!i~erived from consuming goods A and B for a 

.. _ .. , ··----- .. . - (, ~ consumer. The rice of both goods isl 1 per unit and the income of the consumer is · 11. 
Good A Good B ~ ~LL~ dt1! lM' 
Units units MUA iJ, 

J co<:)..,.bc Total Total Cost Average Fixed Cost Average Variable Cost Marginal Cost 
o.n.J.,\e c.,.~\. Product 

c.d"b 0 60 _,,· - / - / - 
l.l I...\ 1 104 cr-. / 4L\ /' q4 / / / 

2 144 / / L{cl/ 3v__ 30 4)2 
too 3 160 2n// A3.~ \ (/ 

ISO 4 210 Isl / 3>1.s . ?fc\ 

• ,/ / 

\L\ 
PART TWO 
QUESTION ONE (10 POINTS) 

a- Co1~'.thef~Uowing tahl~,, 



\cbJ ~~--=- p{i(Q_ xqu~~ 
2..0 0 ::: pii: UL Y- ~ $ 

~< \ (Q_ :: w.O 

foW ~ro~·t:: ~~ (_pii(Q_- A 

200 5 
160 4 
120 3 
80 2 
40 

0 0 

s 

Use the marginal approach (MR and MC) to determine the rate of output that firm should 
produce to maximize its p!ofit./". .. 
- The rate of output= 5~5 
- Total Profits = 2 ~J t-e.ueJ!\\..LQ_ - bbJ. co~ -::: 2c:::c>-\1-Z. ::. (:~ 

The price= ~O / 

Y"ACJ.i~\vVAl ~Ll!L::. b T~ 
. . t,~.J- 

'f'N:ifo. 1 ~ c~\- -= (';,Tc_ 
J . .60.J.f.J- 

QUESTION THREE(l5 POINTS) 
The following table indicated the total revenue and total cost for a purely competitive. 

output Total Revenue Total Cost MR j MC 

ii- Assume that the price of good B increased to $2 per unit, while the price of good A 
remain at $1 per unit and consumers income is $11. What is the new equilibrium 
combination of both goods. - ,.. 

new gu/wdeillof J-~ HU trcfollDieJA- Y'0.D e..qu ... :\~lo(vlv'\". / .. · 
~ lo \ u.i,0so~ ~ -\" ~ ~C-(4::: lt2 -\- "?>'\ =- S 

- f? 2 u.WJ-s J- 'e> -\- u. ~ er- fl\==- -*- t.lt\ -~ g 
(:;.J:s -t . ~ cl- Ii\- :::. 5;1.z ~ £ Y I ~ \\ 

4 u,._;_}s 0\- ;2/\ b ~ dr A- z: '-! x2 + t: ti ~ ~ u, 
S u~Js c-J- 8, -* + v.::1--s c. r-A- :::: <; J Z. ""' -::} X 

1 
::::: _..,. 
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n. When the total utility from consuming one good is m~ed, marginal utility is 
.~Zero. (B) Minimized. ---- 

(C) Maximized. (D) Positive. 

l 
\ 

-i 

\ 

6. If a producing firm does not have enough time to expand its plant capacity, it is: 
/ (A) Bankrupt (4..Ji')\51 uk:i). r::J:._ @»operating in the short run. 

(C) Operating in the long run. (DU:osing1money.1.ti1\ _ _ 1 
- ,:C~iib"" 11\_ ~ PM1Kf /!Jll - k-v\ - - - 

7. Jessica experienced an ~in her incon~~O% this year. In the same year, Jessica's quantity demanded of milk 
Acreased by 10% and her quantity demanded for bread increased by 5%. This ?'eans that for Jessica: 

~ Both milk and bread are normal goods 1 * /Vh ~ "1? 
(B} Milk is a normal good, but bread is an inferior good 73 ... J--J,, ~ Vl-qfwltf J ---5> +- 
(C) Both milk and bread are inferior goods - 
(D} Milk is an inferior good, but bread is a normal good 
(E) Milk and bread are substitutes goods 

5. ?,onsumer's budget line shows - 
/ ~ The utility that an individual would receive from consuming various combinations of two goods. 

- i{Bj). The combinations of two products a consumer can purchase with a specific money income. 
'1t) The combinations of two products a consumer can purchase that give the same level of utility. 
(D) How income is influenced (Ji\;;,i) bv prices of goods. 
(E) How changes in income affect utility. 

3. The marginal rate of substitution (MRS) yields - - 
/(A} The frequency with which a player can be substituted into a game. 

~The rate an individual is willing to trade (Jl!:l) one unit of x for one unit of y remaining at the same utility level. 
(C) The rate an individual is willing to trade one unit of x for one unit of y remaining at the same income level. 
(D) The slope of the budget line. 
( E) Is the relationship between the price of the good and the quantity the individual desires at that price 

!°" ~ O.t5,9 .-: J r ~ '' - - - _ D{df,.;.;-- -::;;£' / ~ ffi•tf:/ <""" '#'_b ~JA-> - - - 
ylf the quanftty demanded of good A~- bf 5% whei-ithe price of good B@9Jby 5%, then 

/ - {A) A and Bare substitute goods ~and Bare complement goods 
(C) A and Bare infer~ goods (D) A and ~are normal goods 

1. Which - is an explanation for why the demand curve is down sloping? 
/'(A) normal goods 

@'.) the law of diminishing marginal utility 
(C) the law of increasing opportunity cost 
(D} the law of supply 

_ (E) The law of diminishing marginal returns ..,_(I (J ,-..---.,, - 

- - . 1f C_f ~ ,AvC1frf'q/,IVIC( .~ h:. _ . - 
2./he cost. of a ~anable mpL-1t, such as-the w~d to.worJ(ers, nses. This change shifts the 

~ -~ver~ fixed cost curve upwaro/_ ..r-: 
- -({Bj_;Avc;;!rage variable cost upward_ - ~ 

([) Average total cost downwarq-, 
,7{.D) All of the above -><-.. 

{E) Only b and c are true ~ 

f'.~ir.t It• N~-~]litop.[e_;sJ-mn((;~~_(~""~-~2@m!$~~{('.;h) 
Read each question carefully and select the best response. Circle the appropriate letter of the response and Jill in ihe 
corresponding circle on your answer sheet. 
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~ 
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13. Refer to the Figure. The average variable cost at an output level of 7 units is: 
~- ~171.4 (1{ ~ 5J- ---y ~fc _;:, ]'1-- c?.o 

/ (B} $71.4 r _ ·~ © $100 .rC $ 5· ~ 
{D) 1200 ' A ).I vc::. ':.-: '16 17 ,,..,. \I(. ..--:p. 

,.. O:f- ~ f~o 
14. If marginal cost is below average total cost, average total cost wili 
/(A) Be maximized. (@)be decreasing ~ 

· (C) Be increasing. (D) Remain constant. ,A'T'(')t1" ( 

15. If fixed cost is $130 at quantity (0) = 100, then 
~(A) Fixed cost is $0 at 0. = Oo( (B} Fixed cost is $260 at Q::: 200 

(C)Fi)(ed cost is less than $130 at Q = 0 @ Fi){ed cost is $130 at Q = 200 
\:(I ~ t('\ . 

1µthe income elasticity of demand for cho~1a'te~&i'~s i~ what perc~ntage change in income is necessary to 
~~ the amount of chocolate candies demanded by 12%? C'' 3 ,::... ~ ; .. ?(_ s. &,Js 

' Increase income by 15%. v ~Decrease income by 9.6%. ?{ 
\.-vcfrn.k(q Increase income by 9.6%. ~crease income by 15%.v- 

;J<lf the price elasticity of supply foff>g~d~S, then ;;ic/1t)J,1\ 
0 S s 

0~1 
/ A_A) An increase in the price boosts (.ilj} the quantity supplied by a larger percentage.-:;7 

o<(B) The supply is elasticK . . · .. . · · ·· · . . 
<(Cb The percentage change in the quantity supplied is less than the percentage change in price. 

~ A 10 percent increase in price will decrease quantity supplied by 0.5 percent . . 
(E) None of the above answers are correct. 

. ~' 18 A 'sumer has spent all of his funds on hamburgers and movies. The price of a h~mbura.er is $3 and the price of a 
e (rl!) is $5. The marginal utility of the last hamburger is 6 and the marginal utility of the last movie is 8. This 

um~r ~as . . ]);. I ~ ,( · 
(A) Maximized utilitv. z.;:: Jf, . ~F I 
(B) Not maxlmlzed utility. To maximize utility, he should spend all income on movio/ 

@Not maximized utility. To maximize utility, he should cut back on movies and buy more hamburgers. 
(D) Not maximlzed utility. To maximize utility, he should cut back on hamburgers and buy more movies. 
(E) Not maximized utility. To maximize utility, he should cut back consumption of each. 

L-- "'Pf 
Jt ·--7 $l-\ 

1D)t-11 workers can produce a total o~ units of a product and another worker has a marginal product of she, then the 
/ ~verage product of 12 workers is: , ). 5 ~ @s (B) 48 {C) 54 (D) 60 (E) 4.5 )FJJV /) .!!/;;_ ~ rJ,, 

____ .....,..____ 7 6'· I~ ;L r:. r>>I" ~ 
11. Suppose that a consumer's annual income creased by $300 · causing a 15% decrease in the units of food the 

cf{/- consumer demands. If the consumer has income e · · mt elasticity) of demand of 1 for food, what is her new 
income? t\) . · -$. :;O.J) 
(A) $2700 (B) $3000. t)$1700. . . (D) $3300. {E} $2300. . 

g,c '.? 1,,1h· . Af'c.::: J . . ·· Av<: :::: z.5 . . . 
.L fl· With fixed costs or $400, a firm has average total costs of $3 and average variable costs of $2.50. Its output is:_ "'!!' (A) 200 units (B) 400 units gJ)soo units · (D) 1,600 units (E} 160 units 

~. The concept of dirl'!inishing marginal utiii"i:y is that increases ki the consumption of a good lead to A! A decrease in total utilltv. 
· · (B) An increase in marginal utility, 

. t(Ct)A decrease in marginal utility. 
(6) l\!o change in marginal uttw:Y· 
(E) No change in total utili~ 
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1. Which of the lines is most likely to represent average total cost?~ 
. . ...-_..,,,.- ... 

2. Wh.ich of the lines is most likely to represent marglanl Cost?~ ~· 

3. Which of the lines is most likely to represent average flxed cost? Y · .: 
4. Which of the lines is most likely to represent average variable cost?~.,.-··- 

\ 

r>. 
I - \ 

B. The set of lines above reflect information about the cost structure of a firm. Use the figure to answer the following 
.questions. (2mark each) 

PART TINO: Short ~nswer 
Ques!liff}FJ #U_20 marks! 

A '.~0~:~:~ ~o the Figure .If the market price of ~~e go~d is $3, consumer surplus will 

r( ~~) $30 ( J $ F '.\ - » 
- (B) $40 •3 r---+--!!---1---"J>. 

(C) $45 ---~~---· -1fm) $?0 a ~tl' §'!) ~@ !YO . "'' b. - Q;,;~,r.tt<y 

rJtAJ 20. The law_ of diminishing marginal returns states that as additional units of a variable input are added to 
v ~ Fixed amounts of other inputs, total output will eventually dedin~ _ - - · - _ 

/ ~ Varying amounts of other inputs, total output will eventually decliQfo;'. . · · _ 
~Fi)(ed amounts of other inputs, the resulting increases in total output will eventually become smaller. 

~: Varying amount of other inputs, the resulting increases in total ?.utput will eventually become smaller. 
;f1Q A declining amount of output, technology will eventually deteriorate (.J~~). . . - . -: - P=?.· 
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4 10 4 . 30 
3 12 50 3 

100 2 2 40 
200 1 1 50 

Marginal 
Utility of 

Magazine 

Quantity of 
Magazine 

Quantity of Marginal 
hamburgers Utility of 

hamburger 

'lb 
(J~xes#t!c'L:fiJ.lMJl:&t¥dcs) 

. 6 . 2 6 5 .· . /VJ . . 
. . . . ~~. M¢ . •·. 

Table above shows Kareem's utility from hamburger and Magaz11lif'. The price of hamburger is $2 per unit and the 
.price of a Magazine is $5. Kareem has $26 to spend on these two goods. ::::::~ - . r~it. 

.·fa, Fill in the blank in the above table ( Bmarks) · ~, . 
b. Find all combinations that satisfy the utilitv mexlmization condition, and calculate the cost of each 

combination. (Smarks) 
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3. What are the average product (AP) and the marginal pro~uct. {MP) when 4 workers are employed? {!Lmarks) 

L-::;vt· ~ . . 

~ '1-~ ~ '2. 
t:"'" l.tf j _, 

1. What is the total product (TP) when 2 workers are employed? ( 2 marks) 

/tf-=- h 

\'S"s (X.- {o~ 

.: (l. 5 ) -z '"z- 

Labor Total Product . Averar Product MaGinal Product 
(Output) /1 f)_ 111f) 

1 20 ' ""2... ',;) ~ 

2 '2-"~'* '/..- 5 fl -g 24 -s 
3 'J-7 rz.A 30 
4 104 'l--6 q,£· 
5 Y'1...-'1 /' ')\,\ ' "' 18 

Using the following table to answer the questions below: 

it IU(,4.e_ ~"1 P1i"'twv4j-i..,,.- :Ei~,~ 
~~~~~~-~~~'---j-~_&~~ f~Lyt. J~.~i~~··-l'lh~6~0-~~¥<~I~~ 

~y(, 
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n. When the total utility from consuming one good is m~ed, marginal utility is 
.~Zero. (B) Minimized. ---- 

(C) Maximized. (D) Positive. 

l 
\ 

-i 

\ 

6. If a producing firm does not have enough time to expand its plant capacity, it is: 
/ (A) Bankrupt (4..Ji')\51 uk:i). r::J:._ @»operating in the short run. 

(C) Operating in the long run. (DU:osing1money.1.ti1\ _ _ 1 
- ,:C~iib"" 11\_ ~ PM1Kf /!Jll - k-v\ - - - 

7. Jessica experienced an ~in her incon~~O% this year. In the same year, Jessica's quantity demanded of milk 
Acreased by 10% and her quantity demanded for bread increased by 5%. This ?'eans that for Jessica: 

~ Both milk and bread are normal goods 1 * /Vh ~ "1? 
(B} Milk is a normal good, but bread is an inferior good 73 ... J--J,, ~ Vl-qfwltf J ---5> +- 
(C) Both milk and bread are inferior goods - 
(D} Milk is an inferior good, but bread is a normal good 
(E) Milk and bread are substitutes goods 

5. ?,onsumer's budget line shows - 
/ ~ The utility that an individual would receive from consuming various combinations of two goods. 

- i{Bj). The combinations of two products a consumer can purchase with a specific money income. 
'1t) The combinations of two products a consumer can purchase that give the same level of utility. 
(D) How income is influenced (Ji\;;,i) bv prices of goods. 
(E) How changes in income affect utility. 

3. The marginal rate of substitution (MRS) yields - - 
/(A} The frequency with which a player can be substituted into a game. 

~The rate an individual is willing to trade (Jl!:l) one unit of x for one unit of y remaining at the same utility level. 
(C) The rate an individual is willing to trade one unit of x for one unit of y remaining at the same income level. 
(D) The slope of the budget line. 
( E) Is the relationship between the price of the good and the quantity the individual desires at that price 

!°" ~ O.t5,9 .-: J r ~ '' - - - _ D{df,.;.;-- -::;;£' / ~ ffi•tf:/ <""" '#'_b ~JA-> - - - 
ylf the quanftty demanded of good A~- bf 5% whei-ithe price of good B@9Jby 5%, then 

/ - {A) A and Bare substitute goods ~and Bare complement goods 
(C) A and Bare infer~ goods (D) A and ~are normal goods 

1. Which - is an explanation for why the demand curve is down sloping? 
/'(A) normal goods 

@'.) the law of diminishing marginal utility 
(C) the law of increasing opportunity cost 
(D} the law of supply 

_ (E) The law of diminishing marginal returns ..,_(I (J ,-..---.,, - 

- - . 1f C_f ~ ,AvC1frf'q/,IVIC( .~ h:. _ . - 
2./he cost. of a ~anable mpL-1t, such as-the w~d to.worJ(ers, nses. This change shifts the 

~ -~ver~ fixed cost curve upwaro/_ ..r-: 
- -({Bj_;Avc;;!rage variable cost upward_ - ~ 

([) Average total cost downwarq-, 
,7{.D) All of the above -><-.. 

{E) Only b and c are true ~ 

f'.~ir.t It• N~-~]litop.[e_;sJ-mn((;~~_(~""~-~2@m!$~~{('.;h) 
Read each question carefully and select the best response. Circle the appropriate letter of the response and Jill in ihe 
corresponding circle on your answer sheet. 
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13. Refer to the Figure. The average variable cost at an output level of 7 units is: 
~- ~171.4 (1{ ~ 5J- ---y ~fc _;:, ]'1-- c?.o 

/ (B} $71.4 r _ ·~ © $100 .rC $ 5· ~ 
{D) 1200 ' A ).I vc::. ':.-: '16 17 ,,..,. \I(. ..--:p. 

,.. O:f- ~ f~o 
14. If marginal cost is below average total cost, average total cost wili 
/(A) Be maximized. (@)be decreasing ~ 

· (C) Be increasing. (D) Remain constant. ,A'T'(')t1" ( 

15. If fixed cost is $130 at quantity (0) = 100, then 
~(A) Fixed cost is $0 at 0. = Oo( (B} Fixed cost is $260 at Q::: 200 

(C)Fi)(ed cost is less than $130 at Q = 0 @ Fi){ed cost is $130 at Q = 200 
\:(I ~ t('\ . 

1µthe income elasticity of demand for cho~1a'te~&i'~s i~ what perc~ntage change in income is necessary to 
~~ the amount of chocolate candies demanded by 12%? C'' 3 ,::... ~ ; .. ?(_ s. &,Js 

' Increase income by 15%. v ~Decrease income by 9.6%. ?{ 
\.-vcfrn.k(q Increase income by 9.6%. ~crease income by 15%.v- 

;J<lf the price elasticity of supply foff>g~d~S, then ;;ic/1t)J,1\ 
0 S s 

0~1 
/ A_A) An increase in the price boosts (.ilj} the quantity supplied by a larger percentage.-:;7 

o<(B) The supply is elasticK . . · .. . · · ·· · . . 
<(Cb The percentage change in the quantity supplied is less than the percentage change in price. 

~ A 10 percent increase in price will decrease quantity supplied by 0.5 percent . . 
(E) None of the above answers are correct. 

. ~' 18 A 'sumer has spent all of his funds on hamburgers and movies. The price of a h~mbura.er is $3 and the price of a 
e (rl!) is $5. The marginal utility of the last hamburger is 6 and the marginal utility of the last movie is 8. This 

um~r ~as . . ]);. I ~ ,( · 
(A) Maximized utilitv. z.;:: Jf, . ~F I 
(B) Not maxlmlzed utility. To maximize utility, he should spend all income on movio/ 

@Not maximized utility. To maximize utility, he should cut back on movies and buy more hamburgers. 
(D) Not maximlzed utility. To maximize utility, he should cut back on hamburgers and buy more movies. 
(E) Not maximized utility. To maximize utility, he should cut back consumption of each. 

L-- "'Pf 
Jt ·--7 $l-\ 

1D)t-11 workers can produce a total o~ units of a product and another worker has a marginal product of she, then the 
/ ~verage product of 12 workers is: , ). 5 ~ @s (B) 48 {C) 54 (D) 60 (E) 4.5 )FJJV /) .!!/;;_ ~ rJ,, 

____ .....,..____ 7 6'· I~ ;L r:. r>>I" ~ 
11. Suppose that a consumer's annual income creased by $300 · causing a 15% decrease in the units of food the 

cf{/- consumer demands. If the consumer has income e · · mt elasticity) of demand of 1 for food, what is her new 
income? t\) . · -$. :;O.J) 
(A) $2700 (B) $3000. t)$1700. . . (D) $3300. {E} $2300. . 

g,c '.? 1,,1h· . Af'c.::: J . . ·· Av<: :::: z.5 . . . 
.L fl· With fixed costs or $400, a firm has average total costs of $3 and average variable costs of $2.50. Its output is:_ "'!!' (A) 200 units (B) 400 units gJ)soo units · (D) 1,600 units (E} 160 units 

~. The concept of dirl'!inishing marginal utiii"i:y is that increases ki the consumption of a good lead to A! A decrease in total utilltv. 
· · (B) An increase in marginal utility, 

. t(Ct)A decrease in marginal utility. 
(6) l\!o change in marginal uttw:Y· 
(E) No change in total utili~ 
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1. Which of the lines is most likely to represent average total cost?~ 
. . ...-_..,,,.- ... 

2. Wh.ich of the lines is most likely to represent marglanl Cost?~ ~· 

3. Which of the lines is most likely to represent average flxed cost? Y · .: 
4. Which of the lines is most likely to represent average variable cost?~.,.-··- 

\ 

r>. 
I - \ 

B. The set of lines above reflect information about the cost structure of a firm. Use the figure to answer the following 
.questions. (2mark each) 

PART TINO: Short ~nswer 
Ques!liff}FJ #U_20 marks! 

A '.~0~:~:~ ~o the Figure .If the market price of ~~e go~d is $3, consumer surplus will 

r( ~~) $30 ( J $ F '.\ - » 
- (B) $40 •3 r---+--!!---1---"J>. 

(C) $45 ---~~---· -1fm) $?0 a ~tl' §'!) ~@ !YO . "'' b. - Q;,;~,r.tt<y 

rJtAJ 20. The law_ of diminishing marginal returns states that as additional units of a variable input are added to 
v ~ Fixed amounts of other inputs, total output will eventually dedin~ _ - - · - _ 

/ ~ Varying amounts of other inputs, total output will eventually decliQfo;'. . · · _ 
~Fi)(ed amounts of other inputs, the resulting increases in total output will eventually become smaller. 

~: Varying amount of other inputs, the resulting increases in total ?.utput will eventually become smaller. 
;f1Q A declining amount of output, technology will eventually deteriorate (.J~~). . . - . -: - P=?.· 
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4 10 4 . 30 
3 12 50 3 

100 2 2 40 
200 1 1 50 

Marginal 
Utility of 

Magazine 

Quantity of 
Magazine 

Quantity of Marginal 
hamburgers Utility of 

hamburger 

'lb 
(J~xes#t!c'L:fiJ.lMJl:&t¥dcs) 

. 6 . 2 6 5 .· . /VJ . . 
. . . . ~~. M¢ . •·. 

Table above shows Kareem's utility from hamburger and Magaz11lif'. The price of hamburger is $2 per unit and the 
.price of a Magazine is $5. Kareem has $26 to spend on these two goods. ::::::~ - . r~it. 

.·fa, Fill in the blank in the above table ( Bmarks) · ~, . 
b. Find all combinations that satisfy the utilitv mexlmization condition, and calculate the cost of each 

combination. (Smarks) 
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3. What are the average product (AP) and the marginal pro~uct. {MP) when 4 workers are employed? {!Lmarks) 

L-::;vt· ~ . . 

~ '1-~ ~ '2. 
t:"'" l.tf j _, 

1. What is the total product (TP) when 2 workers are employed? ( 2 marks) 

/tf-=- h 

\'S"s (X.- {o~ 

.: (l. 5 ) -z '"z- 

Labor Total Product . Averar Product MaGinal Product 
(Output) /1 f)_ 111f) 

1 20 ' ""2... ',;) ~ 

2 '2-"~'* '/..- 5 fl -g 24 -s 
3 'J-7 rz.A 30 
4 104 'l--6 q,£· 
5 Y'1...-'1 /' ')\,\ ' "' 18 

Using the following table to answer the questions below: 

it IU(,4.e_ ~"1 P1i"'twv4j-i..,,.- :Ei~,~ 
~~~~~~-~~~'---j-~_&~~ f~Lyt. J~.~i~~··-l'lh~6~0-~~¥<~I~~ 

~y(, 
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Economic costs 
@ Include {~) both a normal rate of return on i~vestment (Normal Profit) and the opportunity cost of each 

factor of production, , · ~ · 
(B) are equal to the direct costs of hiring{~_,;) all factors of production. 
(C) are the opportunity cost of each factor of production minus any interest charges paid on borrowed funds. 
(D) are equal to tot_al revenue mlnus accountlng pr~fit. ' - · 

6. j.lJ-\~e short run, a firm 
<.W has at IE!??tQne.fixedfaetor ofproduction. 

(Bf can-enter an industry (~u....Jl u-ll JµI) where positive profits are being earned. 
(C) can exit an industry and all of its factors of production are variable. 
(D) both (B) and (C) are correct. 

fa For normal goods, the substitution and incom~ effects of a price decre~se will 
,/ @' both decrease the quantity of the good demanded, ' 

(B) both increase the quantity of the good demanded. 
~the substitution effect will increase the quantity of the good demanded while ~) the income effect will 
~ decrease the quantity of the good demanded. 

(D) the substitution effect will decrease the quantity of the good demanded while the income effect will 
increase the quantity of the good demanded. 

The diamond/water paradox (~1.L..) states that things wit~ the -~-value in use (!'l~YI 4} frequently 
have value in exchange (J~YJJ1 ~. 
(A) least; the least 
(B) least; little or no 
(C) greatest; little or no 

<@ greatest; the greatest 

For Matthew, the marginal utility of the 9th soda in a day is positive and the marginal utility of the 10th soda in a 
day is zero. This - " -- 
(A) implies that (u-1! ~) Matthew's demand curve for sodas per day will become upward sloping at 10 sodas per 

day , 
(B) is impossible because each additional unit of consumption of any good must provide positive marginal utility. 
(C) implies that at a zero price Matthew's demand curve will intersect(~) the quantity axis at 10. 
®'implies that Matthew maximizes utility by consuming 9 sodas per day. 

3. The law of diminishing marginal utility implies that 
@ demand curves always slope downward and to the right. 
(B) supply curves always slope upward and to the right. 
{C) a consumer will always buy positive amounts of all goods. 
(D) total utility will always increase by an increasing amount as consumption (~Yl) increases. 

/2· 
.1 

1. If the quantity demanded of tea increases by 2% when the price of coffee increases by 6%, the cross-price elasticity '_. \ . . 
of demand between tea and coffee is · 
(A) -3 ~ 

.'® 0.33 .:;:;~7 ~""I" 
(C) 3 
(D) 12 

Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

Multiple Choices Questions: 
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13. At the Larson Bakery (fa) the marginal products of the first, second, and third salesclerks are 20, 17; and 1.1 
customers served, respectively. The total product (number of customers served) of the three salesclerks is 
(A) 11 
(B) 40 
(C) 46 o- 

i l 
! 
I 
I 

I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 

12 .. T'.he-marginal·produd:s of thefirst, second, and third workers are 20, 12, and 8, respectively (Jljill ,_.Jc). If four 
workers can produce 45 units of output, then the marginal product of the fourth worker is _ 
~) 4 

®15. 
(C) 40 
(D) 45 

10. Jallal is consuming X and Y so that he is spending his entire income {.i.l:..J J..ts.) and ~~Y = 8 and ~~Y = 4. To 
maximize utility, he should consume 
{A) the same amount of X and Y since he is already maximizing utility. 
{B) less of both X and Y. 
(C) more X and less Y. 

~ less X and more Y. 

11. Shireen is maximizing her utility. Her ~U: = 10 -~nd MUy = 40. Then the price of Y must be 

(A) $1 
(@$4 

{C) $10 
(D) $40 

9. Refer to Figure 7.3. The average product of the second worker is yards raked. 
(A) 4 
~13.5 
(C) 14 
(D} 27 

8. Refer to Figure 7 .3. The marginal product of the second worker is yards raked. 
(A) 2 
~} 13.5 

(1ci) 17 
(D) 27 

1 2 L 
Number of employees 

q 

Fi~ure 7.3 

Refer to the information provided in Figure 7.3 below to answer the questions 8, and 9. 
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20. Marginal cost is average variable-cost when _ 

. (1{J equal to: average totalcost is minimized 
-(tr lessth~n;iotai cost ls-maximized 
~ greater than; average fixed cost is minimized 

@})equal to; average variable cost is rnlnlrnlzed. 

~- Diminishing marginal returns implies 
/' (A) decreasing average variable costs. 

(B) decreasipg marginal costs. 
@)increasing marginal costs. 
(D) decreasing average fixed costs. 

18. In the short run, as output increases, 
{A) the difference between average total cost and average variable cost decreases. 
(B) the difference between total cost and average variable cost decreases . 

.r@'marginal ccsteventuallv decreases. 
~ All of the above are correct. 

(A) rises; rises 
(B) falls; falls 

.@. rises; falls 
(D) falls; doesn't change 

17. In the short run when the marginal product of labor __, the marginal cost of an additional unit of output 

ti). When total product is maximized, marginal product 
I (A) and average product are zero. 

(B) is positive but average product is zero. 
(C) is zero but average product is positive. 
~· and average product are positive. 

16. The lawn Ranger, a landscaping company, has total costs of $5,000 and total fixed costs of $3,000. The lawn 
Ranger's total variable costs are 

({A.1)$2000 
(B) $3,000 
(C) $5,000. 
(D) indeterminate because the firm's output level is not known. 

/

4. If labor is a variable input in production, ;he law of diminishing marginal returns lmplies that in the short run 
(A} labor's marginal product is constant 

. (@P' labor's marginal product decreases after a certain point. 
(C) total product is negative. 
(D) total product is negative after a certain point has been reached °'· 
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b. Define the law of diminishing retur s 

..... ~.r.. v.\.0.'.b ~~ .. ). ti'.~ .. ~:.~~.w.k f.e/ ~~:~ J. .. ~..!{.::f. ~ .. ~.1¥.f~ . 

. j\v..e .. Y..~ .. ~:.~ .. J..l'?I, .. ~.~ .. ~'.tl.L~Lf..~J..~ .. 

Does the table indicate(~) a situation of diminishing returns? Explain your answer 

/1:2/~::~"'C~~;~~-~-·~---:~~=~=~·:::~~--~;~; 
C«. .. o!. { 1 ~ ~ ~ '.'.~ .. , b ~ f>. tg;v 

.. :1~~ .. "::::.\.~i>······A.~~.~-~.-~.<: .. ~~~ .... d. \.~ .. ~t.-1~ ~ c., ~?.: .. ek.h ~.~ . 

. .1!;?.'- \.~:Y~.~.~ v...~~':::.f,. 6 .. ~~ .. ~·~'.r.\!·.\~ . 

a. Calculate the average productivity of labor from the information given in the above table 

Number of labor Total product (output) Average product of labor 
0 0 --- ..--·~\ L. 8 \l /' 2 ' 15 «» / (!0 . 3 21 y- / 

I 0 I 4 26 b-,- / 
\; J 5 30 6-/ 

; 

f 
! 

\ 

~ - 

/ The following table gives total output or total product as a function of labor unit us~ 

l R, 
~--J ' 

............................................................... (! ]) . 

c\\. _d\ .i. ~·I -- r. \ /· 
:::::::.0~.::.~ ::::::::::::::::'.:::·:::::::::::::::~;::~.t;.:: .. :::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::·.::~:::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.... 2. .. Qq.e.~ \.~-~'.'.'., k ~1 .. t: ~/············e:; '";.. 2 "".'.'.::: ~ ; :;:.~.<'. >• · '}1f 
....... ~LPc··"·""'· .. ~':' \1 .. <;:P..~ ~1 :r-~ ! ~ .. ~ . 
··· .. ·····o·;···c:.rcf•t .:;:i.- .. , .. lf·l·~·E·\-· :;;:{!t/t, ~.•~ i. _'1-1 '"'}b C 

».«, / 

a. Write down the formula for meaning the price elasticity of supply 

.hC>)f~ -t< ~:'\"~ - .: ;::: = I ~ r: : .: ~~~;~~~ 
I ~18 ·················································································································································- ························································· 

Suppose the price of Apples goes up from g__QJn $12a box. Ahmad farms supplies3000 boxes of Apples 
instead (04 ':i~) ~boxes. Compute the coefficient (4) of price elasticity "midpoints approach" for 

Ahmad's supply. ts'its supply elastic or it inelastic? 

guestion#l 
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a. Fill in the table for marginal utility for both X and Y 
b. Are :hese preferences consistent {eA!) with t,he law1 of diminis~ing ma:gi~al utility? Explain briefly (jl.;.: &..J .J) 

.. ~ef.f.\)£C.9f.~!j .. e 0.::l.. k.£.~ ~ .. ~ .. -l?..~.\\:¥1: .. t.'.:Y. ~~'.".:~ ~.t? .. 

.. IX' ~.~ ~ .. ~. .k t&.:.';'!;., .. d~.c!..~ .. e. c.... . ,Y. .~ .. ~-~.H '.':Y.:?\,_,.~~-~Y..~1)k.. .. 

.. ~;(L~'::'::-'.: ~~·.\~~~---·· ~.f'u .. S. ~.c/..14~\~ .\ .. -B.p;: ~ .. ~ ~.~-~.J~(.- .. ~~ 

UnitofX Total utility MUX "'-1.11 p..,.r Units of Y Tota I utility MUY ~i.-t{J..d 

Z!:/r j 
ofX ~~\ ofY -· O'f .. fo,. '1 

1 20· 'Jd;:) -( !( J 1 48 b{(j., - I- \!51 .. 2 36 \6 .. "0· 2 8S ···oto l l~ i~ 
3 ·······so. ~l:{ ... c . -~·:;~ 3 124 'S ~ f-....!r .. 

4 62 \fl.. q (~ 4 156 'J 'L (I ~.') 
5 72 le> .,. ' 5 180 '1-4 . ( /] 
6 80 Cfy·' ,I c,.j 6 192 l 'l. t: 1-> I - 
7 86 /(, ~ Hi ~'J 7 200 q Q, 

/ - 

Assume that Jamil has $20 to spend on good X and good Y, the price of X is $2 while price of Y is $4. Jamil's preferences 
for X and Y are summarized in the following table: 

guestion#4 

:-· ·-r··-+--7-·---~--1----·;--··r-··+---~·-·· '. --! 
1 ·-····t········-f-····--·r .. ·····-r· .. ···· .. ·(·--·····1········-t··-······1···········Z········J. .L i ~···· .. ····i 

/· Graph ( i-J} AVC, ~TC, and MC_on the same graph (4.-.)1 ~~),what is the relatlonship between the~ 
curve and AVC curve 

.·~'- 

.. ~ .... ~c: ... b.f ~.:X.: .. ~~;~~; ...... ~ .... 
·-~-~( .. ~.--.~~~P \~ -~ .. (.~£.& .. ~ ~ :5......... :··::::~:+~:~1=:1=+~~·:i=·:~:~~-:~-:~=:.:~~~~:~1=:T=l~~~T~:+~-i 
.... A.Ve ~.<:':·~."...~ :&. . 

a. Complete the table 

5 
4 

2 

so 

3 

MC ATC AVC Total cost Total product {Q) Variable cost 
0 

A firm's cost curves are given in the following table: 

Question#3 

1 



g. If you calculated correctly, you have found(~) that a decrease in the price of go°-~Lthas caused Jamil to buy more 

quantities of X and Y. How.':''" th~be explai (..,.I _,..;i ·• .> · . . , ~~~~~~~·········:·~~~: .• ······::::z~~~····Lt:··~ 
... ~ .. ~ ~.~ :r. .. ~.~.$..~f.k. ~(.~ 0.: .. J\~ ,~. -- 

... 7:;t~>.?..d..x: ... ·•'t'''-1:j..0..,.~·1:_p:·· .. ··:;:=;;y·· ~t:r_·········?.,~ 'd::~ .. 7:h- .. ·5'··\-'t···· ······~~(. .. 

................................................................................................................ .•... '::l.r.:..-. ~.~ .e_,X{Y~ 

7 ~~ '---"'-· c~ ~~~Q 

~ ~~ ~~ 

m.~f"' ~ .. k!- .. ~!'..f: Cr.:ft . 

...... ~ 'L.9- : A t.t.~"~ .J:.x_ '6'- \·:f.AS1.+.&~1.. ··~~ . 

...... ::}: \.fb. b. .. ~.~ .. ~ :· i .. 1.s~ ~.,;;l . 

({' \ -------- . 

b u~t .oJ-y_ 

........ ~ . 

::~::::: ::: :.:·. : :~;.E~it .. :L: ~~~?_ 

.............. . \~"" .. ····i································· >\}·".?· :::: f .. '..l .: .. 

f. Now suppose that the price of Y falls to $2, what quantities of good X and good Y wili Jarnll purchase to maximize 
satisfaction (utility)? 

e. Draw (~_;I} the budget line and identify its slope 

........................ ;······;·····························~·················"··;·"'''"""'"""·····.········"'""""····························"·······""'"'""'····· .. ········ ~ . ~!;~~:···~·'-".1IL.S~.~->.k'JC·2:1~~-u··~····~~er:::!·········~··"'"~~ ................. f. t J. ~?..~.~ .. ~ ~ 1-J'. £k:(_~.C.• ~ ~ . 
····~-~§~1..~ .. ~ .. !/ti. ~:.~.~ .. 1~ •• :!.. .. X q-: .. ~~ .. ~.iJ. .. ~ s. ~.f .. ?. ').. ..1..~ .. =::-~.·.r. 1.~.~--9'.~.~ . 

d. What conditions are satisfied in part c? 

c, What quantities of good X and good Y will maximize Jamil's level of satisfaction (utility)? 

=t«: ·~:~,~~~ .. ~ ······~··· ·-t:·~;At(· ·~~ / .. 

~~i:i~:i~~~.·~~·~: .: : 
:~=~·~::~:~~~=~:= ~~:~~~~~~:{J.~ 
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7. A rise in the price of Pepsi that causes a household to shift its purchasing pattern toward (·~1:> ~'ii .k.WI .ml 
Coke and away from Pepsi is the effect of a price change. 
(A) income 

@)substitution 
(C} complementary 
(D) diminishing marginal utility 

6. The law of diminishing marginal utility refers to 
(A) a consumer's decrease in total satisfaction as she consumes more units of a good P'( 

(lfil}a consumer's decrease in additional satisfaction ~S. she consemesmoreandmore.unrts.ct.a good 
·· - (crtne iaifa tnaH0tarut1m:v-1s-negative-; ·····- - · · 

(D) the idea that marginal utilitv is negative 1/ 

The marginal utility of the first cup of coffee that Tamer drinks in the morning is worth $2.00. The marginal utiiity 
of the 9th cup of coffee he drinks is~~e marginal~~.1Q.t~_~\.l~~f_S2.~.e~ 
morning is worth i£: This implies that at a price of $0, 1 amer wouid drink - 6) ;.f U = 2 JI 
(A} zero cups of coffee per morning ..( ® fo1 V :.::..(!'.) 
@at most 10 cups of coffee per morning . (ii) /II()= zexr> .ft 
(C} more than 10 cups of coffee per morning, but the actual number is indeterminate from this information 
(D) an infinite number of cups of coffee each morning 

~ 5. 

Rami is consuming X and Y so that he is spending his entire (J..ts) income and ~ = 6 .and Muy = 10. To maximize 
. PX Py 

utility, he should 
(A) continue to consume the same amount ot x and Y since he is already maximizing utility 
(B) consume less of both X and Y 
(C) consume more){ and less Y 
(@}consume less X and more Y 

4. If MUx < MUy, then 
Px Py 

0l_ spending a dollar less on Y and a dollar more on X increases utility r/. 
@1) spending a dollar less on X and a dollar more on Y increases utility 
(C) X is more expensive than Y J 

(D} Y is more expensive than X ,,_ 

1f 3. 

·- = \- 2. \ 

1. The income elasticity of demand for education (~) is 3.5. Thus, a 4% increase in income wili 
(A) decrease the quantity of education demanded by 3.5% 
(B) decrease the quantity of education demanded by 14% 
~ncrease the quantity of education demanded by 4% 
~ncrease the quantity of education demanded by 14% 

2. If the quantity demanded of peanut butter (~'h.i.ij) increases by 4% when the price of j{ily decreases by 2%, the 
cross-price elasticity of demand between peanut butter and jelly is 
(A) -4 

@-2 
(C) -0.5 
(D) 2 

·:hoose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. 
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13. At the point where total product is maximized, marginal product 
@)is zero, but average product is still{~) positive 
(B) and average product are negative 
(C) is positive, but average product is negative 
(D) and average product are positive 

-11 .. -12:· Assi.ime'ff\efofafprodu-cfoftwo-workers-is iooan~ithe total product of th~~~ workers is 120. The average product 
of the third worker is , and the marginal product of the third worker is . 
(A) 40; 20 To "JOO ).. !Ob .Mp;> Tf 
(B) 20; 100 __ J z 7 I 2 b Q 

c T}, :::. I 2-0 .» . 81-IP 13.33; €~67 A~ ::. ~ 
) 120; 100 

I ~Ml . '/ "'Ar . 

10. Refer to Figure 1.1. The average product of the second worker is lawns moved. 
\®)4 ·~=~ 

lB) 5 A?::::- I,.. l- 
(C) 5.5 
(D) 11 

1111. lf marginal product is greater than average product, then .), ,..fto 
(A) average product must be decreasing -:;..../? 
@ marginal product must be decreasing 
(C) marginal product must be increasing 
(D) marginal product could either be increasing or decreasing· 

9. Refer to Figure 1.1 .The marginal product of the second worker is lawns moved. 

(A) 3 
(B) 5 

@s 
{D) 11 

. D~· .._...._...._~~-,___,... 
l 2 L 

figure 1.1 

8. ~n the Jong run, 
· {A) a firm can shut down, but it cannot exit the industry 

{B) there are no fixed factors of production . 
@ a firm can vary (~) all inputs, but it cannot change the mix of inputs it uses 

(D) an firms must make economic profits 
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{.\ 20. The diamond/water paradox (J......:.,iu:kj states that things with the value in use (~l.,;:l-'JI ~)frequently 

have value in exchange (J.l4Jll ~L . ··- ········-········· 
- (Af-leasf;t.heleasft?- ... - "iV p __;) .~ 
@})least; little or no ~ 
(C) greatest; little or no 
(D) greatest; the greatest 

1} 18. Diminishing marginal returns implies 
M ):Jecreasing average variable costs 
\.fef decreasing marginal costs 

(C) increasing marginal costs 
(D) decreasing average fixed costs 

r"l. 'Ir rr v..._ 
19. Marginal cost is average variable cost when _ 

{A} equal to; average total cost is minimized '. 
@ less than; total cost is maximized v 
(C) greater than; average fixed cost is minimized "" 
(DJ equal to; average variable cost is minimized 

fiFc = rsf 
-P- TVC ~ 300:// 

/1FC""" -;~ ::=!;.?TR:_-=.. 5-;b 100 ..:=c:;oo 
TC ~ TFC. ·t'TVC.:: Xeo ·"f-c;.t.>c; =- goo 

17. Wilbur's Widgets, a widget company, i;>roduces JOOwidgets. Its average fixed cost is $5 and its total variable cost 
is $300. What is the total cost of producing 100 widgets? 
(A) $300 
(B) $305 
iSl $500 
~$800 

16. A firm will begin to experience diminishing returns at the point where 
(A) marginal cost increases 
(B) marginal cost decreases 
(C) marginal product increases 
@Both B and C 

1<::._ "J\/C 
15. The Farley Farm, a dairy company, has total costs of $15,000 and total variable costs of $2,000. The Farley Farm's 

total fixed costs are 
(A> so Tc =·rvc+·TFC 
@$13,000 
(C) $17,000 
(D) Indeterminate( .;;~I~!':!) because the firm's output level is not known 

1J 14. !f 'J11e assume that labor ls the only vartable input, the slope of the total product curve in the short run 'fc;~ 
· (Al has no economic s1g11ificance(.:l.,i..i~1 ~i ..i :Al .,;__ "'PJQ<L 

. ~B measures the average product of labor 
(C) measures the marginal product of labor ·. « <ab,,,,. 
. ) msasures both the marginal and average product at all points on the total product curve 
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.. .. ·: .. :.: :2J/rr:o·:z:~: .. ·::. 

b. Graph { r"")} AVC, ATC, and MC on the same graph(;\..,..,,)\~~), what is the relationship between the MP 
curve and AVC curve 

a. Complete the table 

39~ 15 Ai/C:V'.~ ~~-P=~---=~~~l.--./~~~~-..,,,-~~':.4=~~---'::;_;:_...lL__J_~-->L.~'9=.-....l..==""-'~=:..::::;;:::=~· ~ 

,.- Utr 

ATC AVC 
r, 

\ ~c_ Total product (Q) 
0 

A firm's cost curves are given in the following table: 

c. Does the table indicate (A a situation of diminishing returns? Explain your answer 

............. y~,~~-,.,/c.·;.~~·::-;:::-.~~-.,. ,., 7··:.:;,"···· . 

......... .(G..ecag.e.ptd:k.J..o.~~ ~ (i!e0J4ho..-c).P.-1!A-?o~/·6:>.J.) LJJ .. J(cii.:V 
~ Jtt.bov 1 

0~Y:§~J&'t~•••••~····•1:,bk;J&J~~1Ja1.•~~ 

a. Calculate the average productivity of labor from the information given in the above table }J'Ji <!:..!. 

'he fellowing table gives total output or total product as a function of labor unit used 
Number of labor Total product (output} A1,·erage product of labor 

0 0 0 
1 5 t?/I z: C) 

2 9 q/z._ = 4- c; /' 
3 12 \ ')_ /3 ::: Lf / 
4 14 I U/ t{ :.:: r'? 
5 15 \0/ s ~3 
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a. Fill in the table for marginal utility for both X and Y 
b. Are these preferences consistent (cAi) with the law of diminishing marginal utility? Explain briefly (j~J., &ili-J ~.J) 

v; s . 
....... ·/ .. ~---· ./ " .. 

f -· / , ' • • t ) .. .... . y..Y .\ x. .(Al\J .. $.1~ -~~\ \}.;.~ .. ~ - ..... ~, ~~.tl.\.~ CJJ-:). 
»: - . l I .... \ \ ~ .. - c ~ \ L,- ; . .. ........ . ......... ~~~J /~N . . ....... ,,,___!_).~J .... ~._,)__.,.?..l.. ..... . . .. . . (}"" 

c. What quantities of good X and good V wi!I maximize Jamil's level of satisfaction (utiH~' ~ 

Unit of X Total utility l\t]U)( Units of 1 

ot x 
1 10 1 

r··- -, _. 2 18 2 
; ~ ~) 3 25 3 r3 4 31 4 

5 36 5 
6 40 6 \ 

.... 7 43 b -1 7 

b. Suppose the price of Apples goes up from~ to $22 a box. Ahmad farms supplies ~boxes of Apples instead 
{L>-- "1~) of 1000 boxes. Compute the coefficient(~) of price elasticity "midpoints approach" for Ahmad's supply. lsl~s~p:~~a;c~=;:~~zf ~~~ q, •Jg~g • . • • 

......................... ·· ······ ;..:····-~· \·io6·.:· .. \e;0·0 -· 2·"i':+20 ·; .- .. ~·c;·a· "..i, Li:z.·· .. ······ .. · · . 
· ·· ·····-· · .rz.5. = "Till'l'.l···r·rcrocr .. ~ R.2 =-.Zo · · · · .. ·zzoo ····· .:2 · · 

r;~;L;?,;fe?i ~ ~~p;~~~1;;k~ 
QMes~5on ~4 GSf; Z,, J'LJJ , 
Assume that Jamil has $10 to spend on good X and go~ Y, the price of X is $1 while pnce of Y is $2. Jamil's preferences 
for X and Y are summarized in the following table: 

. f;j3················f:~···~···· ~C£; -: ~~~a: . : .. ~~~:~;······························· .•••.•• ··••·•·•·••••···•·•••· 
.: .. :.·:·:·::··.: ... ::::·:.: ... t.;·:.:;::.·.:·~~ .. ~···;~:,:: .. ~····~::·~~,::.::.·.·.::: ........•.... . ... ::.:::: .. :·:::: .. ··_····.::··.:··:·:· .. ·::.·::::······ ····· 

the formula for meaning the price elasticity of supply 



\ 

e 
~ .. · 

t: = ' v ;:: 3 t +-6 =- ~ P( 
:--'A =---=2:----r-.,__=-~....-----1--.--+-<( = I b c.-> 
'/..= 2 Y;:: q 2 +-10:::. I 2- ~. 

i ;'. 3 (-.._:::_G s + ~ :;- I s :< 
-t-.-::.-0 r= ::;- ?+fl.-<!: iq~ 
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_,, i " : ; ~-]'" ; : : .. :··: .i G , .. ef .. 1 ~-Jf>Al.\ .. Sf-· (>QJ-.t; .. ~.1.e. .aJJ...e_vf. .. L .. f.. £UL_)\.pv.-JJ .. UP~ ~ 

·...J 

g. If ijoU calcutated corre . at a decrease in the price of good Y has caused Jamil to buy more 
quantities of X and V. How can this be explained (~4-! J,..s,-; <4)? 

.............. ,. ft.k1cwJ ::=!J... .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . 
----- -··--..:.c:::.._., .. _ 

I 
f. Now suppose that the price of Y falls to $1, what quantities o good X and t>ood Y will Jamil purchase ~o maximize 

satisfaction (utility)? 

........................ ·---+-------+----~::i4--+l- 
,R-C5 

...". 0 ~)Ji/.~ ~ lJJZiX;••··············· : ......................•...............•......................... 

e. Dra,(:jl~:~=~=n~:~~c . ~~ ~)~~,~ 
................ !.. .. ~ ~. ls ::t . .Pr: . .Y .. ~:=.==?. U?..::.X .. t .. i!. Y .. r: .. 

d, What conditions are satisfied in part c? 
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6. The law of diminishing marginal utility refers to 
(A} a consumer's decrease in total satisfaction as she consumes more units of a good 

/ 
rkB) a consumer's decrease in additional satisfaction as she consumes more and more. units of a good 
{C) the.idea thattotal utility is negative 
(D} the idea that marginal utility is negative 

7. A rise in the price of Pepsi that causes a household to shift its purchasing p~ttern toward (ot;....1; ~)'1.1:.WI .J:!A:!) 
Coke and away from Pepsi is the effect of a price change. 

_(A)_)ncome 
~ substitution 

(C) complementary 
(DJ diminishing marginal utility 

AA Iv\"' J 0 
M . _ l\ :2, .J r •\A -:;:f-· I ' -10 - 
• "1 I -J'l ') . 

5. The marginal utility of the first cup of coffee that Tamer drinks in the morning is worth $2.00. The marginal utility 
( r of the 9th cup of coffee he drinks is positive while the marginal utility of the 10th cup of coffee he drinks in the -.t ~2!"ing ls worth $0. This implies that. at a price of $0, Tamer would drink 
/ ;!!!) zero cups of coffee per morning \. r{ @ at most 10 cups of coffee per morning . . 
i· J. (C) more than 10 cups of coffee per morning, but the actual number is indeterminate from this information 

(D} an infinite number of cups of coffee each morning · 

4 If MUx MUy th . -<-, en 
PX Py . 

(A) spending a dollar less on V and a dollar more on X increases utility 
US1 spending a dollar less on J( and a dollar more on Y increases utility 
(C) Xis more expensive than Y 
(D) Y is more expensive than X 

3. Rami is consuming X and Y so that he is spending his entire (J...lS}Jr,ic~i:ne and ~~x = 5 .and ~~Y = 1?. To maximize 
utility, he should . -~- -- Mv..11. <(. ~ 
(A} continue to consume the same amount of X and Y since he is already maximizing utility f' · ~ Y: ~'I 
(B) consume less of both _X and Y -· 
{C) consume more X and less Y 
M consume less X and more Y 

1. The income elasticity of demand for education (~ is 3.5. Thus, a~ increase in income will 
(A) decrease the quantity of education demanded by 3.5% · c. j ,. Q · 
(B) decrease the quantity of education demanded by 14% 'bs ~ ~ 
{C) increase the quantity of education demanded by 4% . _ 19-- 

d.D-r Increase the quantity of education demanded by 14% .;3) \:,·), S - ~ '1 _v\ \ '1\· 

2. If the quantity demanded of peanut butter (~I o~j) increases by 4% when the price of jelly decreases by 2%, the 
cross-price elasticity of demand between peanut butter and jelly is , 

~ -4 '\'/Qd -~ ~ ~ ?-J 
~~.5 "5i ;; tt}__ ~0~1 ~~Lt ~ ~·tr 7-/. 
JDf'2 )~/07- r 

Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question. 
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~3. At the point wheretotal product is maximlzed.rnarglna! product 
n r~ Jfl:(is zero, but average product is still {~ positive 
,~ , (B) and average product are negative 

(C) is positive, but average product is negative 
(D) and average product are positive 

12. Assume the total product of two workers is 100 and the total product of three workers is-120. The average product ' ... . . -·· -=- 
of the third worker is and the marginal product of the third worker is _ 

~40;20 ' -- \i.:)0 ~ @ 
(B) 20; 100 \ '(? ;._ \ 9-o ,.,7 -: -\ \:" ~ 

0 0 ./ 

(C) 13.33; 6.67 --\~1 ~ f·'-·\-: v- -t>~"' ,,, '0/ •• 

(D) 120; 100 f"'";: .,~- ?_ r-t~-.. '- ~-{__ 
~ ,,7 ,.~/ 

10. Refer to Figure 1.1. The average product of the second worker is lawns moved. 

yq4 t : ~" 
(B) S ~ l- 

(C) 5.5 
. (D) 11 

i:i@. If marginal product is greater than average product, then 
.~ -,. (A) average product must be decreasing 
\·i'1 (B) ?1°ginal product must be decreasing 

~marginal product must be increasing 
j.W('marginal product could either be increasing or decreasing 

9. Refer to Figure 1,1 .The marginal product of the second worker is lawns moved. 
(A} 3 

tisfs 
{C) 8 
{D) 11 

F!gMrre 1.1 

8. In the long run, 
(A) a firm can shut down, but it cannot exit the industry 
(BY"there are no fixed factors ofproduction 
(C) a flrm can vary (~ all inputs, but it cannot change the mix of inputs it uses 
(D} all firms must make economic profits 
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have· value in exchange {J.il.:J.ll ~). 

(A} least; the least 
(B} least: littie or no 

<JC)i jfEatest; little or no 
M greatest; the greatest 

17. Wilbur's Widgets, a widget company, produces 100 widgets. Its average fixed cost is.$5 and its total variable cost 
is $300. What is the total cost of producing 100 widgets? - '1 C -:.: ~ 
(A) $300 

0 
? ? -\ . 

(B) $305 \ 6 0 ~ ~ C -; 5 \C -: 3c ~ 

(C) $500 ~ .. . c _,. -~6"' A ~-c -= '.£S c-::;6/.·J.i-'~ 
J0(ssoo , /~'If - ? · "') 5 ~ ~. -=) ~ 

\/ l . \cO 

18. Diminishing marginal returns implies _L.....'.---y / 
~ \. (Afde~riahlecosts ~ \ ' ;, / 
1.. (B} decreasing, marginal costs \ 0 J ---!---~-- 

.Je(increasing marginal costs ~ 
(D) decreasing average fixed costs ~ 

~~~. Marginal cost is average variable cost~--- 
-~'. · (A) e!Juai to; average total cost is rnlnlmized X 
~ _ll&Y'iefs than; total cost is maidmize<D ff ~· greater than; average fixed cost is minimized 

ff?'" . ( equal to; average variable cost is mlnlrnized x; 
rel..,. · . . - · • ' · 

20. The diamond/water paradox (~1.1i..) states that things with the value in use (c:!C\.(i.~1 ~) frequently 

16. A firm will begin to eY.periencf d_!!.!1in7\ish.i --~5?.t~!".£1~ at the point where 
fr @ marginal cost increases . ' 
1,._ j&{ marginal cost de.creases /,f 

(C) marginal product increases . re . ~ J- (D) Both Band C p...\. G ~ ~ 

15. The Farley Farm, a dairy company, has total costs of $15,000 and total variable costs of $2,000. The Farley Farm's 
total fixed costs are <;. oa:.> 
{A} $0 -fc :: \ 000 '3- ~ 
~ srs.ooo ..J c -;. $)...: <cc -::. · 
(C) $17,000 
(D) Indeterminate{ .l:!~I ~,\')because the firm's output level is not known 

14. If we assume that labor is the only~ the slope of the total product curve in the short run 
t, / {A) has no economic significance(4l~ ~i ..i.l u..,I) . . oe _ Q~ 

· (B} yeasures the average product of labor S '\ u'O - ~ ...;,1 ~ 
~measures the marginal product of labor 41 
10( measures both the marginal and average product at all points on the total product curve . -----...... 



's-;::.. ~=) t<; 

' ' <;. - )c - 1---=1- "2_ I .- 2 

~c Total product {Q) Variable cost Total cost AVC ATC MC 
i co 0 100 

\00 1 30 
\(.,0 2 75 "2.o 
I 00 3 53 

I oo 4 . _13 
5 r1-.t...t 3 ';:f. Lf 15 

(~ ->: ... 
~ complete the table 

t, 
A firm's cost curves are given in th ' - llowing table: 

a. Calculate the average productivity of labor from the information given in the above table 

b. Define the law of diminishing returns J:~\ \-'- er~ • ~. IA I .. J~ : .. ,4 , . ~~--.'felv..roi ~ J he e.Kkc.t:-.d}C.C(O'.a~,(:h.i?.n · >11-- 

(J d..f .. .c - . ~~-~-~ .. : a.v.J vv.VNe tAYl:1t~!61 - .. ~1 0:0.:d.~.cJ --~~ .. i\:~ . .:\.~{ \- c- ,__,. r-:~ ~ 
/ - ,-=t)Me ;;_j:>ic-~::::~~~~~~-~---·=~~-o.1~~:'-rr 

c. Does the table indicate (~la sifu;;tion of di · ishin ' ns? Explain your answer · -ioec.,.y'Y\€ c,.,. 

.•......... w.hi:O..rl?.l').l,,r.n<tt => ..... 0'.'..~ .. ,,,,,s .. ~~····-···················"~; 
~~ •• , ~~.% :r.:r. : .. ····-~~ t?.€1 .. n:.t ?; .lu~::.M1&.~~(e~hj1;p • ~'. ~"' 

........... /;·········r·····-··································································D (d.eca'.-ea.~ ec)i;:J<f. n. 1 .. R.e ~) 

......................... ( i. : .. . ~ t:::" c.\)eBa~.'~ it'.-4~'('!1 . 
pP I L 

QQJe!SttUOG'll ltl 

\ Number of labor Total product (output) Average product of labor Mf fV' 
0 0 o - 1 5 ;:;- s 
2 9 L; ,:; 4 " r - 3 12 if ·~ .I-:' '- _, 
4 14 3 .. 5 -------- . ..··2 =- 
5 15 ~- .. --- c~~ 

1' -·~ 

The following table gives total output or total product as a function of labor unit used 



~ ~-- ~-----·· 
a. Fill in the table for marginal utility for bot X and Y 
b, /.\re these preferences consistent (e:Ai) with the law of diminishing marginal utility? Explain briefly 04;)-i .$;t.;..! c...a_,J 

.......... !c.M<?.J,.c!,;..,;,.,s.~ .. ~P.)'i.oJ~.'C£ Tis .. ~LF""J.<><:.,y,.M. . 
. . :.~--~ .. 0-1')~d:;r!l2A 0.~L, - · ,:...A.\ ~-ll~~-£;;:,) . 

' ( .. O\ (~\Jl~e.-f.~.s cl.e.v.r..ecV:)e i n O:d.dif.19.-1.al scili~s.£~<:.cl't ~~l cco. c~isLt r;iJ 
· , . J'YlC'Yf and i?JV'Ye <Af1 ifs tf ~oo 

c. What quantities of good X and good Y will maximize Jamil's level of satisfaction (utility}? ,.....-- 

················~~.····· .. ·. ~to~~:······~~~~~·~•.:.;!~~;~i~f ~•••s..f:r;;;•x·.··:~•••·········••••······••••·. g £. (;:2./y~4 2' 4 

··············••··•·••~·····••• ·· •:1::••.•· :·•··••.•••· ·····z;~,~rr •. ·:·.·.·~~.·::;5;; ~~;?{~~~~~~:-. ~-·•.·•·.··.• ·•.·· 

7 100 
96 6 
90 s 
78 4 
62 3 
44 2 
24 1. 

7 
40 6 
36 5 
31 4 
25 3 
18 2 
10 1 

Total utility MUX 
ofX 

Unit of X 

43 

a. Write down the formula for meaning the price elasticity of supply 

................... P.6.s~ :et~-~-~ .. L..~ o.\ .s.v.{)..P.~~··-~-~~:-C- pe.:-J.c~,v.J.rua.e ~c-.W::-J~~-- .. \.~~ -···· 

......................... :::\:~€. G .. uO>.nb .. ::J S.\~'(){!.\,j_q4( .. o,~ ~- .f.l.P.-d~cb. JC .. 7,9~:Jl!:f.d.f..1:!." . 
.............. , 1~~-.f~~~~0S(){'. ~Q-~:'¬ Je i~ .. ~--f-J .. :(!.l.~c.f. ~~~----- .. ..... . ·········· ~· " !;r~-'0 .ts.<o ~:~:~~,., .¥.(?·,·~···· 

b. Suppose the price of Apples goes up from $20 to $22 a box. Ahmad farms ~upplies l~oxes'bfApples instead 
(&-':/~)of 1000 boxes. Compute the coefficient 04) of price elasticity "midpoints approac~" for Ahmad's supply. 

_Is its supply el01stic or it inelastic? 

............ P 1 ( .. ~9...:::-::::7. a.~J: v.n;d .. pd..l .. r.11. .. 
............ S. & .(J..Roo .. ~.1.0.co) .,l;S----·°""'------CV.x-.z··-··qXr·--· :4f.(Pi,-~--P~"()./i . 

. ~:er~-~i~~~~3t~~~~)~:~ .. :~~~; ~5E~. 
Qt1Jes1ti0>11#4 -. )(--?.oo )/2\ ). _ { - ) ~ 9_/ ~-~ >f (eleroh'c.). 

\: ~ \:\\CO - ~ .. 
Assume that Jamil has $10 to spend on good X and good Y, the price of X is@ihile price of Y is $2. Jamil's preferences 
for X and Y are summarized in the following table: fvlv.. ~ ~ f-A"'-J.. ~ ~ · - c.l)tf) 

f'i\~ ~1i -PM f-.(\l(:lerf. ~.., ;::\ ~ 
Jv'Vl./P-1-.. Units ofY Total utility MUV f\A'11. Yi· · /v .. v.y/P,y 

ofY t' 



g. If voucalculated cor~ectly, you have found{~) thata decrease In the price of good Y has caused Jamil to buy more 
quantities of X and Y. How can this be explained (~L;.J y..CJ --¥)? 

.•...•.•••.•••••.•.••.••..•• :.)(.:; g_·:7:.:·:::.:.·: ..... :::.::::.:.·:·::.::·::.·· :· ···················-···:·.::::·:::: ::::: .. .. .. : .. ::.::.: . :: .. · .. :.:.·::::· .... ::::.·::.:: .. :.: 

.·- .. ~· .. :: .. :.:.: .. ·:::: .. Y.: .. =::.:.?:.::.:: .. ··:·.r·:::.::·:: .. :···:::::::·::.·.:· ... :: .. ::· .. :.::::::::: .. ::::.:::::::·::.::·.:::.·.:·:::·:::::::.:.:::::::·.:·.:_· __ :::::::::::·_·_._::·::·:.::: .. ::.:.: .. :::.·::.:·::--.:·: .. 

f. Now suppose that the price of Y falls to·$1, what quantities of good X and good Y will Jamil purchase to rrraximlze 
satisfaction (utility)? 

.......... - : ? J.~~f .>l::f:. .. 
............ 91~ Co..l.\.e.c,~,.'.~.- Y.\~;.+.~ .p~_fu,f?V¥:: .J'==:~ .. :::.·.: ~ .. 
••..•.•.•••••••.•• ~ ..•. : .. :::··:_:·:~ .. ·:.::.:··:.:::.:.:;lt=~);;~;i:.·::J:\:;ti:~·.;.~·~~--~-~i ..•...•••.•.....••.•••.. 

.: .. :.·(t).,::::::r~:::1.·:::::::.;.::::.:::c~:v::v:·::.~:::.::.:::::1.:~~~:::::.::::::: .. :::::::·:·: .. ::::~::·:.: .. :.::_::·::::::·::::·::·:.:··:·.··:·:· ::··:-· ·:::_ -_ .. ··:·:· 
· m J;;.;..: .. ::;;;;.:;,::::·:c0;;;:· i.~lEJ-:p;;; 117 

. pf(. - ~ . 
e. Draw ((""'.JI) the budget line and identify its slope .. 

~ 

.............................. --P.x---·t ~ .. f?.y y.: .. ;;;, ~ ) ~.f . .t ::: .. .!.. 1...Y. ?.: ~L . 
······ "·......-.::)--···· " ~ __.. -- .......... =: 1..6 +, 0 :::. •o .. ~-- .. X.;;.1.0 1 P ±.::?y::. .. 10. *.s-..] 

d, What conditions are satisfied in part c? 
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5. Suppose that MUxlPx exceeds MUylPy- To maximize utility the consumer who is 
spending all her money income should buy: 
A. less of X only if its price rises. 
B. more of Y only if its price rises. 
C. more of Y and less of X. 

@more of X and less of Y. 

4. To maximize utility a consumer should allocate money income so that the: 
A elasticity of demand on all products purchased is the same. 

~arginal utility obtained from the last dollar spent on each product is the same. 
C. total utility derived from each product consumed is the same. 
D. marginal utility of the last unit of each product consumed is the same. 

3. The theory of consumer behavior assumes that: 
~onsumers behave rationally, attempting to maximize their satisfaction. 
'B<consumers have unlimited money incomes. 
C. consumers do not know how much marginal utility they obtain from successive 

units(9Li:i... ul.i.:....J) of various products. 
D. marginal utility is constant. 

2. Refer to the above data. The value for Y is: 
A.25. 
B. 30. 
0.40. 

@45. 

Units Total Marginal 
Consumed Utility Utility 

0 0 
1 w 20 
2 35' z 
3 y· 1-0 

;""' 
4 40 ~ 

1. Marginal utility can be: 
~· positive, but not negative. 

@positive or negative, but not zero. 
C. positive, negative, or zero. 
D. decreasing, but not negative. 

PART ONE: MULTIPLE CHOICE (60 POINTS) 
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. 9. Diminishing marginal utility explains why: 
A. the income effect exceeds the substitution effect. 
B. the substitution effect exceeds the income effect. 
C. supply curves are upsloping. 

@emand curves are downsloping, 

10. At each point on an indifference curve: 
A. money income is the same. 
B. the prices of the two products are the same. 
C. total utility is the same. 

(}}) marginal utility is the same. 

11. Which of the following definitions is correct? 
A. Accounting profit+ economic profit= normal profit. 
B. Economic. profit - accounting profit = explicit costs. 
~conomic profit= accounting profit - implicit costs. 
~conornic profit - implicit costs = accounting profits. 

8. The theory of consumer behavior assumes that consumers attempt to maximize: 
A. the difference between total and marginal utility .. 

@total utilit~ .. 
C. average utility. 
D. marginal utility . 

~~ ~ ~ 

7. An increase in the price of product A will: .r: ~ / 
A. increase the marginal utility per dollar spent on A. 

<@_gecrease the marginal utility per _dollar spent on A. 
C. not affect the marginal utility per dollar spent on A. 
D. cause utility-maximizing consumers to buy more of A. 

6. Refer to the above data. If the consumer has a money income of $52 and the prices of J 
and Kare $.8 and $4 respectively, the consumer will maximize her utility by .... 
purchasing: 

A. 2 units of J and 7 units of K. 
units of J and 5 units of K. 
units of J and 5 units of K. 

.units of J and 3 units of K. 

\,\ .'i 
s j'S 

Units Units s: 

of J MUJ ofK MUk 
1 sst: 1 32 ~ 

#- 2 48h 2 28 '.),;; 
3 32 L( 3 24 ~~ 
4 24t 4 202· s 
5 ,20 )'i:..) 5 12 \1..S 
6 16 '2. 6 10 \ 7· ~~ 
7 12 ts 7 8 l 'JY 
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/16. If a variable input is added to some fixed input, beyond some point the resulting extra 
output will decline. This statement describes: 

~economies and diseconomies of scale. 
B. X-inefficiency. 
~he law of diminishing returns . 

. ~ the law of diminishing marginal utility. 

15. Marginal product: 
A. diminishes at all levels of production. 
~may initially increase, then diminish, but never become negative. 

(G)nay initially increase, then diminish, and ultimately become negative. 
D. is always less than average product. 

14. Which of the following statements concerning the relationships between total product 
~ (TP), ayerage P!O. duct (AP), and margi.nal product (MP) is not correct? p...J?. -~ :J:-- 
~AP continues to rise so long as TP is rising. ~ 

B. AP reaches a maximum before TP .. reaches a maximum. 
C. TP reaches a maximum when the MP of the variable input becomes zero. 
D. MP cuts AP at the maximum AP. 

A Marginal product is: 
Whe increase in total output attributableus so) to the employment of one more worker. 
B. the increase in total revenue attributable to the employment of one more worker. 
C. the increase in total cost attributable to the employment of one more worker. 
~otal product divided by the number of workers employed. 

12. To economists, the main difference between the short run and the long run is that: 
A. the law of diminishing returns applies in the long run, but not in the short run. 
@-n the long run all resources are variable, while in the short run at least one resource is 

fixed. 
C. fixed costs are more important to decision making in the long run than they are in the 

short run. 
D. in the short run all resources are fixed, while in the long run all resources are variable. 
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21. Other things equal, if the prices of a firm's variable inputs were to fall: 
A. one could not predict(~) how unit costs of production would be affected. 
B. marginal cost, average variable cost, and average fixed cost would all fall. 
~marginal cost, average variable cost, and average total cost would all fall. 
~average variable cost would fall, but marginal cost would be unchanged. 

r'l 19. If you operated a small bakery, which of the following would be a variable cost in the 
<::::: "'-, 

short run? 
A. b,&king ovens 
B. interest on business loans 
C. annual lease payment for use of the building 

@baking supplies (flour, salt, etc.) 

20. Which of the following is correct as it relates to cost curves? 
A. Average variable cost intersects(~) marginal cost at the latter's minimum point. 

tff)Marginal cost inter~ects average t.o~l c~.~J at the latter's mi~i1?um poi~t. <:::. Average fixed cost mtersects marginal cost at the latter's rmrumum pomt. 
D. Marginal cost intersects average ru.re~:9bst at the latter's minimum point. 

18. Fixed cost is: 
A. the cost of producing one more unit of capital, for example, machinery. 

~y cost which does not change when the firm changes its output. 
~average cost multiplied by the firm's output. 

D. usually zero in the short run. 

17. In the above diagram curves 1, 2, and 3 represent the: 
A. average, marginal, and total product curves respectively(~l_,J.ll ~ ). 
B. marginal, average, and total product curves respectively. 

@total, average, and marginal product curves respectively. 
D. total, marginal, and average product curves respectively. 

' Variable Input \ 
\1 f--U 
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23. Which of the following is correct? 
A. There is no relationship between MP and MC. 
B. When AP is rising MC is falling, and when AP is falling MC is rising. 
C. When MP is rising MC is rising, and when MP is falling MC is falling. 

ri5:)When MP is rising MC is falling, and when MP is falling MC is rising. 
~ ti 

~ 
24. When diseconomies of scale occur: 
A. the long-run average total cost curve falls. 
~marginal cost intersects average total cost. 
(l::;)the long-run average total cost curve rises. 

D. average fixed costs will rise. 

22. In the above figure, curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the: 
A. A TC, MC, AFC, and A VC curves respectively. 
B. MC, AFC, A VC, and ATC curves respectively. 

@MC, ATC, AVC, and AFC curves respectively. 
D. ATC, A VC, AFC, and MC curves respectively. 

Output 0 

f· 
$ 
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Total 
product TFC AFC TVC AVC 

MC~ 

4.00 
$8.00 

Quantity of.A 
demanded Price of B Price of A 

Complete the table below to show how much of A the consumer will buy each week 
at each of the two possible prices 'of A. Also, show how much B will be demanded 
when the price of A changes. Explain 

0.5 4 6 

4 
'5 

3 
2 

Quantity 

1. A consumer has an income of $24 to spend each day. The only two goods the 
consumer is interested in purchasing are goods A and B. The marginal-utility 
schedules for these two goods are shown in the table below. The priceof B does not 
change and is $2. The marginal utility per dollar from B is also shown in the table. 
But the priceOTA'"Varies as shown in the table. The marginal utility per dollar from 
A when the price ofA:-is $8 and $4 is shown in the following table~(15 points) _,..1_, v.. 

...__..-; 'k.17 " 
·Good A Good B ~ • b \?. ~\b 

MU MU/$8 MU/$4 MU MU/$2 \ _f\. , X. V.. ~ 

~~ 1~ 1!-~ ~; . 1! ~'2·. !:· ~ % ·~·(7_·{3 
24 3 il ' 6 ~ 12 0 
16 2 ' 4 t7.. 8 4 

8 -:?\(, 6 3· 
1 g 4 4 U\ 

PART TWO A: (30 POINTS) 
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5. The law of diminishing returns explains diseconomies of scale. 
- True · · · · ~ 

1. A rational consumer will cease purchasing a product at that quantity where 
m~utility begins to diminish. ~~ / - ~ -7ue, 

2. W~tal utility is at a maximum, marginal utility is zero.·~ ~,-_,- - 
- ~) -False . 

3. Diseconomies of scale stem primarily from the difficulties in managing and 
coor~~ng a large-scale business ente!:l)ri~e. - re ~ 

4. At zero units of output a firm's variable costs are zero. 
- ~ - - -False" 

PART TWO B: TRUE or FALSE (10 POINTS) 
Circle the correct answer 



1 

10. (a) (b) (c) (d) N" 
~-;--_---------(a) -------·-------Cb) --·-··-------c~)----·-·----·--X'--·------------(~)-·------------·-------·---·------- 

-~=------·-·----(a) __ ~~~=~~- ~b)------·----~---~~~~~-- (-~~==~=-~~:~=~~=:=~=~-~~=~ 
13. (a) (b) (c) JXf (e) ~-;-----c~;--·----·--·-----··-g;z--·-------z~;-----·--·-------c~)--: .. ----·--- N---~----------- .. --------------- 
---·------·------------~---- ... ·-----------·---·-·-;~·---·------------------------ 
15. (a) (b) (c) }Q) (e) ;~\~---.-- ~--·---~0=-~~=~~~-~~~--~~::_=-=~) ~~-~-=~-~~---~~======~~ 
<f v 

I ) 

~) 

(e) (d) 

(e) (d) 

(b) 9. 

'6~ .. ------·------~)-·-·-----,.-·---· "f;(f __ . .. (~-)----·----··-·---·-·(~)· -----------( ~;---·---·-------·---------------- 
-~-- --------ca) ------·--·-------}~r·------·--(aj .. _~)-·----··-----(e)·--------·------------- · 

(e) (d) (c) (b) 4·. 

(cl} (c) (b) 5. 

·~ --- ··--.......-~~-~~--- ... --~---·--·-'------·---·------·-----------------~---·--- --··---·---·--·-·--·~--·--·----·----·-----·-- 
9Q 

Put mark (X) on the letter that corresponds to the best answer as in the following example: 
:Jt:ill Jti.JI ~ ~ ,~L;..Jl :\..i\..:i-';I I ~ t?~I u _;:JI ,_,le. (X) o ).Jo) C'"" 

§lecoml Hour Exam 
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5. Generally, as co~~Rtion o_f a g_o~d incr~s (~~-~ .;lj ~ .~l<o. ~), then..--- 
(a) Both ;tq!al utility and.margii:i~!Jl_tjJity_decrease. <. ·· (:'-"''/. ·:--<) 1 'o: Both total utility.and marginal utility increase. · 1.-..]\.. ; .. ·., 1J ·J 1 

() Margim.~1, utility increases and total utility decreases. · \ 'j 1 

d. ~arginal utility decreases and total utffiiYremains unchanged, ·01 
~ Marginal~!~~ and to_ta1.-~tilityj.nc~s. 

I ' 

6. Ifa firm i~ not,p1iducing an~ut, total cost equals 
- . ' '-·~ I .--------.. a. 'Zero. 

@ fixed cost. 
c, marginal cost. . 
d. variable cost. /'' 
e. none of the above. 

.. -·~-_:; ... _ 

2 

4. If a firm has_t,otal ~e.y~nue of ~~~?,Ot"..,_imp_!!_~~,~~s~:$2,010~~) and explicit costs of~9o~00,_.then 
tJ?a!,iyeQbno1n1c loss 1s $10,000. - · · 
Y. economic profit is $10.000. · .. 0 \ oO 1 D cJ 

0 _ .t)J] \ ::.... \ G\ - 
·'\.\' ~ I:; \\\"-~' c. normal profit is $10,000. ,. f.'(Df'b<'"' . ell a 

d. implicitprofitis$10,000. 1... -::. \601 ,,.c?O 
e. none of the above. \ e?1 c;, 

·1 
{; (/ 

( 

·.' 
1\. yr ( .. . . ./ . 

. l., ! vii . 
! rv.7' ./ I./, 

2. Which of the fol!owiE'~ .. ~9,~ts_!]l!!ain un~ed as the quantity ~reases 
~ ~I fixed- cosf. · - . /;. 7 
b. total variable cost. // -1' /! 1V !/ 
c. average variable cost. . , ... -·-{\ 1? / /,?- (,,· 

/.Jli)J1....- I 
d. ~\'._~~~g~~d cost. }/·? ) I/ 
e. both (c) and (d) are correct. \~~~~···/ I ·>--3"~. 

3. \.Vhen, t~·?duc.~ is a.:uaxir:1um, ~1 
a. margmar procuct is maximum. .< .. o ' (!i) marginal product is zero . ./ \' . }-;;; 
c. average product is zero. ,/7(3· 
d. average produ~t is maximum. ~/ c.V 
e. totai cost is maximum. l.· .... ., \ cJ 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (40 points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

1. A PJ19'~-~ch represents.allcombinations that give the consumer samll~vel of satisooion is called 
a.' /fhe'demand curve. - .. ·-···-. ___... ·:/ 
b. the budget line. _1.11/l v[. / 
@ the indifference curve. {- · 
· d. the satisfaction curve. 
e. the utility curve. 

Miss. Shireen Al Basha (Section 1) 
Dr. Mohamed Nasr (Section 2) 
Miss. Sana' Atari (Section3) 
Dr. Riyad Musa (Section 4)° 

Economics 13 ' 
First Semester 20 I 4120 I 5 
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Section No.:-------- 

Student Name:.-----·----- 
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~ _4·~· 
\......\.\ c, 

~ \ 
Q --- _:....----"" 30 ~I 

f 
_____, 

'I\ e Qr 
(\ 
~ 

"""' 

15 --~, ,,,-==ri 
14. If the price of goody is $~1 o~\the price c~gq.od.:X-iS7 

a. $12.5' ~ 
Q;') $ 7.5 
c. $20 
~$10 
~none of the above 

)< \ 0 ·+ 

icT 1:1 ?01 

cp y (!<{)0 ~'1-t- 

-s C) 

y 13. Tonmxi1:nize utillty, the consumer should buy 
a. 30 µnits otY and nothing ofX. 
b, nothing of Y and 40 units' of X. · 

Q, 30..miits ofY and 40 unit$ ofX. 
(]) 15 units ofY and 20 units ofX. 

e. none of the above. 

_) 

T. <» Fx ~ v · <, 

IA lb ~ 

µ.c~~ 
D~ 

IS.:x_4g 
-1-q& ~ 

\ 

f.C 
/ <J~'t/ \ . ·--~...:.:s,!_.,. \ 

....... _ ,,.,! 

10. In the long run, · 
a. werage fixed cost is less than average variable cost. 
b. average fixed cost is greater than average variable cost. 
c. only the scale of plant is fixed. 
d. all inputs are fixed. (£) all inputs are variable. - .. , c . 

J 11. Diamonds ('.7'1JA~I) are more expensive (~~.JI c}iy •Jlc.) than water because: 
~_,, a. diamonds are more useful, ·· ·· --, . 

b. water is an inferior good- J 
c_._ _ ']iawrw~S..$.i::'e hi~~~SRtal_ utili~ / . 

···(17 ~s_give.fiig~eL~r~~~~!!~25' / 
e. households are not rational. · 6 ' 

f/J- 
12. Under the I_s,.w gfdiminishing l!lai;gina1+et}lr-p;) ~ 

a. average product is rising. . .. - , ' 
b. average variable cost "is rising. . . . ='l"P'; 

{!;? average fixed cost is risingt"~' ~-=~ ., <: _s;y 
a. marginal product is rising. 'l~~~7:::~ 
e. ~ginaJ~~E.~:;: ®_~ 

*** Answer the next two questions on the basis of the following graph 

7. Changes in consL~m_ption that results from (IP~) changes in purchasing.powei· (~lytll ;;_,!JI) due to(~) changes in 
price i~ called~- .. ·· · ··· ···- · · · · 1 ' ~· 

a. consumption effect. ~~ ~~ 
(9 inco~ecl · 

c. siifistitution effoet;:::> 
d. law of demand. 



1· l 
- {) --. ~ /g 
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t 
I 

b. If the firm produces 25 shirts, wha. 's the averaae variable cost (AVC)? 

AC\J ;ct-_.c, ~ J:,~-~ _ ~_--1( ~~L t: 1".~-~~:~ 
~-~~ =V- -- -~ 

. <'""" .lf=== 
c. If the firm 0mpl.9-X:V'orkers, wha~_the marginal product of the sixth worker's 

J,\f' ~};ff/. _ / 2.S . 
..... / 6 Q b- ·_. 

~._A{·· 

Answer the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR WORI(t 
PART II: Essay questions (60 points) 

•• 
16. When there m:e e~mjes o_bscu!e, 
~A-t"ongrun average.cost is falling. 
b. long 1 .m averJge cost is ri§"&.. 

c. marginal cost equals average cost. 
cl. short run average cost is rising.~ 
e. short run average cost is falling. J-..~ 

\.....'\...q;>.::)~ 
~-·- ~ 

\ = c; ..., 

1 5. At 100 units of~ut, T~ is ~ l 0,000 and VC is $6,goo. Thei:_ ~~q eq~als: 
a WO Q TG ~c 
b. 100 / 
C, 50 \CO \.O;<KO O~ DC) 

® 40 
c. none of the above. 

Af 
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s. 

d. Construct a demand schedule for good X (below), 
and draw the demand curve for this 
consumer in the following space ~ 
LABEL YOUR GRAPH. 

a. How much is the consumer's total utility when he/she consumes 2 units ofX and 4 units ofY? Explain. 

MV\. -== ~ Tu . \ 1~tx::±.- ~ - q PCV ---- 
.01..1 'J<.. -Plu_ _ . lvt -~ ,_, X L-{ + QX 

I \ 

- ~~ ~ <..._ f.';::;. 'L 
1i Quantit~ ' MUofX MUofY }J\IA ~~./' c~o\ '-""-- 

\) 1 30 18 11 5-~ 
\?_ ---2- 24 16 I c . 

- - -- ··- 
0 3 20 12 

~--~---- w •• --- 
4 J6 IO 

' --- CD 5 12 8 -- --· ........ __ - --- 
.) t {, 10 6 I . "5 _ ___t ______ .2: ____ 

_,-------.-,_ .. ·'1 ,,..-\ < r 

Ouestion 2 (20 pointsl ~ 
Consider the following marginal utility schedule that a consumer derives from goods X and Y. Assume that the consumer 
ha; an income of 't20, which he spends on these two goods; thP_price of X is $4 per unit and the price of Y is $2 per unit. p..r~ ~ ~ 

~ lcr x .- ~ 6hc( '\ 

;ff:~:··· 
-~- ~--l--=~Q5~~:=~ 
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Answer the following q~estions on the basis of the above graph. 
'. (:;) 

First, suppose that tl~e finn is currently :p~~'~r tons of output, calculate the following at this level of output: 

a. Total Variable Cost (VC) 

<V'~$·~· 
/ AJCfi 

140 
Quantity (tons) 

80 20· 

I 
I 

+---'--"r""-'--c:!~~--i------.~-. -"'--..---'~-h-.-J.--, 

AVC 
....-----' 

Cost (dollars) 

40 J - - -:- - - ~ - - - :· - - .. ;- - - ~ - .. - ~ - - -:- ·- ~ ·; - . - ~ - . - r .. - ~ - ·- - : . .. . ;j-1- .. MC 
I I I l I I I l I I I I I 

35 ~- - - + - - ~ - - ~ - -·' - - - ~ - - - ~ - - -:- - - ~ - - - ~ - - - :- - - ~ - - - ~ - - + - - - . I I\ I'• I I I I I 1/1 
30 ----~--~-- ~---~--~---~---~--~---~---~--~---i-1-~--- 

: : '; : : : : .: : : : : f : 
2s _L - - _;_ - - ~ - - - ~\- -:- - - ~ - - - ~ - - -:- . - ~ - - - -~- --~ ~~-~-~=-~ ·_ ~"- - - - 

~ 

I ' I I ·r-------..i....._ I .J .··I I I l f 

I t I I I I f l I I I.' I I ATC 
I ( ·I l I 1... I . r I 1 r I - 2 -·,,.::.;-·::=·· l~. _ I ··-=-·l--;-;.;.···;,;.· J.. _ _:-..,;·1 .J _ - - l. _ - _ r __ - - _ _ _ __ I_ - - . \-~ 

I I ··I ·I I I I I I 

Consider the following graph which represents the cost curves for a business firm: 

. (;i') 
""'Q=u=es"""tl ..... ·o~r.~3 (~2_0~p_omts) · Jy 
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9. A purely competitive firm's supply curve is made up of its marginal cost curve at all points above the 
minimum 
(Al marginal cost curve. 

({@average vcrioble cost curve. 
(t) average fixed cost curve ·I JI 

~ JQ)~~9ge0~1~~curve. ·~~--=====-~-=-2~================-=--=~ 

(A) you should consume less candy. '~-/-c:>v 
you want more candy. 

$,you have maximized your total utility from consuming candy. 
(DJ you hove not yet reached (~ J..a:i rl) the point of diminishing marginal utility. 1 

8. 

7. A rise in the fixed cost will cause a firm's 
(A) average variabl:_s:_os.tcurve r? shlttup.~ J 

((BT)average totgk"ost curve to shift up. . ! 

IC) marginal co\t curve to shift up.x, 
(D) overage total cost curve to shift down. 

( 
Which of the following ore implicit costs for a typical firm? 
(A) a business licensing fee (1..>4Jill ~Y"J) 

(13) utilities cost (c:...Loh.11 ~tS) 
(C) the cost of labor hired [J..tc J,_;...;.:; w,_,l\i'i) by the firm 
eiopportunity costs of capital owned and used by the firm 

I 
.5. Suppose Hioi the morginal utility you derive from the last slice (~) of cheese pizza pur~b..9~c:l~Q and its I 

~>rice is $1. Also, the marginal utility you derive fromtfiefOsTT:iOTiieof-SOda purchased is 300 and its price is 

1~i Your me presently maximizing your torol utility from consuming pizza and soda ,\) u~ r;c) /./ S)C 
f.91 You can increase your total utility by purchasing more pizza and less soda v 1 i\ ' -z; :::------1 
((gj>You can increase your total utility b.; purchasing more sodo and less pizz3!) 0--- 
(D) You can increase >rour total utility ov purchasing zero units of both gooas "'~ 1 ( ex,· 

~~ 

.3 

. 4. The example of a pure competitive industry is the 
(A) electricity~ - --------- 

.dlW~5:1soline stations (i.:>-U1Jll ..::.ilk...). 
'© ·~v[Jeat)industr1 ~ 
{D) airlines industry.,. 

A firm has total revenue of $ lOOmillion, explicit costs of $90million and implicit costs of $20million. It's 
economic proflt is --- - ------ --- 
(A) $30 million \ DC-> _ ( Cf 0 -t 1-0 J 
(B) $80 million S 

$ l 0 million \ co .---- \ \ / 6 ) 
·$10 million S 

<-> .- \ 0 
3. 4-cider pure coi:npetition, a t[rm':k,qy~oge revenue is f\ 1<'\ < M R__ s, \) 

(A') equal to pnce. ri '- 
Bl total revenue divided by (~ f_,..,.i.) total cost 

(C) the revenue received by the firm per unit of labor hired ("•µ:,_i·; ~ J..Lc. Jil). 
(DJ price times quontitv sold . 

=====~~========~===~==-------- r-;~::~]1 I: ~ultiple Choices ( 60 QQints} 

!i I Mar~Jinal utility is the 
11· . (A) sotistoction achieved when a consumer has had enough of a product. 
11 (B) total satisfaction received from consuming a given number of units of a product. 

~~ !111 l extra satisfaction received from consuming one more unit of a product. 
) average satisfaction received from consuming a product. 

I 2. 



18. Ihe economies of scale production level: 
(A) Is the output level where ATC at minimum 
(B) Is the output level where long-run TC is decreasing 
(CJ Is the output level where long-run ATC is increasing ~~®' jhe o~tput level wr')l· long-run ATC is dee .. c1I I)[~, ~'- • /{) 

17. Which of the following is true about the relationships among various cost curves? 
@hen MC exceeds (U-·~I) ATC, ATC must be rising .r: 
(F.\) when MC exceeds ATC, ATC could be rising or falling . \ J 
(CJ when ATC is falling, MC must exceed ATC -, 
(D) when TC is rising, MC must exceed TC ,\ . __ 

·16. In the short run. a pure compefition firm produces output and earns (~) an economic profit if: ~~=~~~ - J - . . ~-· 

(C) P < AVC \ 
(D)AVC>P>ATC / v 

10. The low of diminishing marginal returns states: 
(A) as a firm uses more of a variable input, given the quantity of fixed inputs, its average cost eventually 

(4:J4-iJi ,~Jdecreases. 
~'OS a firm uses more of a variable input, given the quantity of fixed inputs, its marginal product 

eventually decreases. 
(C) as the size of a plant increases, its marginal product eventually decreases. 
(D) as a firm uses more of a fixed input, given the quantity of variable inputs, its marginal product 

eventually decreases. · ~ h A- V L :;- L o o ~ ·~ 
.-;."b r kV ( 7 v . 

1 r. In ~ purely competitive industry~t_ti~. m.or,~e! P!i ~ )U8 An i~dividual firm i.s producmq the outp~it at 
which MC $8. A VC at that output rs $10. Wna1 sn ·- the firm do to rnoxnruze i~_s)_ short-run profits or 
" ~Sfosses? - ---- --- C\ ~~~~,~{~1-"-'J <". 

insufficient information to answer (:\.;4-~\J;i.,i9ts -->:f- ..::.iL.,,h..llJ, v-l ,..,r <;.;.; 0\~-) Cf" _,,-,,-- fS / ---F)' . . '.- ~ ~ \ / 
shutdown ~ -:: ~ '-:f/1 . ,. c ~ ~ t ·''(} \ 

( C) leave output unchanged 0 / ~ ~ ~ r- J \ 

(DJ expand output (<:::l:LJ'i11~"'1.j.i) ~· / q~ / ~~· f, \ ~S-n' ~0 \ 
12. As Shawqi drinks additional cups !?.!Je'l at breakfast Shawqi's _. r , \~ \ ~ c'<. ') 

(A)Totalutilityfro1nlec1increase . ~ . _. -'o/\f-/ \ -.~ v 1'" 

~Total utility from tea decreose . ,/':! D~v x (6 ~ 1 . 

. [CJ Marginal utility from tea increase // {7 ,, ,'-0~0 ".::.. v\ Q s -: r A"\" 
ffD'I., Marginal utility. from tea decrease -:-<) .,AV - ' "\ C \ / (: ;: \- \.:__/ ~u ,_) .. \ 

·1 ~l. If the total cost of producing 6 .~n.iis of ~dudi~ $413, and the marginal c:os! of the 7th unit is $15 then 
r: (A) rile a overage cost of 7 units IS $9. .-. - '\:..\ ~ - c'/ ~-s-A- - =s: --:-c... 

" 9 ~(fil /.m?roi.nal •:ost of the~ unit is $9. \ C - :C: ' Cr-_,~ < - ~ (_,.. -::: \::> ~, 
~ price rs $15. (7 . C N'\ G ""' (::_ s, \ _) ~ Q \\t\ -b~ 6.,.,0 

fixed cost is $3D r\f'» 1 ~,;:?, D ..y \"'' c -- -s>,.;>;:::..,"> \ 15\:~1 :::,i r: 6' ~ 'b'J \. "?' \ ,, - ~""" \) "< 0 -:5 -\ -::, "'3' 
14. If G:~erol ~\otors Co~l?"t'ation is m.oking o. negati_ve economic profit, we can conclude ·lh<~t: 

1 
. t- 1- 

. ~~1 ~s mokinq a positive acco.unhng ~rofrt.~ 1 !CC."'v-- .,\f'.___ t@) :::: -r: \'-"-~ 1~~ 
• 

ls) ~1 ~s mak~ng a zero a~coun1mg p.rofrt. Y_ $, ~"~'::·..:<,,___ e r- ~Li v I D 
1t is making a negative a~count1ng profit .-L \ v1...w "\ ~ l G _ , 
All of the above are possible. \ S,. J ~ }8 , ~lfX, I~ _,,_. _.- --- c \'- ~ 

~ - . "''"' ~ ·1 s. A consumpti.on _point inside (J:>.1..i11 ,~) the budo~t ~n~~C. s> ~C -Y'-~fJ,,; 
(A) Is unattainable . · ~...> ____,. ,,_/ / 
(BJ Shows thC11 the consumer spends income on only one ~e-goods 
(Cl Shows that the consumer has chosen to spend all of his or her income on both proq;!vct d9J Is attainable, but has s~1!1~=--~·nspen! incom~ ..___ _ _.. 
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2-4. In the figure below, curve A is the curve and curve Dis the curve. 
(A) Marginal cost; average fixed cos: 
(A) Average variable cost marginal cost 

{fBPAverage fixed cost; marginal cost 
TC) Average fixed cost; average total cost 

23. A firm that shuts down and produces no output incurs a loss (•Jt..,,:.. .ifi:i:i) equal to its 
(A) marginal costs. 

@J)total fixed costs. 
(C) totol variable costs. 
(D) Zero 

21. In perfect (pure) competition, . 
(A) there are significant restrictions on entry ( J3;..ll1 c)c 0.J.~ "-'"9 .!!W.) ~ 
(B) each firm can influence (Ji:,>) the price of the goocl.X M 
~.)_ there are few buyers. -c ?!j) · 
~all firms in the market sell their product at the same price · 

22. The break-even point is defined as occurring at an output a1 which 
(A) total cost is minimized. 

total revenue equals total variable corft. --?"D n .. J _=-CY 
Price equal overage total cost. -P-:::- ·r'\C. .('/I~._.;> 

rnarginal revenue equals rnorginol cost 

20. Red Stone company currently hires (ut._jj) 5 workers. When it added a 6th worker, its output actually fell 
(w..aii,jl) . Which of the following statements is true? ~ 
(A) The average product of the sixth worker is negative. (\ () 

!The sixth worker is not as skilled as the fifth worker. . ' 
The total product becomes negative. 
The marginal product of the sixth worker must be negative. 

19. Firms in a pure competition face a: 
' @Perfectly elastic demand curve 

tBJ Perfectly inelastic demand curve 
(C) Unitorv elastic demand curve 
(D) Downward sloping demand curve 

======~-=--------~=------ 
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a. If Sara rnoximizes her utility, how\many units of each good should sh~y? g,,.$ 
~V2zf ~ \J_ ~ d,<1>\~~ C r'0\e&2-~ =r\~Csu1:-~f ~ \ + · 

A \ b T~- ~ l S:= ?..- l'L-XL) "\'l3>< '2) s \ 0 v 
(S 6 T:=3_,s~G\ 

< 

Quantity 01' Marginal Quantity of ~ 
01\. \j "'c·.c...nrw 

Tea Utility Sandwiches ~\"-.{.{,./ 

l 40 l ~o -- 
2 20 2 30 *"' -~ 

3 12 3 27 ~ ')_ 
4 10 4 18 ~b 
5 6 5 15 --------- ---- 
6 2 6 9 

1~=~--~= .. ~="--· . .-=-=~~~= .. 

S_i:;;~UmtJJ~_Short Answer:_Questions ~§how vour ·wor~I CU!J J:? ,·w) J:\ 
.» \-~- 

Question c/L.1(14 pointsl -\ I r-r . 
Tobie below shows Sara's utility from Tea and Sandwiches. The price of Te~per bottle an 
price of a sandwich is $3. Sam has $1 O to spend on these two goods. / 

~ ~ 
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d. What is the ~gin al cost of producing 5 units of output? 

) 

c. Whal is the average varioble cost .s?.!J?JQ.du.ci~nits of output? --·-- --·~-·-·-- -· -· ..... -- 

\ 
( 

~\J (.·~TUC._~ \00 .s: 2-- s 
q 

a.' What is the total cost of producing 2 units of <:>~!.!./ __ (_, _. 5 C:) 
~'Vc-::iS --~.=- ~~'/1') -· 

9 /- 
\t> Tc ~1vc -tT~c ~ 

I 

-. f?C) .-t- :4 / 
....,.... . 

b. What is the vemge fixed cos of producing 4 units of output? 
I - -:--::-- - (\ 

~~(_ 5~ ~ 2E.- -: 5 ~·· Y/ 

- 
Quantity_ NC TC AVC ATC 

0 0 20 
I 45 

23 
100 

145 

Use the following table lo answer questions below it 

QHf'Stion :fF 2(12 points) 



32 
40 
50 
52 
66 

Profit (+) or loss H Quantity supplied, 
___ , __ s_ingle firm 

Price 

1 . Assume that H~e market pric is ,(~Uwhot is the amount of outpLJtJbat f[m should produce to 
. maximize its profit? l/:lhat ec;on~- mic pr(:>~I qi;Jos~~~~ reoJize ?t this outp_~.t _level_?0,,1 G.,c- _., c-) @)+ k CtffiClU\J- 0-¥ cµYpv.-\" ~ ~\('/ '' ! ~~\d.L +o (Y'--8\.1' ?~ \..,::, ~ D c Cl(*~ 3) 

~~'** 5 ~C_ \) ~ [ITC) c) ~· ». YP- ·q_) · 

2. If morke+ pri~t~c~a~lo 4Q, is the firm still produce or shut down? Explain. What economic profit 
or loss will the firm realize at this price? 

( 19 5 ~ \p_s<S / D i J () a« (__ ~ VJ , . ___, / / 

r-;::::. -i ~ 5 ·~cl .J~ )'Je~f:>VC/ r;:: Cj() / p.;c .)_.-\v\, . -:;;/,_:>~I _·_ ·- 

f{dl'4~ ~s~> ~,c ~(-'-;.re ~~lf§-~·· , . ~ 
I ~· 1£1_ l \-C s 'i:» (!PS >j 
J.- G\ 

3. In the table below, complete the short run supply schedule for the firm and indicate the profit or loss 
incurred at each output. 

Total Average Average Average Marginal 
Product Fixed cost Variable Total cost Cost 

cost 
1 20 80 100 30 
2 10 53 63 26 
3 6.67 45.93 52.6. --- .32 - ~ 
4 \SJ r 44.5\ C42..s::> , -· l'4oJ) ~ y..,J 

- 
/ 5 - 4 45.6 49.6 50 .: 

6 3.34 46.66 50 52 ......... / 

7 2.85 49.45 (52.3) '6 v .: 0 c : 

(8) 2.5 53.25 c 55]5/ (Blrl - 
-9 2.23 58.37 60.6 100 
10 2 65.6 67.6 130 

r.i--=-==-:~ . .::;~·...:: ·- r . 
I QlJ~~tiori :/t 3(14 points} 

Assume the following cost data are for a purely competitive producer. 


